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It was w i t h extreme regret and a profound sense of loss that we learned of the death of our esteemed
President and Editor on 11th November, 1963.
He had been unwell since the beginning of the year but the seriousness of his illness was not at first
appreciated and we can only now understand the effort which he must have made in order t o preside at
our last Annual General Meeting.
Ernest Shurly was responsible more than any other person for the formation of our Society on
28th November, 1931. During the formative years he guided the new Society as its Secretary f r o m which
post he was forced t o resign through ill-health.
W h e n the Society was reformed in 1946, after the war, he assumed the duties of Editor, an arduous
task which he undertook w i t h zeal and enthusiasm w i t h the object of making the Journal a responsible
and respected publication throughout the w o r l d . In this he was strikingly successful and he was justifiably proud of the result. Comparison between that copy printed in green ink w i t h t w e n t y incomplete
pages and N o . 2 of Volume 25 (his last) w i l l amply confirm this.
In 1956 he was elected President of the Society, a unanimous decision which merely endorsed a t i t l e
which his years of service and knowledge had already merited.
His love and knowledge of the genus Mammillaria was internationally known and respected, the
culmination of which came in A p r i l , 1955, when he was selected for distinction by the Linnean Society
and elected a Fellow for his w o r k on that genus. He had already been elected an Honorary Fellow of the
Cactus and Succulent Society of America.
It was natural for him t o support and become a prominent member of the International Organisation
for Succulent Plant Study.
He enthusiastically supported the newly formed Mammillaria Society and became its first President
in 1962.
He was responsible for the publication of several books on cacti and he was keen t o have foreign
descriptions of plants translated into English.
Ernest Shurly did not always agree w i t h his contemporaries in the cactus w o r l d but they respected
his views as he did theirs.
He was just as enthusiastic in sharing his knowledge and forwarding the dissemination of information
in connection w i t h his business in advertising signs. He was Founder President and Life Vice-President of
the Southern Branch of the Master Sign Makers' Association and played no small part in this organisation
and its newspaper.
In the sign business and the cactus hobby he leaves a gap which may be bridged but which w i l l not be
filled.
He will be sorely missed by many, no less by those it pleased him t o call "his friends the enemy".
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CACTUS CULTURAL NOTES
By A. BOARDER
As another growing season approaches most members will be looking forward t o the pleasure of seeing new
plants in flower o r t o raising fresh kinds from seed. If any member has not yet tried raising cacti f r o m seed then a
very interesting hobby has been missed. Although I have raised many thousands of cacti f r o m seed over many years
I still look forward eagerly t o raising a few more this season. The main problem appears t o be that one just cannot
find the heart t o miss the oportunity of growing a fresh kind and before long one gets so cluttered up w i t h young
plants that is it is almost impossible t o find space for pricking out the new seedlings. I had my usual disappointments
last year and I suspect that I shall have some more this year. The chief one is that the very uncommon seeds I need
never t u r n up f r o m the dealer, but I get substitutes of kinds which are already in my seed storing box. I often get
a note t o say the the missing seeds w i l l follow but they never do. Added to this is the fact that often the seedlings
t u r n out t o be wrongly named and some kinds never come up at all.
It may be thought that this indicates something wrong w i t h my propagation, but often one kind of seed fails
in a pan which contains several other kinds which have all germinated well. I usually get my seed so that they can
be sown early in the new year but so far I have not obtained either seeds o r a catalogue, and this is the end of the
year, 1963, when I am w r i t i n g . I do sow a few seeds f r o m my own plants, especially those which are uncommon.
I also like t o have t w o plants of each species if I can. This is always useful in case of a loss. So many losses occured
last w i n t e r through electricity failures that the advantage of a spare plant became very apparent. The t r o u b l e w i t h
this idea is that all these extra plants take up so much space in the greenhouse. If a new house is built there appears
endless spare r o o m , but after a few years this space gradually decreases and one is faced w i t h the problem of trying
t o decide which Genus must go first.
A b o u t thirty-eight years ago I got rid of practically all of my other succulents and used the space t o increase
my collection of Mammillarias.
By 1930 I had got down t o Mams, only and, by 1934, had my greenhouse filled w i t h
Mams., w i t h only one o r t w o other kinds. This collection was almost entirely lost during the war and practically
all my new plants have been raised from seed by me since the end of the war. I later built a new and larger greenhouse and so raised seedlings of any kind of cactus I could obtain. The result is that I have now reached the stage
when I can hardly find room for a larger pot if one is needed. I cannot of course get rid of any of my Mams., as these
are my favourite plants. My Lithops come next on my list and I cannot part w i t h any of these, although I am down
t o one plant of each species in these. I have then t o look t o the other Genera. I have long since parted w i t h all
Opuntios and tall growing Cereus. I find that I have a very good collection of the following species:— Coryphanthas;
Rebutios; Lobivias; Notocactus; Gymnocalycium; Echinofossulocactus; Echinocereus; Astrophytum; Lophophora; tAalacocarpus; Parodias; as well as a few Fraileas; Escobarias; Dolichothetes; Hamatacactus; Harrisia; Neoporteria, etc..
and among the other succulents many Lithops, a few Euphorbia obesa, Conophytum, Fenestraria and Opthalmophyllum.
I wonder which w i l l be the Genus which has t o go first. I almost made up my mind t o start w i t h the Lobfr/ias,
but after repotting them recently I found that I had enough room for all my plants at least for a few more months,
and at the time of w r i t i n g I do not know how many plants may be lost before the spring arrives.
I had managed t o repot all my plants, just about one thousand of them, and it took me quite a long time. One
is decidedly fortunate t o be able t o repot a dozen average sized plants in an hour, and considering that this repotting
has t o be squeezed in between all the other tasks, such as gardening, w r i t i n g , lecturing and judging, etc., i t can be
realised that it is a major task. W h e n one gets a collection of this size it is inclined t o become hard w o r k and I
am afraid that one cannot get as much enjoyment from the hobby as one did when the collection was much smaller.
Also I am quite sure that the individual plants do not get nearly as much attention as when one had fewer t o look
after. Most beginners are inclined t o envy the member w i t h a large collection, but there certainly comes a day
when one almost regrets the number of plants needing attention. I would not have repotted my plants so late in
the year f r o m choice, as it was well into December before all were finished, but I was quite unable t o find the time
t o do the repotting earlier in the year. I know that it would have been much better t o have repotted all the plants
in March o r A p r i l , but I was not able t o do this at that time. However I do not mind at what t i m e I have t o repot
if the early part of the year is not possible, in other words I would sooner repot in December than not at all. I
d o know that all the old stale soil has been removed f r o m the roots and any dead roots have been removed.
This should enable the plant t o make a good start early in the growing season.
Many of the plants I repotted had almost nothing but dry sandy dust in the pots. All the humus had disappeared.
It certainly looked as if some of the pots had not had enough water during the season. It is no easy task t o make sure
that all of a thousand pots get enough water when they need it. W i t h a small collection it is quite easy t o see t o
this, as one can lift each pot or tap it t o see if it is dry. This method is quite impossible w i t h a large number of
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plants as in warm weather most pots in a greenhouse may need watering every day. What happens is that each pot
gets filled to the top with rain water and is then left. This may be enough for some plants but it is apparent that if
a plant is growing well this drop is insufficient to enable the plant to grow at the maximum rate. One can go over
the whole collection again I know, but then it is possible that some pots will get more water than necessary. If
a hose is used during the warm weather all the plants will get a certain amount of water but it is not possible to be
sure how much each pot gets. Some take longer to dry out than others and so one must be careful when using this
method. So much also depends on the weather as during hot spells some pots could dry out in less than a day whilst
in cool weather it could take a week.
Many members have no greenhouse and have to grow their plants in the living room. Many kinds can be grown
and flowered under these conditions but one should not be too adventurous as some of those kinds which look so
attractive in books may be rather difficult to grow well in anything but a greenhouse. Such kinds as Ariocarpus,
Strombocactus, Epithelantha and Lophophora are not very suitable and could only bring disappointment. There are
so many good kinds to grow in the house that there is no need to go short of suitable plants.
It is probable that many start a collection with small plants given by a friend and then gradually build up with
new kinds as available. For a small collection to be kept in a living room the following will make a very good nucleus:Rebutia minuscula; R. senilis; R. violaciflora; Mammillaria bocasana; M. wildii; M. rhodantha; M. multiceps; M. elongata;
M. gracilis; Notocactus ottonis; N. tabular is; Gymnocalycium multiflorum; G. gibosum; Lobivia famatimensis; L aurea;
L caespitosa; Parodia mutabilis; Opuntia microdasys; 0. salmiana; Cereus peruvianus; Cleistocactus strausii; Echinocereus procumbens; Coryphantha radians; and Aporococtus flagelliformis. To these cacti may be added some other
succulents such as species of Haworthia; Casteria; Aloe; Crassula; Echeveria; Cotyledon; Gibbaeum; Pleiospilos; Faucaria;
Stapelia; Klienia and Ceropegia.
There are of course many other Genera which would provide easy-to-grow plants but the above should form
a very good selection for the house as most are not difficult to obtain. Always remember that the kinds one sees
for sale in florists and stores are usually those which are not too difficult to grow. The rare and difficult ones do not
appear among them except on very rare occasions. Not that some very good kinds cannot be picked up at times.
Many florists get a box or two of cacti and other succulents from a wholesaler. In the box may be many common
kinds but often one or two very good kinds are included. If one knows when a supply is due to be delivered it is
often possible to obtain unusual plants by looking over the new boxes before the general public gets a chance to do so.
If one has a south-facing room with a good bay window it is possible to house quite a good collection of succulents. I
have seen several such collections which have thrived very well. It is also possible to erect several shelves one above
the other at the sides of a window and so house many pots. If however one has a garden it is possible to make a rough
frame with little trouble where the plants can spend the summer. They can be removed to the house towards the
end of October and brought out again towards the end of May. Cacti do very well under these conditions. An easy
way to make a frame is to drive four stakes of one inch tile batten into the ground the size needed. These can be
joined at the top by other pieces or even iath can be used. Then a length of the new transparent plastic sheeting
can be fixed with drawing pins to make a useful frame. A top can be made with tile batten and covered with the
plastic. If one side of the frame is made lower than the other it will enable rain to run off. The lid can be made
slightly larger than the frame so that the timber overlaps the edges of the frame and stays secure. It is surprising
how well many plants will grow and flower under these conditions. The base of the frame can be well covered with
coarse ashes and some slug bait should be frequently added to deter slugs and wood lice.
When repotting try to give each plant enough room in which to grow. The size of pot will depend on the type
of plant and whether it is of a fast-growing type or not. I never think a plant has much chance in a tiny pot and like
to make sure that all globular types go into a pot with at least half an inch from plant to the side of the pot when
using pots up to three inches in diameter but with an inch all round when using larger pots. In the case of tall growing
kinds one must use discretition to ensure that the plants will not be top-heavy and more space around the plant
base must be allowed. See that the crock in the pot base is placed so that all surplus water can drain away and then
do not use too much crocking on top of that. Remember that this crocking will prevent nourishing soil being placed
in the pot. As long as the potting compost is of a good porous nature the surplus water will drain away all right.
Broken brick is very useful for increasing the porosity of the compost, as this keeps the soil open, even dust-like
particles will not clog together. Even though the plants have been repotted correctly it does not mean that they can
stand on flat surfaces. They should stand on gravel or similar material or in saucers containing such substance.
Many plants are soon in trouble if the drainage hole is completely sealed off by a flat surface. In the garden the hoe
is frequently used to break up the hard surface for the benefit of the growing crops and the same applies to plants
in pots. After fairly frequent watering the top of the soil in a pot will become very hard and if this is broken up
occasionally the plant will benefit from the air which can then enter. Once all fear of frost is past the windows of
the greenhouse can be left open day and night. A little air allowed at all lights will benefit the plants considerably.
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CULTIVATION OF SUCCULENTS
By Mrs. M. STILLWELL
W h a t a contrast this w i n t e r is t o date, f r o m last year, and what a blessing, although of course it is not t o o late
yet t o experience some real w i n t e r weather. Certain plants do need watering during the winter, and w i t h a good
spell of fine weather it is safe t o do this, preferably on a nice bright morning. All the epiphytes will require some
water, o r they w i l l shrivel very badly and take a long t i m e t o recover in the spring. W h i l e these plants are usually
kept in the succulent house, and need a somewhat more generous treatment, one is often apt t o forget, that most of
them are really cacti. I repotted the majority of mine in the late autumn, as I feel it is a mistake t o disturb them in
the spring when the buds are forming. I have placed a number in plastic pots, which retain the moisture better, and
should be ideal for this type of plant. N o w that there are so many good plastic pots on the market that are the natural
colour of clay pots, I have rather changed my ideas about them, it was mainly the bright colours I objected t o when
they were first introduced. Last year I experimented w i t h a few, and am ready t o admit, that they are the pot of
the future, but not for everything. They clean very easily and have not the porosity o r crevices t o harbour pests,
and seem very good for rooting imported plants, but it is very easy t o over-water, and so cause the plants t o grow
o u t of character, therefore I would not use them for such plants as Lithops and other small mimicry plants.
The Gibbaeums have been and still are flowering well. G. shandii is looking very pretty at the present time, and
G. perviride, which is in a five inch pot, has a bud to every head. G. fissoides is also showing large fat buds, which will
later open into larger cerise coloured flowers, which last for quite a long time. Gibbaeums need enough water in
the w i n t e r just t o keep them plump, w i t h the exception of the G. heathii varieties which I find flower better in the
spring if allowed t o shrivel and go t o rest during December, January and February.
I repotted a number of Haworthias in the autumn. I used plastic pots for several of these, including H. truncata,
which is often a problem plant w i t h many people. I always add a little extra sedge peat and bone meal to the
Haworthia compost, as they make such strong roots, and soon exhaust the amount of compost in a small pot. It
might even be advisable t o repot these plants twice a year t o get healthy show specimens. They can be grown on
t o p of the staging for the w i n t e r months, where they get all the available light, but during the summer I find they
do better under the staging, as the strong sunlight will often give them a scorched appearance.
I have been watching the Stapeliads closely, t o make sure that they do not shrivel too much. I do not like t o
water them in the w i n t e r if I can help it, but they must not be allowed t o go t o o far. A t the moment most of them
are keeping nice and plump. They are still up on the shelves where they do so well during the summer. That is the
secret of getting them through the winter. Get some really strong well ripened growth on them during their growing
season. You will never do this if you grow them under the staging in the shade. There are a certain few that must
be kept warmer in the w i n t e r if they are t o survive, namely:— Hoodias, Tavaresias, Trichocaulons and those coming
from the more tropical parts of Africa, these I stand on top of the propagator and therefore, because of this extra
w a r m t h , they may need a little water about once a month. It is a mistake t o give them too much bottom heat in the
w i n t e r , as I feel it dries the root system up too much, and causes them t o shrivel up far more than they would normally do. Last year I managed t o keep three different kinds of Jatrophas safely through the w i n t e r by standing them
on the t o p of the propagator, and keeping them dry. It is better not t o chance watering these in the w i n t e r when
all the leaves have dropped, as they are some of the first plants t o succumb in damp conditions. Mine are t w o year
old seedlings, but I have lost a number through the years, during the winter. Adeniums and Monodem'ums also need
some extra w a r m t h . Study your plants and find out all those that come from the more tropical areas, for these are
the ones that will require a little extra care during the winter. One should not get too downhearted over w i n t e r
losses but rather regard it as a challenge t o t r y and succeed the following year and devise other methods of cultivation.
The dainty little Crassula nemorosa is full of buds, and another one doing well in a plastic half pot. This rather
uncommon little plant, w i t h its tiny tuberous roots, is well w o r t h looking out for. It completely dies down after
flowering, but the whole plant springs t o life again about August. Another little attractive white flowered Crassula,
although rather more rampant, is C. galunkensis. It has been flowering well this winter, and if kept on the dry side
the foliage turns a fine copper colour. Crassula gillii is also showing plenty of flower heads this year, after being
broken up last season. Crassula lactea can usually be relied upon t o give a good show of flowers at Christmas t i m e .
Mine is due t o be broken up this year, as it has reached the woody stage, and no longer makes much g r o w t h or
produces many flowers. The red flowers of C. schmidtii are always welcome in the winter, but mealy bugs also seem
t o find this a great favourite.
Many Echeverias flower during the winter, especially the smaller types such as £. derenbergii, E. carnicolor
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and £. pulvinata. These will certainly need water in moderation. The tall branching E. roseum is also lookingat its
best around January, w i t h its heads of pink bracts which precede the flowers.
I noticed a flower open on Fenestraria aurantiaca on Christmas day. A favourite little plant of mine, Nananthus
malherbii is showing three nice buds I see today. I find the Nananthus seem t o g r o w more in the autumn and winter,
and rest during the summer. The Pleiospilos should now be making t h e i r new bodies, but should be kept dry. P. nelii
should soon be showing buds.
The Lithops and Argyrodermas should remain dry until about May, or such time as they are ready for water.
The Conophytums may benefit from a little water about March.
An interesting little plant that I have not long come by is Oxalis succulenta, which in the summer is similar
t o the ordinary Oxalis w i t h small yellow flowers, and the usual three petal leaves. In the w i n t e r the leaves die off,
leaving the leaf pedicels which become swollen and succulent, giving the plant a completely new look. I found this
quite fascinating and am now waiting t o see how it changes back in the spring when the new leaves are formed.
I also obtained this last season a small plant of Phyllobolus resurgens, which at the time of w r i t i n g is still in full g r o w t h .
It needs careful watering from the base, and according t o the books has a very short growing period, mainly in the
autumn.
This w i n t e r , remembering the very excessive electric bills of last year, I invested in three Eltex heaters, one
double and t w o single burner types. Each burns for 40 hours on one gallon of paraffin. Used in conjunction w i t h
the electricity, I hope t o overcome some of the heating problems. I was very tempted t o get electric fan heaters
which I am quite sure are an excellent thing, as they keep the air circulating, but remembering all the power cuts
and load shedding last year, I decided against it. My old tubular heaters are controlled by a thermostat which cuts
in when the temperature is around 45° F. Most of our plants are resting in the winter, o r growing very slowly,
and therefore high temperatures are not necessary, or the plants will be encouraged t o put on false g r o w t h , and
become out of character. The same applies t o plants grown indoors. They should be given all the light possible,
and not be kept too near to heating appliances. Any succulents growing on w i n d o w sills should be removed at nights
when the curtains are pulled, o r the frost may get them.
During the w i n t e r it is a good idea t o check on the names of your plants. Many of us are given new plants o r
cuttings during the year, by very ardent collectors, who assure us that the name they gave us w i t h it, is absolutely
correct because the plant came from Mr. So-and-so. Often like all of us Mr. So-and-so is not always right, and we have
a plant incorrectly named. If you have some good reference books or can b o r r o w them f r o m the local library, make
a point of looking up any plants you are doubtful about. Do not trust t o your memory but w r i t e out a new label
at once, and at the same time have a look around the collection for any more labels that may need renewing. Choose
labels large enough t o take a little information on the backs, which if you like t o save space, can be in code f o r m .
You will find it very useful t o see at a glance, where the plant came f r o m , the date it was obtained, when it was
last repotted, etc., w i t h o u t having t o look up an index, or hunt for an elusive note book.
It is good t o t h i n k that the spring is not so very far away, and that we can soon t h i n k about repotting and seed
sowing. Get everything ready so that when the time comes there will be no delays. Do not be in too much of a h u r r y
t o sow seeds, I always feel it is far better t o wait until March at least, where succulents are concerned.
Here's wishing you all, a very Happy New Year, if it's not t o o late, and every success w i t h your plants.
Lists, etc., Received
Anglo-Scottish Cactus Centre, Mill Nurseries (Sunderland) Limited, Burdon Road, Silksworth, County Durham.
December, 1963, list of cacti available.
Blandford Press. Spring and Summer 1964 Book List.
Kenbar Electrical Co. Limited. The Kenbar Electric Plant Propagator; Full specification available f r o m t h e
Company at Forsyth Road, Sheerwater, W o k i n g , Surrey, or the Acting Editor.
N e w Mexico Cactus Research, P.O. Box 544, Belen, N e w Mexico. List of cacti available.

J O U R N A L B I N D E R . A self-binder, capable of holding four year's Journals, finished in green cloth w i t h gilt
lettering on the spine, is available, price 12/-, post free t o members.
L A B E L S . Triangular type, one which can be read w i t h o u t t u r n i n g the head and stays in place when watering. W h i t e
ivorine, 3/6d. per 100, post free.
B L A Z E R B A D G E S . Obtainable on black or navy ground, 10/-.
L A P E L B R O O C H B A D G E S . N e w price 3/9d., post free.
All the above available from E. W . Young, 35 Castle Drive, llford, Essex.
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MAMMILLARIAS I HAVE GROWN (continued)
By A. BOARDER
In this series the letter " P " has now been reached and I find that over the years I have grown about 50 Mams,
with this Initial letter. Some species do not appear today in reference books and it must be assumed that they were
either synonyms or wrongly named, or perhaps they have disappeared from cultivation.
At pachythele, quite an attractive plant raised from seed in 1932.
At painteri, one of the rather difficult hooked types, but a good one for flowering.
At parkinsonii, one of the favourite Mams., and one I grew from seed in 1931. The plants always get double headed
then to four heads when they reach a fair size. An easy plant to grow, but not one which is easy to flower well.
I have grown the following varieties of this species:— v. waltonii; v. dietritchii; v. brevispina; and have found them
all handsome with varying lengths and colours of spines.
At peninsularis is an old favourite I have had for many years.
At perbella, a great favourite as it is rather slow growing and dwarf in habit. It is one of the white types of plant
which add attraction to a collection. My first was raised from seed in 1930, and since then I have grown several
varieties, such as:— v. lanata, and even whiter than ever: v. major, larger spines; v. auricentra; v. fina; v. minor,
these three from Southgate in 1937; v. brunispina and v. v/reus.
At petterssonii, a rather handsome plant with long spines.
At petrophila was obtained from Neale in 1933 but not seen often today.
At phaeacantha a fine simple type with good spine covering.
At pellosperma a hooked spined plant not very easy to grow from seed.
At phitauiana is another rather uncommon plant I had from Neale in 1933.
At phymatothele, a tall growing Mam., but one which flowers well with me.
At p/cto, a great favourite with me, as this is usually the first Mam. to flower in the year, rarely later than February, and often flowering still in November. The flowers are sweetly scented and the plant very handsome with
brown and white spines.
At pilispina rather resembles the former plant but has much paler spines and was raised from Neale's seed in 1931.
At plumosa is too well known to need description as it is a general favourite. I had a plant in 1928 from my old
friend the late Mr. Green of Ruislip and still have its descendant. This plant has at least one hundred heads and
forms a close mound about ten inches across. It flowered during the hot summer a few years ago. I also have another
plant which is quite different in that each head stands out as an individual ball so unlike the older plant.
At polyedra is a simple type and rather open spined. This one from seed of Winter, in 1931.
At polythele a taller growing Mam., than the former, but a good type for the collection, easy to grow.
At potosina from de Laet's seed in 1931, a pretty plant, pale green with a covering of short yellow spines. A
handsome symmetrical plant good to look at either in flower or seed pod.
At potosina v. gigantea, stronger spined plant from seed from Mr. Shurly in 1936.
At pottsii, a plant which has always been difficult to raise from seed. It is synonymous with At leona and an
exceptionally striking plant not like any other Mam., as the bluish-grey colour stands out well among most other
Mams.
At praelii is another attractive plant with fairly long central spines with long white hairs among them. Raised from
de Laet's seed in 1931.
At pringlei, from Haage's seed in 1932, has always been a great favourite with me. The handsome twisting,
yellow spines curve inwards over the top of the plant. I havea variety with red spines and this is also most attractive.
From seed I have raised several types with varied coloured spines.
At procera is a plant I had from seed in 1931, but I do not see mention of it today. The seed came from deLaet.
At prolifera is one of the first Mams., I ever had, as long ago as 1905. My present plants are descendants of this
first plant. I have two of them today in eight inch pans and one cannot see the pans at all for plants. Although
very common it is a handsome Mam., as not only does it flower well but the numerous seed pods remain red and
plump for at least a year. There seems to be constant doubt about the name as it is often confused with At multiceps
and At pusilla.
Under the name At pusilla I have had varieties such as At pusilla v. albida; v. haitensis; v. texencis. They vary
in the colour of the spines.
At pseudoperbella is another dwarf, white spined type which is most attractive, especially when covered with red
seed pods.
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M. pseudocrucigera appears t o be somewhat similar t o the t r u e M. crucigera but does not show the cross of central
spines.
M. pygmaea is very well known and looks something like M. wildii but has a darker colouring, and seems t o keep
smaller. I had my first from Southgate in 1937.
M. pyrrhocephala is a plant I raised from seed given me by the late Mr. Farden, a Chairman of our Society, in 1932.
M. potosina v. longispina is a plant which has longer central spines than M. potosina and is I believe the plant which
Neale named M. nealeana.
M. presingeri is a plant I have in my, Mam. index, but do not seem t o have it now in my collection, and it may
have been wrongly named and I have it now under another name.
M. preuella is a plant I raised from seed in 1946 and came from Mr. Roan. It is somewhat similar t o M. elegans
but has longer blackish spines.
M.pennispinosa is no doubt a great favourite w i t h many growers as the spines on the young seedlings are feathered
and if the plant is held t o the sun the spines glow like fire. Although so attractive it is by no means an easy plant
t o grow, very slow f r o m seed and inclined t o r o t off for no apparent reason.
M. pseudoklissiniana is another fine white spined plant but 1 have a very strong idea that it is just a hybrid or
seedling cross w i t h the original M. klissingiana.
M. pacfiica is a rather newer Mam. t o me and is quite a good type t o grow.
M. pentacantha longispina is rather similar t o so many of the tall growing open spined types.
M. pfiefferi is a problem plant and one which I have a strong suspicion is synonymous w i t h M. hirsuta. It is covered
w i t h w h i t e hairs and has rather strongly hooked spines. However it flowers and fruits well and so is well w o r t h
growing.
M. pseudolanata is a fine white plant w i t h red flowers which look very attractive when forming a complete ring
around the top of the plant.
M. pseudosupertexta is another of these doubtful named specimens. It is a fine plant and I suppose that as far as
a good addition t o the Mammillaria collection is concerned I shall lose no sleep if it flowers under an incorrect name.
M. pilensis is a fairly new introduction for me as I raised it from seed a few years ago. It has fine strong spines
which are almost black.
M. phymatothele v. trohartii is a strong growing plant and appears t o be similar t o a plant I grew many years ago
as M. trohartii.
M. pentacantha is an open growing type, that is, the spines are not numerous enough t o cover the whole plant as
happens w i t h subjects like M. klissingiana.
M. pachycylindrica is also a fairly new plant for me and one I raised f r o m seed a few years ago.
M. pentacantha v. versicolor is also new t o me and I am not t o o sure that it is a really new plant, t i m e alone w i l l
tell.
M. pseudorekoi is quite new t o me as I have only raised some seedlings of this plant in 1963. It appears t o be a
tall growing species w i t h some strong hooked spines, and should make a very attractive plant.

T h e First W o r l d Book Fair: The First W o r l d Book Fair, which is t o be a public exhibition, w i l l take place at Earls
C o u r t , London, from 10th t o 20th June, 1964. Some 130 U.K. publishing firms are taking part as individual exhibitors
while the booksellers are joining in as a body w i t h the Booksellers Association in running one of the largest single
units as a model bookshop. Linotype and Monotype companies, printers, binders and makers of bookcloths w i l l
all be represented. India, Canada, Czecho-Slovakia, France, Eastern Germany, Western Germany, Italy, Eire, Hungary,
Poland and Sweden w i l l be represented and, i t is hoped, Australia, the Netherlands, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.
w i l l be participating.

T a b l e Show Result, 1963
The result of
1st
2nd
, . J
t

the Table Shows held at
Mrs. R. Dale
Mr. R. H. I. Read
..
Mrs. G. Sharman
..
Mr. P. V. Collings . .

the R.H.S. during the year is announced by Mrs. Stillwell as f o l l o w s : —
19 points
. . 16 points
. . 15 points
. . 15 points
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PAUL C. HUTCHISON WRITES
15th October, 1963
Perhaps your readers will be interested in a brief synopsis on the forthcoming University of California Seventh
Botanical Garden Expedition to the Andes, 1963-1964. The six previous expeditions were directed by T. Harper
Goodspeed, now retired as Director of this garden and Professor of Botany here. I acted as Expedition Botanist
in Chile and Peru during the 5th expedition (1951-52) and 6th expedition (1957) to Peru and Bolivia. The 7th expedition is the largest in scope of any since the 2nd one. I'll be away 14 months, and am taking as an assistant (and
Expedition Zoologist), C. Kenneth Wright, a graduate student of zoology (ornithology) here. He will collect birds,
bats and insects associated with polination of some of the plants we will study, and act as general assistant in all
expedition work. Our primary objective is in Peru and I hope to concentrate on field work towards completion of
my work on the Cacti of Peru. We will enter Ecuador and Bolivia during the expedition. In all areas general collections (pressed and pickled) will be taken of all the flora in condition for preservation, photographs in colour and
black and white, pollen samples, seeds, bulbs, living plants, spores, etc.
The co-sponsors with the University are the Chicago Natural History Museum, Strybing Arboretum Society
of Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, and Honolulu Botanic Gardens. The International Succulent Institute and
Huntington Botanic Gardens, San Marino, Calif., are also supporting us. All funds have been contributed by the
sponsors and by the general public through the sponsors. We anticipate that most of the succulents and cacti taken
will be introduced by the International Succulent Institute. Other types of material of ornamental value will be
introduced by the Strybing Arboretum Society and Honolulu Botanical Garden and most of the research materials
will be grown here at Berkeley. The cactus collections taken living will be shared by us with the new Koko Crater
Desert Botanic Garden of the Honolulu Botanic Garden, Oahu, Hawaii. Most orchids will be sent to Hawaii also.
A major objective, and the initial field goal in Peru, is entering the Chachapoyas area in northern interior Peru
a rich cactus area which up to now has not been studied or collected. Most of the collecting areas we intend to
concentrate on are little known, and many of them have not been collected previously at all. On return in Jan. 1965
I hope we will be able to provide some interesting accounts of the expedition. Continuous news bulletins will be
published in the Strybing Arboretum Society bulletin ("Notes from Strybing Arboretum") so long as I can find
time to send them such information. En route to Peru I'll stop a week each in Panama, Cali (Columbia) and Quito
(Ecuador) and collect a bit.
The J ton Ford F250 pick-up truck, with specially constructed steel van on the back
(a mobile laboratory), 4-wheel drive, winch, and so on, arrives today, so we are now in final stages of preparation.

Mr. Richard Russell of San Diego sends us the following excerpt from the Editorial of The San Diego Union
under the title "Cacti would beautify Highways".
"Freeways should be scenic as well as soundly engineered for safety and rapid conveyance. Shrubs that would
create a sense of panoramic relaxation in the minds of motorists are for the most part expensive to begin with and
even more expensive to maintain.
"California is fortunate in having an abundance of cacti. The plants come in many varieties. Each has a unique,
picturesque quality. The Arizona Highway Department has used similar plants, although sparsely, in effective
beautification of that state's highways.
"Commercial cacti growers in Southern California have indicated they would be willing to contribute enough
plants to beautify many streches of freeways.
"Cleoves Hardin of San Diego, a veteran of nearly twenty years in experimenting with the growth of cacti,
emphasized, there is virtually no maintenance cost because little or no water is required. More than that, says Mr.
Hardin, cacti would reduce engine noise and headlight glare on the freeway.
"The idea is feasible because it represents a minimum of expenditure for which there will be a maximum return
in highway beauty. Cacti are attractive, novel and will arouse the interest of visitors.
"The project is worth trying."
How say you?
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ANOTHER ASPECT OF SUCCULENCE
By A. W . HEATHCOTE
On page 15 there is an article by Mr. J. E. Kirby on Crassula helmsii which may pose questions in the minds of
some readers.
W h y is this plant described as a succulent? Surely succulence implies an adaptation t o the storage or conservation
of water against natural drought o r water shortage f r o m some other cause? H o w then does this plant qualify t o be
included as a succulent?
There would be general agreement w i t h the statement in the second question but there might well be a lack
of confidence in supplying answers t o the others.
The development of the cactus t o retain in store and resist loss of water is well understood as is that of the stemless mesembs, and of the other succulents in general.
W e understand the peculiar adaptation of the epiphytic cacti in t h e i r life surroundings quite different f r o m
others. W e accept, t o o , the inclusion as succulents of the high Alpine plants such as Sempervivums and some of
Sedums. Here the dense rosettes of fleshy leaves, often additionally protected by hairs, afford protection against
drying winds of summer and the heat of the sun at midday. W i t h these the resting period is in w i n t e r when
plants are usually deep under the snow.

the
the
the
the

This, I t h i n k i t is t r u e t o say, is pretty common knowledge.
It is less common knowledge, however, that there is another aspect of succulence, one which assists plants t o
survive under quite different conditions; those which Mr. Kirby describes as being natural t o Crassula helmsii.
There are some areas that suffer periodic flooding and which hold the flood water under bog-like conditions
for varying degrees of time before drying out. Such conditions as would obtain on tidal flats where the occasional
floods of abnormally high tides would submerge the area for a short time and then retreat, allowing the ground t o
dry out very slowly, and in depressions or low lying ground, probably near a river or lake, where the same result
could occur.
These conditions have all the appearance of a paradox when set against those considered earlier, but examination
w i l l reveal a little appreciated affinity.
A waterlogged soil contains little o r none of the oxygen required by a plant t o enable it t o absorb the water
it needs. It is this utilisation of oxygen which holds the key t o the answers t o the questions posed.
Here there is present an excess amount of water which the plant cannot use. The conditions obtaining when the
area has dried out prevent t r u e bog plants f r o m growing in such areas and the flooded condition is t o o much for
plants which have not become adapted t o succulence. A condition of drought exists, it is argued, in the presence
of excess water.
The succulence enables the plant t o live through the period of flooding by drawing on its own stores.
True bog plants have their own specialised adaptation, too, for they have provision in t h e i r cell structure f o r
oxygen t o pass down t o t h e i r roots. W i t h o u t this they would be smothered during the w e t period. They w o u l d ,
of course, be dried up in the drier period.
The coincidence of reading an article by Henry Teuscher* which referred t o this subject when finalising this
issue for the printer was a happy one for it does provide an answer t o the questions posed and at the ideal t i m e —
before they were asked.
Mr. Kirby tells me he is endeavouring t o grow Crassula helmsii as a pot plant and the result of his experiment
will be looked forward t o w i t h much interest.
His reference t o the incidence of this plant in a pond next t o Greensted Church has particular interest t o me
and, no doubt, w i l l inspire some of our Essex Branch members t o set off in seach of the pond. Take the road t u r n i n g
Continued on page 10
* Henry Teuscher is the Guest Editor of "Handbook on Succulent Plants", a special printing by the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden of "Plants & Gardens" and is one of a series of garden and horticultural handbooks which they have
published. This Handbook came t o hand t o o late t o prepare a review which would do it justice but this w i l l be
remedied in o u r May issue.
It is published at $1.00 and enquiries, at least for the t i m e being, should be addressed to the Acting Editor.
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SCENTED SUCCULENTS
By MARGARET J. MARTIN
When buying new plants few of us give the question of scent very much consideration. Most plants are bought
because their spines are long or their flowers are gay, but a sweet smelling bloom can fill the whole greenhouse with
perfume. To a certain extent perfume in flowers is beyond our control; some seasons it is heavy, others almost
non-existent. I suspect that the hours of sunshine have a great deal to do with it. The following flowers I have found
pleasantly scented, but there must be many more that I have not grown, or for some reason the strain I have bought
has been odourless.
One does not normally grow the very succulent South African Euphorbia for their flowers, but those of E. obeso,
E. valida and E. meloformis have quite a strong lime-like smell that is very pleasant. The sex of the plant does not
seem to matter; both the male and female flowers have an identical perfume.
Some of the evening flowering Conophytums are said to be scented, but unfortunately I have not yet obtained
these species. Lithops lericheana is claimed to be perfumed but mine (assuming it really is L. lericheana) is quite odourless. The Pleiospilos undoubtedly have a characteristic odour; whether it is desirable or not is a matter of personal
opinion.
Coming to the Cactaceae, there is quite a number of scented plants; one of the easiest to flower and always
scented with me is Mammillaria camptotricha. The creamy coloured flowers have the odour of lime trees. The plant
has long curved spines and clusters freely; it is sometimes called the "Bird's Nest Cactus".
Heavy perfume is characteristic of many night flowering plants, and presumably acts as a lure for the pollinating
insects. Although I have not the space to grow the large night flowering Cerei, many of the night flowering Echinopsis
are heavily perfumed. It is difficult to name a species as many plants (including my own scented ones) are hybridized,
but Echinopsis are easy to obtain and by a little trial and error it should be possible to get one that smells as delightfully as it looks. The yellow horticultural hybrid, E. Green Gold, is also scented.
Whilst on the subject of night flowering plants, the white Epiphyllums of the "Cooperii" type often have a heavy
lily-like perfume.
One of my favourite Cacti is Astrophytum myriostigma Y. quadricostata. This produces a continuous series of deep
yellow flowers during the summer, and they are always perfumed.
To conclude, a Cactus that gave me a pleasant surprise. I have had an imported plant of Echinocereus pectinatus
for some years and this summer it finally flowered. When the enormous bud at last unfurled, I discovered that it
had not only an emerald green stigma but a sweet scent too.

A N O T H E R ASPECT OF SUCCULENCE—continued from page 9
back towards Blake Hall at the Marden Ash end of High Street, Ongar, past where the gas works used to be and it
is about a mile further on. Even if they do not find the pond or Crossu/o he/msii the journey will be well worth while.
Greensted Church is a unique structure with a nave composed of split oak logs flat sides inwards built in 1066 to
house the body of Edward the Confessor for one night on its way from Bury St. Edmunds where he had died. At the
side of the nave away from the porch will be seen a notch cut in one of the logs which served as a leper's hole.
The key to the church used to be obtainable from a cottage opposite the short lane leading to the church. Inside
it is quite small accommodating little over twenty worshippers. A feature of the inside is the beautiful lectern carved
with a pocket knife by a well-wisher.
This should prove an entertaining and rewarding exercise, especially as Crassula helmsii is not described by
Jacobsen.

Notice has been received from Messrs. Oliver and Boyd, Tweeddale Court, 14 High Street, Edinburgh, 1, of
the publication of "Principles of Angiosperm Taxonomy" by P. H. Davis and V. H. Heywood 576 pages, 9J x 6,i in.
line illustrations, price £4 15s., paperback edition £3 15s.
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CRASSULA HELMSII IN BRITAIN
By J. E. KIRBY
A species of Crassula, a native of Australasia, was found growing in a pond at Greensted, Essex, in 1956. It was
identified as Crassula helmsii (T. Kirk) Cockayne; J. R. Laundon of the Department of Botany, British Museum
(Natural History), has suggested that it merits recognition as an established alien in the British Isles. (Laundon 1961,
p. 62). The plant belongs to Crassula sect. Tillaeoideae, which includes the old genus Tillaea. There is still plenty
of scope for botanical investigations within this section.
In Britain, Crassula helmsii is a perennial succulent herb, which grows in shallow water or damp mud. When
growing submerged, it is robust and erect, reaching eighteen inches in height. On damp mud, it is usually only
half this height, with prostrate stems which creep along the mud, rooting at the nodes. The plant is hairless, and the
leaves, opposite and stalkless, are spindle-shaped, and about half an inch long. The flowers are solitary, occurring
at the tips of the shoots, and from the upper nodes; they have four white or pale pink petals, and the stamens have
black anthers. In Britain, the plant flowers during August and September.
Crassula helmsii is distributed throughout Australia, except in the extreme north. In Tasmania, it is reported
as being widespread and frequent. It usually occurs in freshwater swamps, and other wet sites, growing on mud
or in the water. The flowering period is November and December. In New Zealand, it is restricted to the west
coast of South Island,from Graymouth northwards. Here, it occurs on coastal rocks cliffs, and beaches and is probably
capable of withstanding exposure to salt spray. The flowering period extends from November until March.
It appears to occur in a wide range of habitats, and it is quite probable that several ectotypes occur within the
species. In New Zealand, the plant is scarce, and few botanists are acquainted with it. Information on its habitat
is scanty, but it appears to prefer a drier site here than the swamps that it grows amongst in Australia. It is possible
that in New Zealand it has adapted itself to live under fairly saline conditions, and may in fact be a spray halophyte.
However this still requires confirmation.
There has been confusion over the nomenclature of the species. In Australia it has been known as Tillaea
recurva Hook f. since 1860. It was described from New Zealand (where it was reported as being endemic as late
as 1961) as Tillaea helmsii T. Kirk in 1899. These names have stood for some time in their respective countries of
origin, but recent work by Court (1957), of the National Herbarium of Victoria, and Laundon (1961) of the Department of Botany, British Museum (Natural History), working independently, has resulted in these names being united
under that of Crassula helmsii (T. Kirk) Cockayne. A plant described from South Africa in 1890, under the name
C. recurva N. E. Brown is a different species altogether.
Material of Crassula helmsii was introduced into Britain about forty years ago, by Perry's Hardy Plant Farm,
Enfield, Middlesex. Perry's have been selling it since 1927, and in their 1963 Catalogue, it is listed under "Submerged Oxygenating Aquatics", and under "Collections of Plants for the Outdoor Pool", collection W.9., under
the name Tillaea recurva.
It has been introduced into several sites in Britain, and may be seen in ponds at Sidcup, Kent, Sheriff Hutton
with Cornbrough, in North-east Yorkshire, and in a pond next to Greensted Church, Essex, for which no records
of introduction occur. Further material has been introduced into a small pond near Dunoon, Argyll, and to an artificial pond at the Glen Eyre Hall, University of Southampton. As this Crassula is both hardy and tenacious, it is
quite probable that it will gradually invade more ponds in Britain. Its apparent inability to colonize deeper water,
however, suggests that it will never become an undesirable alien, as did the Canadian Pondweed (Elodea canadensis)
when it caused serious concern last century, by choking still and slow-moving waters, with its long, trailing stems.
Crassula helmsii is a fairly easy plant to propagate, using unrooted cuttings. These can be held together with
a small lead band. It may be planted in natural or artificial ponds, in depths of water varying from a few inches
to two feet. For direct introduction to a pond, a hole, about six inches deep and four or five inches across, should
be dug into the bottom mud with a small trowel. The hole should then be filled with a heavy, fibrous loam, which
should be well firmed down. The Crassula can then be introduced by cutting a small notch into this loam, tucking
in the cuttings, then re-firming the loam round the collar of the plant. A few flattish stones can be placed round the
plant until it is established, so as to prevent the loam from being washed away, and to stabilise the plant. Cuttings
soon take root and it is not long before an attractive clump is formed. Should the Crassula prove too invasive, it
is an easy matter to contain the clump, simply by pulling up unwanted material from the outer edges of the plant.
For garden pools, where only a small clump is required, it can be planted in a small polythene pot sold especially
for the purpose, by suppliers of water lilies and acquatic plants. These pots contain the plant quite successfully
and therefore help to maintain the balance of plants in the small pool. No fertilisers are required for this plant.
Crassula helmsii is a good oxygenating aquatic, and is suitable for planting in fish ponds. By the process of
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photosynthesis, carbonic acid liberated by the denizons of the pool is absorbed by the plant, and free oxygen is
liberated. This aids in the natural decomposition of organic material, and keeps the water of the pool pure and fresh,
instead of allowing it to stagnate. Although the pool may freeze over during the winter months C. helmsii is perfectly
hardy; it will come to no harm.
Several allied species of Crassula occur in the Southern Hemisphere. Crassula granvikii, which occurs on mountains in tropical Africa, is very similar to C. helmsii, whilst C. peduncularis, known from New Zealand, Australia
and South America is also similar. Altogether there are about sixty Crassula species classified under the section
Tillaeoideae, and two of these, C. aquatica and C. tillaea, are native in Britain. C. aquatica, known only from near
Acle Dam, Yorkshire, is believed to be extinct. C. tillaea is a very small annual plant, occuring on sand and gravel
in the south and east of England. Neither is likely to be confused with C. helmsii. C. macrartha and C. sieberiana
have been recorded as wool aliens in Britain (Lousley, 1961, p. 234).
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EDITORIAL
Mrs. Shurly would like us to express, on her behalf, her thanks to all those, Societies, Members and friends
throughout the world, who have sent their condolences either direct or through this Journal.
Elsewhere in this issue we pay our small tribute to the memory of a man to whom this Society owes so much.
Words are always an inadequate medium of expression at such a time and we can honour him best by pledging ourselves to carry on his work.
W i t h the start of another Volume and the beginning of another year we wish all our readers a Happy New Year
with success attending their efforts and with the health and opportunity to enjoy them.
To our friends in the northern hemisphere we trust that the winter will not be as ravaging to our plants as
last year in this country. W e often wish, especially in this country, that we could escape and visit our friends in the
southern hemisphere.
However, the weeks speed by and we shall soon all be busy again and eagerly cherishing those first buds.
Our Annual General Meeting will soon be upon us again (18th February) when we shall be faced with deciding
problems of reorganisation which, we hope, will provide opportunities for an influx of new blood.
W e should like to take this opportunity of expressing our appreciation for those regular contributions, both by
articles and photographs, which come forward so regularly from a loyal few. There are times when the publication
of such a periodical as this would be impossible but for the hard core of these regular contributors. May we please
ask for more support in this regard, both for these contributors and for the Editor.
Our congratulations are due to The Essex Branch for their latest venture. A copy has come to hand of "Essex
Succulent Review", Volume 1, No. 1, dated December, 1963. The publication obviously owes much to its Editor,
Mr. L. E. Newton, and we trust that it will receive the support which it merits. The Branch is making four issues
a year at an annual subscription of 4/-.
As a result of increased costs of production, changes in postal rates, and a desire to keep the affairs of the
Society on a businesslike basis the Council of the Society regrets that the price of single copies of the Journal is
raised, from this issue, to 3/6d. per copy, post free, or 12/- per annum, post free, for yearly subscriptions. The
full membership remains at one guinea per annum.
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REPORT OF MEETING
8th O c t o b e r , 1963 — M r . J. D. H a r d i n g — T h e M e s e m b r y a n t h e m a c a e
Mr. Harding opened his talk by saying that as soon as he started t o prepare the material for h i - talk it became
apparent that it would be an impossible task t o cover the entire family. He said, however, that he intended t o cover
as wide a range as possible in order t o demonstrate the scope which exists for the person who has the urge and
interest t o build up a specialised collection of these plants.
Mr. Harding said that if he succeeded in sparking off that interest in someone not already captivated by this
engrossing family he would be happy. A t the same time ho hoped t o provide some interest for those already involved.
He said that Mesembryanthemums were broadly speaking leaf succulents w i t h one or t w o exceptions whereas
most people t h i n k of them as either stemless or shrubby. He preferred t o add a t h i r d category which he called
"semi-shrubby". As an example he gave the genus Stomatium as against Lampranthus as a fair example of a shrubby
genus.
There were approximately one hundred and twenty genera and about t w o thousand species recognised in the
family. These numbers were not likely to remain constant for long because of the discovery of new plants and the
closer examination of those already described resulting in " l u m p i n g " or " s p l i t t i n g " .
In the latter connection he referred t o Lithops. In 1946 Professor Nel listed about fifty species. Dr. Schwantes
in his book "Flowering Stones and Mid-day Flowers", published in 1957, listed seventy-three species and five varieties
giving an increase of nearly 5 0 % in only eleven years. O n the other hand Dr. De Boer and D r . Boom commenced
publication in 1961 of a revision of the genus w i t h the intention of reducing the number t o a few more than f o r t y .
He added that one well-known dealer showed over a hundred «pecies on his 1963 list and Mr. Harding himself
had what he described as one hundred and eighteen "supposedly different" species and varieties. W i t h this he
stressed the difficulty of stating the number of species in the family. The same comment applied t o genera w i t h equal
force. The genus Pleiospilos was at one time split up into Punctillaria, Pleiospilos and the orginal genus Mesembryanthemum.
All the well known members of the family, w i t h t w o exceptions, are natives of South and W e s t Africa. The
t w o exceptions are Carpobrotus species which are found native in Australia, Chile, Peru and California. Some escapees
have established themelves on the southern coast of this country.
The earliest mention of Mesembryanthemums in botanical literature was made by Paul Hermann in the 1650's
who named these plants Ficoides, which is, of course, the origin of the recognised botanical name of the family,
Ficoidaeae. Towards the end of the seventeenth century Breyne substituted the name Mesembrianthemum from which
we get the popular name Mesembryanthemacae. The reasons for these t w o names was, he said, very interesting.
Hermann, it is thought, used the name Ficoides because the species Carpobrotus edulis bears a soft edible f r u i t not
unlike a fig. Breyne substituted the name Mesembrianthemum spelt w i t h an " i " in the middle. This is derived f r o m
t w o Greek words "mesembria" = " m i d d a y " and " a n t h e m o n " = " f l o w e r " , giving "midday f l o w e r " . This name is
not strictly correct as there are a number of species which do not open t h e i r flowers until evening, f o r example
Bergeranthus, Neohenricia and Stomatium.
The botanist Dillen later substituted the letter " y " for the letter " i " and since that time botanists have been
arguing over which has priority. Mr. Harding referred his hearers t o the Introduction t o Volume III of Jacobsen's
" A Handbook of Succulent Plants", for a full account of the pros and cons of the matter.
Most of the stemless mesembs. are of very recent discovery o r have only recently been described. The first
discovery of Lithops was made by Burchell in 1811. This was later described by Haworth as Mes. t u r b i n i f o r m e . U n fortunately the drawing from which the description was made has now been lost. N o plants were received in England
at that t i m e . The plant was re-discovered in 1918 by Dr. Pole-Evans who found a few specimens at o r near the place
where Burchell first found it. Dr. Schwantes records many tales of the discoveries of mesembs. in "Flowering Stones
and Midday Flowers".
Mr. Harding then showed a series of coloured slides starting w i t h an interesting shot of a large clump of mesembs.
growing in the open at Black Rock, Brighton in 1961. The plant unfortunately died the followering year. He showed
some eighty slides covering thirty-four of the genera. He introduced each slide w i t h a few relevant remarks among
which the following are especially notable.
Dinteranthus vanziglii was probably his favourite plant. The one shown was now two-headed. This species was
at one t i m e included in the genus Lithops but was transferred by Schwantes on the basis of the seed capsule which is
the same as the other species of Dinteranthus as are the fine as dust seeds.
Cibbaeum velutinum flowers in spring and appears t o g r o w during the w i n t e r . Mr. Harding considered this the
least understood of the mesembs.
Lithops optica var. rubra. His plant now had nineteen heads, some were very t i n y and most had been produced
not by the splitting of the original heads but by offsetting.
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Muiria hortense was closely related to the Cibbaeums with which it is found in the Little Karoo. It is considered
to be difficult and grows in our late autumn. It was named after Dr. John Muirand his daughter Hortense. Schwantes
considered that Muiria is probably the best of Dr. Muir's many discoveries.
Neohenricia sibetti flowers late in the evening, many people say that it is strongly perfumed but Mr. Harding
had never experienced it.
Odontophorus primulinus in Mr. Harding's opinion the best of the genus. A winter grower and flowerer.
Pleiospilos netii unlike the others in this genus flowers about February whereas the usual time is September.
Trichodiadema mirabile is probably the most attractive species in a very attractive genus.
Dorotheonthus bellidiformis is an annual, sold by nurserymen in this country as a bedding plant. It is usually sold
under the name Mesembryanthemum crimflorum or even Livingstone Daisy. The photograph was taken at Weymouth.
Conrad Lighton in his book "Cape Floral Kingdom" recounts that some years ago the traffic island one mile north
of Worcester in the Karoo became a blaze of colour from the blooms of about a hundred thousand Bok Boy Vygies
(the local variation of the name) which had been planted by Mr. Stayner who is now curator of the Karoo Garden.
On behalf of the Members the Chairman thanked Mr. Harding for his most successful attempt to "interest"
them in a Family which had so much and so varied appeal.
19th November, 1963 — Mr. H . K. Taylor — Succulent Plants of Central Africa.
Mr. Taylor opened his talk by saying that he was a mining engineer living in the copper belt of Rhodesia and
plant growing was his hobby. All his plants were grown out of doors. He was able to increase the number of his
plants as a result of collecting trips in Central and East Africa. When on holiday trips he took photographs as and
where the opportunity presented itself which meant that frequently the time of his visit denied him the chance of
photographing plants in flower. This frequently applied, also, to his plants at home but he had endeavoured to
fill the gaps. He had also travelled in South Africa but was not proposing to show any slides of that area.
If succulent species were plotted on a map againstaline running north from the Cape to the equatorthe resulting
shape would resemble a dumbbell. Many species exist near the Cape, then there is a severe reduction in number
in Rhodesia, there are probably no more than thirty. In Tanganyika the number increases through to Kenya and the
north where the number is considerable although fewer than in the Cape. He added that his own home area was
probably the poorest.
Rhipsalis was the only cactus species in the whole area and was very difficult to find. Mesembryanthemums
died out just north of South Africa.
In the Transvaal there were a number of De/ospermas but in Southern Rhodesia only one. Lompronthus were
grown as garden plants. Some Crassulas persist up to 10° south of the equator mainly on high ground. Kalanchoes
were to be found right up to North Africa.
Euphorbia species were the most consistent throughout Africa. Active work was in progress on the spiny
types in Tanganyika.
More /Vlonodeniums were found in the north than elsewhere.
Stapeliads were numerous in South Africa, then none were to be found until the equator had been passed.
Casterias, Haworthias and their kindred did not occur naturally much north of the Vaal River although there
may be some Haworthias in the Transvaal.
Mr. Taylor informed the members that Dr. Reynolds was working on a mass of material already collected
although it would be some years before the book was finished.
Sanseviera occurs with a few in South Africa, a few in Rhodesia but with vast numbers in Kenya.
Mr. Taylor then proceeded to show a number of slides showing plants growing not only in their natural habitats
but in some selected by man to decorate the streets of towns. Members accompanied him in a small 'plane at 18,500
feet — the 'plane's ceiling — circling, and looking up to, a mist shrouded volcanic peak. Up and down rocky slopes
to catch glimpses of rock clinging plants shown on slides which really did demonstrate the type of terrain. As a
diversion the members looked up at the entrances of hill caves, many of which contained prehistoric rock paintings,
and most of which were inaccessible. They enjoyed the examples of basketwork and ceremonial masks made by
local inhabitants and also shots of their markets.
The slides took them through Southern Rhodesia to Nyasaland noting that Aloe orborescens is found from the
Cape to central Nyasaland. He added that Aloes hybridise very easily.
For many members it was their first view of Lake Nyasa — an inland sea of fresh water given to large waves
and impressive storms. It is twenty-one miles across.
Then on to Mozambique and East Africa where plants were compared in various areas.
Back to Northern Rhodesia and a reference to Euphorbia angularis with a sap so virulent that it can be smelt
from five to six feet away. It is liable to cause sore throats but the affliction only lasts about an hour.
The members present thoroughly enjoyed the plant photographs and the natural history sidelights and general
information, old with the ceremonial masks and new with the modern hydro-electrical development.
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BOOK REVIEWS
"PLANT BREEDING FOR GARDENERS" by F. R. McQuown—published by W. H. & L. Collingridge Ltd., London
at 30/-. Size8J'x5±".
This book, described as "a guide to practical hybridising", is on a subject which is not normally favoured by
growers of succulents although many have taken advantage of the work in the United States on developing the
colours of Epiphyllum blooms. None the less, it is an extremely interesting volume. Epiphyllums receive detailed
attention along with non-succulent plants.
The book is written in a clear, easily comprehensible style and very well illustrated. It gives non-hybridisers
a good insight into the skills and patience required of a successful breeder.
It is eminently readable and includes
information, such as the chapter of "Saving, Storing and Sowing Seeds", which cannot fail to interest and inform.
"CACTI AND SUCCULENTS" by Walther Haage (translated by E. E. Kemp), published in the English Edition by
Vista Books, Longacre Press Ltd., at 42/-. Size 9|* x 7".
Reading this book it is difficult to realise that it is a translation. Too often we have been disappointed in this
regard but here great credit is due to Mr. Kemp the Curator of the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.
The book is described as a "comprehensive handbook on the cultivation of Cacti, midday flowers and other
succulent plants". It is precisely that. It is divided into two parts. Part I is a comprenhesive examination of the
various aspects of cultivation and Part II gives detailed descriptions of a large selection of Cacti and theothersucculents
with notes on geographical distribution and environment.
There are over nine hundred illustrations including forty-eight pages of excellent colour photographs. A feature
of the illustrations in Part II is the use of line drawings in the margins against the plant description. In addition, as
end papers, are given maps of Africa, South America and southern North America and Central America showing
the locations of plants.
There are also two tables of particular utility. One gives the resting, growing and flowering period of the
Mesembryanthemums which is so comprehensive and compact as to be contained on one page and the other the
flowering times of Cacti which runs on to a second page. The first is particularly ingenious and helpful .
The author is, of course, a well known name to many Members and he writes from extensive first-hand experience
having been long engaged in raising large stocks of succulents.
This is a book which will be of interest to succulent lovers of all degrees of development.
(Note: A brochure and brief advance notice of this book was given with our November issue).
"CACTI AND OTHER SUCCULENTS" by R. Ginns, published by Penguin Books Ltd. (Penguin Handbook PH96)
at 8/6d. Prepared in conjunction with the R.H.S.
Within the compass of 183 pages this is a very good handbook which is, in fact, a true pocket book of valuable
information on succulent plants, well illustrated by many excellent photographs and line drawings. The text is well
leavened with personal observations in many parts of the world the value of which will be readily appreciated by
those who heard the talk by Mr. Ginns, in London, in February, 1963.
In addition to the chapters on habitat, cultivation, pests, etc., there is a chapter on "Showing" which reflects
Mr. Ginns'experience and knowledge of this aspect of our hobby. A further chapter is devoted to the construction
of bowl gardens and to floral arrangement and there is a useful chapter on Nomenclature and Classification.
It is very pleasant to be able to welcome, from someone we know, a useful addition to the books of general
application which will be of interest and usefulness from the beginner upwards.

Changes of Address:
Jones and Stevens Limited, manufacturers of decimal H.P., A.C. motors, geared motor units and laboratory
equipment notify us that the address of their new and larger factory is:
P.O. Box 35, Henley Road (A.423) Berinsfield, near Dorchester-on-Thames, Oxford. Telephone: Clifton
Hampden 404.
Gardeners Chronicle which has been acquired by Purnell & Sons Limited, inform us that a new format will be
adopted from the issue of 22nd February, 1964, incorporating "The Greenhouse". A special section will be devoted
in each issue to greenhouse activities. Mr. Roy Hay will continue as Editor. The new address will be Gulf House,
Portman Street, London, W.1.
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THE CHAIRMAN INTRODUCES YOUR NEW PRESIDENT
O n 18th February last, at the Annual General Meeting of the Society it was unanimously resolved that Mrs. D.
Shurly be elected President of the Society for the year 1964.
This appointment was prompted not only as a mark of respect for our late President, Mr. Ernest Shurly. Some
measure of this respect was, of course, present but the influence of Mrs. Shurly has, since the idea of the Society was
first born, been behind our late President in full measure. I feel sure that she has on many occasions sustained him
in his efforts in addition to aiding him w i t h the many tasks carried out for us in their home. Of these tasks I need
only instance the despatch of our Journals and the Booklets.
Mrs. Shurly attends the majority of our meetings and her merry aspect is always a comfort t o nervous speakers
and a warming influence on new members. W h e n called upon t o speak she does so w i t h authority which in the
past has been no w i t diminished by the presence of her late husband. She is well known internationally through
the I.O.S. and Mr. Shurly's many overseas contacts.
In honouring her the Council is confident that the members have brought credit upon themselves and much
grace t o the Presidential chair. It is felt, too, that the Society will be giving back t o Mrs. Shurly some small part
of that which she and her late husband put into it.
A. W . Heathcote,
Chairman

FROM THE PRESIDENT
It is w i t h pride that I w r i t e these few lines t o say how honoured I felt when you elected me t o the dignity of
my late husband's position as your President.
I sincerely hope for the continued success and growth of the Society and heartily welcome all the new and
younger members who are joining our ranks.
W h o knows? It may lead t o many successful marriage ventures now that Mr. Maddams and his bride have shown
the way! W e wish t h e m the very greatest happiness now and in the future.
As flowers flourish in a fertile soil so the enthusiasm of our members will spotlight the g r o w t h and influence
of our Society. So go t o i t !
I hope each and all of you have a very successful year w i t h your plants.
I am w r i t i n g this in sunshine at my brother's home and hope it augurs well for the coming summer when w e
shall all be happy.
Dora Shurly
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CACTUS CULTURAL NOTES
by A. BOARDER
By the t i m e this Journal reaches members I hope that the weather will be more kind than it is at the time of
w r i t i n g . As I w r i t e on 2 A p r i l , it appears more like January than A p r i l . It is almost a miracle that we are able
t o g r o w cacti at all in such changeable weather.
After an open January and February, we were looking forward
t o a good spring, instead we had a March which was much worse than either of the preceding t w o months. According
t o my diary there were only three days in March when it was not cold. Then on 15 March, there was over t w o inches
of snow, more than we had had all the winter. February being so open had encouraged the plants t o start growing
and many flower buds had appeared. I had discontinued using my oil lamp in the greenhouse and relied only on
my electric cable heating. Although the thermostat was set at 44° F., I found that on several nights in March, the
t h e r m o m e t e r had been down t o 40°F.
O n 2 A p r i l , I lit my lamp in the greenhouse once again, and so now I expect that at last the weather will t u r n
warmer. I have noticed for many years that as soon as 'Summer Time', is introduced the weather turns icy cold
again. Still for all the grumbles about it we still keep optimistic and look forward to many flowers. W i t h many of
t h e cacti it is imperative t o get the plants t o grow well if many flowers are t o be expected. O n most of the plants
the flowers only appear on the new g r o w t h , and if a plant makes little if any growth one year, i t cannot be expected
t o flower well the following year. How then can we ensure that our plants do grow well. My wife found the answer
t h e other day in a women's journal. A letter stated that the writer's friend had found the way t o deal w i t h obstinate
growing cacti. She just talked t o them and they started t o grow. W e l l this is a new way t o me, I wonder which
language she used? It reminds me of a pet shop dealer in Blackburn who told me that he used t o place an African
grey parrot outside his shop all day. One day he saw a little old lady chatting away t o the parrot for a long t i m e .
The parrot had its head on one side and appeared interested. My friend said, " T ' o l d lady chatted away, saying,
'Popsey Woppsey' and so on, she didn't know what she were talking about, but parrot d i d " .
If we examine some of the Genera and see how they flower we w i l l notice that many kinds flower either at the
areole o r near it. The Mammillarias are one Genus which does not flower at the areoles but at the axils, the point
between the tubercles. Once a Mammillaria has flowered at an axil it is not likely t o flower again f r o m the same spot.
Also if a ring of flowers has appeared round the plant, no more flowers w i l l be produced below that ring. This means
t h e n , that if new g r o w t h is not made above the last flowering positions, few if any can be expected the following
year. If a Mammillaria only produces a very few flowers right at the top of the plant, (the growing centre), it is a
sure sign that this particular plant did not make much new g r o w t h the previous season.
A n o t h e r Genus which emphasises this occurrence is Astrophytum. All species only flower on the newly formed
areoles, and the more new g r o w t h the plant makes the more flowers are produced at the new areoles. A healthy
growing Astrophytum will flower at every areole as it appears from the growing centre. If then no new g r o w t h is
made no flowers can be expected. Consider the Genus Notocactus. H o w often does one see a flower produced
d o w n t h e side of a plant. The buds usually appear at or near the growing centre, and if a flower ever appears l o w e r
d o w n on a plant it is a freak flowering and not by any means normal. The same can be said of the Gymnocalyciums.
The flowers again appear at o r near the growing centre. W i t h the Genus Lobivia it is probable that many flowers
w i l l be formed on the sides of the plant but even then it is unusual for a flower t o appear lower down on the plant
than the flowering position of the previous year. The Ecn/nococtus will also invariably flower near the growing
centre and so i t can be seen that the more these plants can be encouraged t o make fresh g r o w t h the more flowers
can be expected the following season.
H o w , then can we encourage our plants t o grow well? I t h i n k one of the most important points is t o repot as
soon as the plant has grown t o o large for its pot o r when the soil has lost all its nourishing properties. It does not
take very long for a plant t o take all the goodness f r o m a pot of soil. 1 know that extra fertilisers can be added,
a«d this is all right as long as one knows that the soil is in a good enough condition for the plant t o take advantage
of the fertilisers. If the soil has packed down so tightly that no air can enter it, it is probable that even if fertilisers
are added they w i l l not be of much benefit t o the plant. I am sure that all healthy plants which are growing well
benefit f r o m an annual repotting.
Many members are attracted by the rock-like plants such as the Ariocarpus, but when they purchase them disappointment often follows. These plants are imported and usually w i t h o u t any live roots. It is also rather difficult t o
get fresh roots t o f o r m . Many such plants never grow on t o healthy plants. If these plants are bought w i t h o u t
roots in the w i n t e r it is almost impossible t o get roots t o f o r m . It is only when plenty of sunshine can be expected
that the roots are likely t o grow. Experienced cactus growers are able t o get most of these plants t o root and g r o w .
W h e n such cacti are received it is a good plan t o set them in a rooting medium only. The usual g r o w i n g compost
would probably cause the plant t o rot. A mixture of equal parts peat and sharp sand is a good rooting medium and
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the pot of this compost should be embedded in another pot. This outer pot is the only one watered directly. The
dampness which will percolate through the inside pot will be enough to encourage roots to form. Only when a good
root system is grown should the plant be potted up into its final compost. Even this should be very porous and water
must always be given w i t h care. Over-watering, even when the first roots have formed, could still cause the plant
to r o t and die.
There are several of these Ariocarpus often offered for sale as well as Strombocactus and similar types. They
may look very weird and rock-like but they definitely are not for the amateur. Although the plants mentioned above
can be raised from seed it takes a long time for a plant to get to a reasonable size even w i t h fairly expert treatment.
Each year appears to bring along some new Mammillarias, some good, others apparently very near in type to
others already in the collection. One rather new one to me, is M. shieleana. This is somewhat similar to M. shiedeana
but has longer spines. It has the same yellowish-green colour and looks attractive. My t w o small seedlings are already
budded for flower. I have found that M. schiedeana will also flower when very small, but this one usually flowers in
late autumn. Another fairly new one is M. schwartzii, this is a very white spined plant, which seems very caespitose.
It resembles a M. bocasana w i t h o u t hooks. Another new one to me is M. bauxbaumiana and again this plant bears a
very strong resemblance t o M. schiedeana, in fact seems mid-way between M. schiedeana and M. schieleana. W h e t h e r
these are actually new species or varieties of M. schiedeana I do not know, perhaps their flowers may be an indication
as t o t h e i r origin. A small M. bullardiana is well budded for flower and this seedling is only the size of the top of
my finger.
It appears from reports that red spider seems to be on the increase in collections. This is a terrible scourge
as it is often not until the damage has been done that the presence of the pests is noticed. The soft spined plants
seem to be the worst affected. Among them are Mammillaria bocasana, M. schelhasei, M. kunziana, M. baumii and
M. erectrohamata. In fact all those Mams., of a similar skin texture are liable to attack. The young plants of Dolichothele and Rebutia are also possible hosts. The deadly signs are a rust-like colour on the skin of the plant. This
may completely cover the whole or lower part of the plant. The plant looks as if it has been watered w i t h rusty
water. The actual red spiders are not easily visible t o the naked eye. If a magnifying glass is used a fine web will be
seen to cover the skin and on it will be seen the tiny mites. The trouble is that the damage will have been done
before steps can be taken against the pests. Malathion will kill them as w i l l Sybol. The former is evil smelling but
very effective. Some cones for burning in the greenhouse have been recommended against this pest but in practice
it may be found that the smoke can discolour the inside of the greenhouse.
Rains may have cleaned the winter's grime from the windows of the greenhouse or frame but it is a good plan
to give all glass, inside and out a thorough cleansing in the spring. I find I can clean the glass on the outside by using
a plastic hose tied to one of the squeegee type sponge sticks. A small amount of water is allowed t o run from the hose
over the rubber sponge and if this is worked carefully down the glass all the d i r t can be removed. Once the watering
has been started in earnest make sure that plenty of fresh air is available to the plants at all times. The greenhouse
need not be closed day or night during May, June, July, August and early September. Do not mind if the temperature
drops down low at night and rises high by day. This is what the plants would have to endure in t h e i r native habitat.
The question of over-head watering is often asked. I consider that this is quite in order during the warmer months
of the year. The plants will soon dry out after this treatment and after all in the plant's natural habitats there are
usually very heavy dews. The trouble is that as soon as one has used the hose or over-head watering-can the weather
turns dull and cold. I have found that I can fix a plastic hose w i t h a fine rose spray to a tap on my rain water butt
and as this is higher than my greenhouse I am able t o water the whole of my plants w i t h the rain water. This makes
watering fairly easy except that if one plant does not need watering it is difficult to prevent any water getting t o it.
The best time to use this hose is when all pots have dried out, then all can get a good soaking. I like the idea of a
thorough soaking now and again, much better than the frequent dribble which we might be inclined t o give w i t h a
fine-spouted watering can. I like t o make sure that the whole of the soil in a pot has been well damped and this is
not possible w i t h a small dribble which may not damp more than the top half inch.
It will not be too early to give special attention to those plants which you intend to exhibit during the show
season. If a selection of these plants can be placed to one part of the greenhouse it will be easier to give them any
special treatment they may require. It is not only at our own shows that one can exhibit, but there are many flower
and vegetable shows throughout the country where a few classes for cacti are now provided. You w i l l not only
have the chance of winning a prize but you will have a golden opportunity of introducing these plants t o other
horticulturists and so enlarge the ranks of cactus growers. If your own particular horticultural society does not
cater for at least one class of cacti, make yourself a nuisance at the general meetings until you get your way. I have
noticed that even if people do not like cacti, at least they cannot just pass by a cactus in flower w i t h o u t a second look.
Make sure that you read and understand the schedule of a show so that you put your plants in their correct
classes and remember that it is the showing of a plant which gives pleasure not necessarily winning a prize. You
might think your plant is better than any at the show but you do not know for sure until you show it.
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CULTIVATION OF SUCCULENTS
by Mrs. M. STILLWELL
W i t h the coming of spring, all our old enthusiasm returns, and it is one mad rush, trying to get the repotting
done, plus the eternal scrubbing of pots. Being a housewife one has the added advantage of being able t o clean them
indoors, w i t h o u t the partner's grudging permission. I use a deep plastic bowl, which I fill w i t h very hot water, plus
a strong detergent powder. W i t h the aid of an old sharp knife, and a small scrubbing brush I soon get t o w o r k .
The hot water kills any insect eggs that may be lurking in the crevices, I always rinse the pots afterwards in cold water.
It is no use at all, just brushing out a pot, and thinking just because it looks clean, that all is well. So many diseases
can linger in an unwashed pot. In the spring I also like t o remove any pots that are standing on shelves, and wash
over these shelves, and also the bottom of the pots, w i t h a cloth wrung out in strong Dettol and warm water. If
you prefer it, you can use Jeyes fluid instead. Do not forget to do under the shelves as well, and also under the
staging. If the plants are standing on shingle it is a good idea, t o wash this too, either by removing it, or using a
watering can.
Remove any polythene sheeting as soon as possible, clean the glass, and give the plants plenty of light. I do not
care for polythene in a greenhouse as a general rule, but I found it useful in my metal greenhouse this year where,
during the very w e t weather, I always get drips from t w o of the roof lights, in spite of every effort t o correct it.
I made t w o sort of slings, attached to wire coat hangers at each end. These I hook on t o the cross bars below each
light, being slack in the middle they caught all the drips, and 1 was able t o tip out any water daily.
I like to get the Stapeliads repotted as soon as possible. They usually look rather sorry, after being kept dry
through the winter. The larger growing Stape/ias give a better show of flowers if broken up each year, concentrating
on the new g r o w t h only. Be ruthless, and do not t r y t o save any parts that look diseased, or attacked by black r o t
fungus. If you find some have rotted off just above the surface of the soil, they can always be cut off clean, and dusted
w i t h flowers of sulphur, or powdered charcoal, and left t o dry, before potting up again. Some people prefer t o leave
the cutting just laying on the top of the pot until it shows signs of rooting. If when repotting you find the roots
are attacked w i t h root bug, they can be cleaned w i t h an old shaving brush dipped in surgical spirit. It should be
washed off afterwards in warm water. Half an inch of coarse gravel on top of the pots helps t o keep the neck of the
plant dry, and stops a hard surface forming on top of the pots. The somewhat choicer Huernias, and Carallumas, etc.,
should always be watered from the base where possible. Stapelia seeds germinate almost overnight. They should be
planted on edge, in a mixture of sand and peat, or if preferred John Innes seed compost, w i t h a good layer of peat
in the bottom of the pan t o hold the moisture. Remove seedlings from the propagator as soon as they have made
t h e i r t r u e bodies, or they w i l l get very leggy and weak in g r o w t h . I pot mine into a mixture of sharp sand, sedge
peat and loam, in equal parts, w i t h the addition of a little bone meal or hoof and horn. One of the nicest large
flowered Stapelias is Stapelia nobilis, it has very little smell.
The Argyrodermas can be repotted f r o m A p r i l t o May, when they are almost ready t o water. They like a little
limestone grit added t o the compost. They grow quite slowly and only need repotting about every t h i r d year. They
look most attractive when several are grouped together in a large pan, and surrounded by large white pebbles.
Keep your Conophytums dry until about July, when the new bodies should be just about ready t o break through
the o u t e r papery skins. If you feel it necessary, they can be repotted just prior t o the commencement of g r o w t h ,
but Conophytums seem to thrive for a number of years w i t h o u t disturbance, being very slow growing, and often
shallow rooting. July is the time to take cuttings of these. All the hard woody g r o w t h must be cut back, t o reveal
the fresh green active g r o w t h at the base of the cutting. Place them in a very coarse sandy rooting medium, and
water carefully. One of the nicest t o give a lovely splash of colour is Conophytum pearsonii. Flowers very freely,
usually from every head, the rich magenta flowers completely covering the body of the plant. In most cases the bilobe
varieties are the ones t o show signs of active g r o w t h first. These are by far the easiest t o g r o w , and will readily
increase, as many as t w o or even three new bodies w i l l often be formed annually inside each head. They are also
some of the first t o flower. One of the first is Conophytum notabile, w i t h a rich orange flower. Mine is usually in full
flower at the beginning of July.
Last autumn I repotted a number of things into plastic pots, mainly for experimental purposes. These included,
some of the choicer Haworthias, such as H. truncata, H. maughanii, H. bolusii, etc., and some of the dwarf Crassulas
They have come through the w i n t e r very well, but some are looking just a l i t t l e too green and open for my liking.
H. truncata and H. maughanii seem t o do well in a plastic pot, but on the whole things tend t o romp away, and g r o w
away f r o m type, if they receive too much moisture. There is no doubt about it, they are the pot of the future, and
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do retain the water far longer than a clay pot. The danger lies in over-watering, as if the soil gets really water-logged
the roots will not be able t o breathe properly and the plant v/ill die. Epiphytes and all moisture loving plants do well
in t h e m , but I am still a little wary of the mimicry plants. Plastic pots have the advantage of being far easier t o clean,
and root bug is not so likely to thrive. They are much lighter to handle, and in weight, a basket full of plants should
be a lot lighter to transport t o a show.
It is possible to buy square plastic pots, these would be great space savers,
both on the staging and in a propagator. Growers are finding the new plastic seed boxes are a great boon. They
last for years w i t h o u t any danger of rotting, and are no trouble to clean and store for the following year. The average
price seems about t w o shillings. They have plenty of drainage holes in the base, and there is no fear of the bottom
falling out. They make excellent pricking out boxes, and t w o or three can be stood in the sink overnight with a
few inches of water, t o soak up.
If you are thinking of a new greenhouse this year, concentrate on the best. Take plenty of time to make up your
mind. Selection of the site is also of great importance. Make sure that the sun reaches that spot in the w i n t e r , as
well as the summer. This is one of the most important factors to take note of. I have a branch member who had a
brand new greenhouse and was filled w i t h enthusiasm in the summer, but when the w i n t e r came she found that it
got hardly any sun, at the right time of the day. A lean-to facing south is ideal, but one facing n o r t h , is no good for
our plants. I always prefer a house running east to west, and well away from the shadow caused by the house, or
neighbouring trees. Take your time, and start w i t h a good concrete foundation, you will find this a benefit in the
w i n t e r when the damp rises and too much condensation results. Have a look at both ends, and see if at some future
date, you have left enough room for an extension, it is too late to alter its position once you have got a good solid
foundation down. Any plants from an old existing greenhouse, will come t o very little harm, if stood outside in the
garden during the main part of the summer, you can easily erect a polythene roof over some of the choicer ones, in
case of a heavy downpour, but the majority will appreciate it. You can then systematically go through your collection
repotting everything, getting rid of all unhealthy plants, renewing labels, and having a completely new start, w i t h a
greenhouse pest free and we hope trouble free for some time to come. How I wish I could do it. Make sure that the
model you select, has plenty of ventilation, particularly in the roof, where the hot air rises, and is looking for escape.
Plants do not like to be in a direct draught, therefore windows should be staggered, and not directly opposite to
one another. Very large apertures should be covered w i t h wire netting t o prevent birds entering. It is often far safer
to let a bird find it's own way out, as a bird in a panic can often do far more damage.
T r y some of the commoner succulents in an outdoor garden this year. They give a lot of pleasure to passers by,
and help to stimulate the interest. First make sure to take one or t w o cuttings of each, to retain in the greenhouse,
for the coming year, as often the plants grow so large outdoors that there is no space to return them to the greenhouse for the winter, and in the case of the shrubby mesembs., they often resent root disturbance at the end of the
season. Save all your old potting compost for the outside bed, plus a generous amount of sand, and a dressing of
bonemeal. It can take the form of a rockery made to look as artistic as possible w i t h natural stone. Be careful
when planting, and place the more rampant growers, where they will not quickly cover up the smaller ones. The
whole bed can be edged w i t h the common Mesemb. criniflorum, or Portulaca grandiflora. These will give a continuous
show of flowers all through the summer, providing you have picked a good sunny spot.

W i t h this issue you will receive the Schedules for our Summer and Spring Shows. This is to avoid the
disappointment which some members experienced when, last year, the schedule for the September Show went out
w i t h the August issue. Please take great care of it. Please, too, do your best to make at least one entry.

Your Editor is frequently asked for advice by Branch Secretaries on Fund Raising. W h i l s t he has some knowledge
of this f r o m his own experiences as a Branch Secretary he would greatly appreciate hearing from the Branch Secretaries on the methods which they have found successful and also those which have not proved so. It is intended to
pass the information t o all Branch Secretaries.

W i t h reference to 'Handbook on Succulent Plants' published by Brooklyn Botanic Garden previously mentioned,
the cost is one dollar post free, and orders will be accepted by the Editor.
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(continued)

by A. BOARDER
Continuing my list of Mammillarias I have g r o w n , I come to the letter ' Q ' . I have only one plant of this initial:—
M. quevedoi, a handsome type w i t h plenty of white wool between the spines but according to some authorities
this plant is synonymous w i t h A t bravoae.
A t rekoi, a tall type which looks attractive among the shorter plants.
A t rettigiana, a plant w i t h strong hooks and one of the more difficult to grow types. My first plant was from
seed obtained f r o m W i n t e r in 1933.
At ritteriana, quite different from the above named. This plant is somewhat like a long, black spined A t elegans,
and w i t h me appears to make a few off-sets well up the plant. This also came from W i n t e r ' s seed in 1933.
At rosea, is rather similar t o a A t rhodantha, but has not such a shiny spine, it also has a bluish appearance.
I have had plants of this kind for many years, and they have kept simple.
At rosensis, this is a rather new one t o me and so far it does not seem to have any special characteristics w o r t h
mentioning.
A t rosealba, is also one I have had for many years but I do not know if it is a distinct species.
A t rossiana, is a new one t o me and the seed was obtained in 1962, f r o m Mr. Shurly. It is not yet large enough
for me t o describe fully.
A t roseocentra, is a plant I appear to have lost through the years. My first plant was obtained from Cavill, according t o my records but I am unable t o remember much about it. I have not come across it in recent years.
A t ruestii, I have had for several years. My first plants of this species were named by Mr. Shurly, but as they had
black spines they did not answer to the description. I later raised many from seed and these have a more golden
spine, but are rather slow growing.
A t rubrispina, was raised from seed in 1933, from W i n t e r , but I consider that this is a form of A t rhodantha.
A t rubida, is a very distinct species w i t h a reddish hue over the whole plant. I raised my first plant from seed
in 1949, and have flowered and seeded the plant since then on more than one occasion.
At rosensis v. nerispina, is a new one to me and not yet large enough t o enable me t o give a good description.
A t rutila, was raised from seed in 1962, and I believe the seed came from the Mamillaria Society. I do not know
much about this plant as it is quite new t o me.
A t rekoi v. odieriana, is another new one t o me as I only received the seed in 1963. It appears to be similar to
a plant I used to have as A t odiera.
A t rhodantha, was first raised from seed by me in 1927, and since then I must have raised thousands of these
plants. This is a problem plant if every there was one as it is possible to get plants of this species w i t h spines varying
in colour, density and length, t o cover an extremely wide range. The striking characteristic about all A t rhodonthas
is that the central spines are very shiny and if seen against the sunlight give off a strong shine. All varieties appear to
keep simple or single until they are fairly old plants. They then become either double headed, or more, or make an
off-set or t w o . I will give some of the varietal names of A t rhodantha I have had over the years, but I am not claiming
that there is any valid reason for such naming. Asa matter of fact I consider that it is absolutely impossible for anyone
t o name many of these plants as the difference f r o m one plant to another is so slight that it is insufficient to be a
guide of any value. Some plants have almost white spines, then others have pale yellow, then yellowish-brown,
b r o w n , dark-brown, reddish-brown, red, brownish-black, blue and black. W h e n it is realised that plants can be
found which vary slightly through all these shades it can be imagined how difficult it would be to pin down any particular variety. W e then have the fact that some have long spines whilst others have shorter ones, some are more
curved than others as well. However, I w i l l give the names I have had plants from seed under, and you can take
your choice as t o the correct naming.
A t rhodantha v. crassispinus, I had from Hollis in 1929, it has distinct yellowish-brown spines.
A1, rhodantha v. drogeana, I had from seed from Endean in 1929, and has very dark-brown spines.
A t rhodantha v. ferra-rubra, was from Southgate in 1937. This is said by some people t o be a distinct species, and
I would not disagree w i t h this statement. It rather resembles the reddish type.
A t rhodantha v. pfiefferi, was f r o m Hollis in 1929, and is somewhat like the plant I have as v. crassispina.
A t rhodantha v. fulvispina, was from Endean's seed in 1929. This is a handsome plant w i t h brown t o red spines.
A t rhodantha v. fuscata, this is now given a specific name, but is still very like a v. rhodantha t o me.
A t rhodantha v. pfersdorffii, was raised f r o m seed by me in 1929, and came from Endean. This variety is one of
the very few ones which practically always comes t r u e from seed. In about 1932, I distributed seeds of this variety
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to members of the society and subsequent shows had a class for plants raised from this seed. All the plants were
similar in type and colour and hundreds I have raised since then have been the same. The plants are distinguishable
by having very bright, pale yellow spines. Yet this variety is apparently unknown to most authorities.
M. rhodantha v. pyrimidalis, again from Endean's seed in 1929. A type something like the v. fulvispina, but has
some differences.
M. rhodantha v. rubra, a fine dark-red spined plant from de Laet's seed in 1931.
M. rhodantha v. sulphurea, a sulphur coloured spine, which is quite attractive, from seed in 1929, from Hollis.
M. rhodantha v. sanguina, another of the red spines types probably a v. rubra.
M. rhodantha v. rufispina, is a plant I have had many years, red spines but not distinct enough as a variety, appears
to be be a v. rubra type.
M. rhodantha v. rubens, another of the same approximate appearance.
M. rhodantha v. flavispina, have also had this as M. flavispina, but the former is distinctly rhodantha-like whilst the
latter is like a long spined M. spinosissima.
M. rhodantha v. rubrispina, another of the type v. rubra, a name probably given by someone because of its red
spines.
M. rhodantha v. blue spines, a plant I grew from seed sent to me by a cactus friend in California. A very handsome
type.
M. rhodantha v. stenocephala, is a plant I once bought from a florist's shop in Watford, in 1931, and it could have
been one of several varieties.

The Society wishes to build up a collection of 36 mm slides which could be made available to Branches for showing
to their members. Would any members who have duplicates or spares kindly send them to the Honorary Treasurer
who will mount and collate them. If the names are known will you please let Mr. Young know.
The idea behind this amenity is to provide for competitions as well as instruction at Branch meetings.

LIST RECEIVED: Seed list covering over a hundred genera of Cacti and Other Succulents. Ronald Coward,
1 Marsden Hall Road, Nelson, Lancashire.

N O T I C E OF P U B L I C A T I O N : 'Introduction to Greenhouse Gardening' by R. H. Menage, published by Phoenix
House at 21s. in May, 1964.
Press release informs us that the book (&£•" x 5£") has 122 photographs and 43 line drawings in text.

J O U R N A L BINDER: A self-binder, capable of holding four years' Journals, finished in green cloth with gilt
lettering on the spine, is available, price 12s., post free to members.
LABELS: Triangular type, one which can be read without turning the head and stays in place when watering.
White ivorine, 4/- per 100, post free.
BLAZER BADGES: Obtainable on black or navy ground, 10s.
LAPEL B R O O C H BADGES: New price 3s. 9d., post free.
All the above available from E. W. Young, 35 Castle Drive, llford, Essex.

The Lakeland Rose Show, to be held at Grange-over-Sands on 3rd and 4th July, includes for Cacti In its
Schedule. Show Secretary: Mr. J. M. Robinson, 4, Dalton Drive, Sedvergh Road, Kendal. (Tel. Kendal 1804).
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LITHOPS NOTES
by A. W .

HEATHCOTE

Many of our Members may have noticed references by speakers at our monthly meetings referring to revised
groupings of names of Lithops t o which they had grown familiar. One recent speaker mentioned the names of Dr.
De Boer (whose name, at least, is familiar t o most) and Dr. Boom.
In 1961 'Succulenta' published a series of Articles (commencing at Issue No. 4 for that year) w i t h , we are grateful
t o say, a succinct comment in English following the reference to each species or variety referred to.
The subject matter and the findings in the articles by Dr. De Boer and Dr. Boom came as no great surprise to
those who had been looking closely at their Lithops. Many of them had felt the affinity, for example, between L
pseudotruncatella and L. alpina and L. edithae. They also appreciated that variation in some of the species was considerable and that location played a considerable part. Plotting the locations of L. terricolor and L. peersii on a large scale
map a year or so ago raised considerable support in my mind for Prof. Nel's placing them together under L terricolor.
Prof. Nel also included L. tocalis. You will note from the summary which follows that Dr. De Boer and Dr. Boom
have drawn these three into L localis.
These articles did not just materialise from suppositions and thin air. They were the culmination of many years
of very intense study on a vast number of plants raised from seed received direct from the natural habitats of the
plants. Only by so doing could the variation within large progenies be truly studied and only then when coupled w i t h
the great knowledge and experience which these t w o gentlemen possessed sustained by the enthusiasm and devotion
of t r u e scientists.
W h e n first I was attracted to this genus I read that L. fulleri could always be identified by the eight brown dashes
round the edge of each lobe, yet at a meeting t w o years ago I showed plants of this species raised from seed at the
same time and those present were sure only of six as being L fulleri (two of which were very similar), the other t w o
being unidentifiable. The number of brown dashes varied from six to fifteen. Fortunately really reliable information
is now taking the place of such sloppy observation as prompted the w r i t i n g of the comment which I so well remember.
A t this meeting we were considering only eight plants of a species well know nowadays for its variability yet Mr.
Gordon Rowley has reported that in 1957, in preparation for the articles, Dr. De Boer had 2,500 plants of L. optica
forma rubra alone under observation. The average Lithops enthusiast could be pardoned for thinking that there was
little need for such detailed examination here. This is the difference between the average person and the scientist
and a warning neither to generalise nor to be too quick in announcing your thoughts, nor to be too wise — many of
us can remember the 'know-all' who can so readily identify the immature chestnut shell half immersed in a pot of
soil and the pineapple top, not to mention the convolvulus flower neatly fitted over an Echinopsis spine.
Most of us are happy merely to build up collections of Lithops and if one comes to us w i t h an unfamiliar name or
one which does not appear, for example, in Jacobsen we are apt to retain that name on subsequent labels. W h e t h e r
this is because we hope that it may be a new species, yet another species to add to the collection, or whether we are
t o o lazy t o bother but happy in the acquisition I do not know, but it is a common event. I imagine that quite a few
members will have a plant under the name L. blomii and find it both attractive and interesting. I have only one and
it is a rich terracotta colour w i t h fine markings and a definite sheen. Viewed from some angles it has the appearance
of L. lesliei (which view is supported by Dr. Geyer) but its surface is more rugose. In the light of Dr. De Boer's
approach t o L. optica forma rubra what ground have I for making assumptions? It remains as L. blomii. O n the question
of identification I have a problem w i t h L. summitata, a species now linked w i t h others t o L. karasmontana. O f the
two in my collection one is ochre coloured w i t h brown impressed marking and bearing some resemblance to L. karasmontana. The other is basically ochre coloured also but this colouration is almost obscured by a suffusion of red, the
markings are impressed red but it has a very distinct greyish margin and looks totally unlike any other plant which
I have. I shall be interested t o hear comments on this plant. Dr. Geyer supports the transference w i t h the information that it is indistinguishable from L. karasmontana but is found on the tops of fairly high hills whereas L. karasmontana is found nearby on low quartz kopjes. The other species transferred w i t h L. summitata are L. mickbergensis
which was included by Prof. Nel although Dr. Geyer points out that it can be distinguished by its narrow lines,
L. lateritia, which has been expressed to be a form of L mickbergensis growing on a hilltop while the latter grows
on the plain below, L. jacobseniana, known t o some as L. ursulae (nomen nudum), and L. opalina which was also included
by Prof. Nel. Here again Dr. Geyer has expressed the opinion that the latter can be distinguished by its shadowybluish, in some cases fine b r o w n , lines. My solitary specimen certainly has the shadowy bluish markings.
The list which follows was built up f r o m the details published in 'Succulenta', the new names being given first
and the old names, when applicable t o the right of the new name. These changes have meant a considerable amount
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of adjustment to the list of Lithops names on which I have been working for some time and they will be incorporated
nto the list when it is published, I hope, in the very near future.
In conclusion and after echoing ourtributetoDr. De Boer and Dr. Boom we must place on record the service
rendered by 'Succulenta' both in publishing these valuable findings and for providing the English annotations.
CHANGES I N T H E GENUS LITHOPS —PER DR. DE BOER A N D DR. B O O M
(Published in 'Succulenta' from April, 1961)
New name
O l d name, where applicable
L bella N.E.Br.
L bella N.E.Br, var. bella
L bella N.E.Br, var. eberlanzii (Dint. & Schw.) De Boer & Boom
( = L. eberlanzii Dint. &jSchw.)
L bella N.E.Br, var. lericheana (Dint. & Schw.) De Boer & Boom
( = L. lericheana (Dint & Schw.)
L. divergens L.Bol.
Dint & Schw.)
L. divergens L.Bol. var. divergens
L. divergens var. amethystina De Boer
L. erniana Loesch & Tisch
L herrei L.Bol.
L. herrei L.Bol. var. herrei
L. herrei L. Bol. var. geyeri (Nel) De Boer & Boom
(=L. geyeri Nel)
L julii (Dint. & Schw.) N.E.Br.
L. julii var. julii
(L julii var. pallida)
(L lactea)
L julii var. recticulata Tisch. ex De Boer
L. typica Tisch. ex De Boer
L. karasmontana (Dint. & Schw.) N.E.Br.
L. karasmontana (Dint. & Schw.) var. karasmontana
L karasmontana (Dint. & Schw.) var. mickbergensis (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
( = L mickbergensis Dint.)
(L lateritia Dint.)
(L. jacobseniana Schw.)
L karasmontana (Dint. & Schw.) var. opalina (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
( = L opalina Dint.)
L karasmontana (Dint. & Schw.) var. summitata (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
( = L summitata Dint.)
L lesliei (N.E.Br.) N.E.Br.
L lesliei (N.E.Br.) var. lesliei
L lesliei (N.E.Br.) var. venteri (Nel) De Boer & Boom
( = L venteri Nel)
L lesliei (N.E.Br.) var. minor De Boer
L localis (N.E.Br.) Schw.
L localis (N.E.Br.) var. localis
L. localis (N.E.Br.) var peersii (L.Bol.) De Boer & Boom
( = L. peersii L.Bol.)
L. localis (N.E.Br.) var. terricolor (N.E.Br.) De Boer & Boom
( = L. terricolor N.E.Br.)
L. pseudotruncatef/a (Berger) N.E.Br.
L pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. pseudotruncatella
L. pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. alpina (Dint.) Jacobs
( = L. alpina Dint.)
L. pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. pulmununcula (Dint. & Jac.) Dint, ex Jac.
L. pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. edithae (N.R.Br.) De Boer & Boom
( = L edithae N.E.Br.)
L. pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. elisabethae (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
( = L. elisabethae Dint.)
L pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. mundtii (Tisch.) Tisch. & Jac.
(L. mundii Tisch.)
(L. pseudotruncatella f. mundtii)
(L pseudotruncatella ssp. mundtii)
L pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. dendritica (Nel) De Boer & Boom
( = L. dendritka Nel
L farinosa Dint.)
L pseudotruncatella (Berger) var. volkii (Schw.)
(L. volkii Schw.)
L ruschiorum (Dint. & Schw.) N.E.Br.
L ruschiorum (Dint. & Schw.) var. ruschiorum
(L lineata)
L. ruschiorum (Dint. & Schw.) var. nelii (Schw.) De Boer & Boom
(L. nelii Schw.)
(/.. ruschiorum ssp. nelii Schw.)
(L ruschiorum ssp. stiepe/monn//)
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schwantesii
schwantesii
schwantesii
schwantesii
schwantesii
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O l d name, w h e r e applicable

Dint.
Dint.
Dint.
Dint.
Dint.

var.
var.
var.
var.

schwantesii
kunjasensis (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
rugosa (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
triebneri (L.Bol.) De Boer & Boom

L. schwantesii Dint. var. urikosensis (Dint.) De Boer & Boom
L. verruculosa Nel.
L. verruculosa Nel var. verruculosa
L. verruculosa Nel. var. inae (Nel) De Boer & Boom

(L
(=
(L.
(=
(L
(=
L.

kuibisensis)
L kunjasensis Dint.)
rugosa Dint.)
L. triebneri L.Bol.)
gulielmi L.Bol.)
L. un'kosens/s Dint.
gulielmi Nel)

( = L. moe Ne/)

THE VISIT OF Dr. R. T. CRAIG
Just over nine years ago we published a report of a meeting in London at which Doctor R. T. Craig addressed
the members present. Since that time many new members have joined the Society and we reprint most of the original
article t o give an insight into the trials and tribulations of those whose efforts bring plants into our collections.

Mr. Shurly said he had known and had been corresponding w i t h Doctor R. T. Craig for some t h i r t y years,
but this was the first opportunity they had had of meeting in the flesh. The name of Dr. Craig was, in this country,
linked mainly w i t h the 'Mammillaria Handbook', but in the United States he was known for his extensive experience
and wide knowledge, especially in field w o r k , as well as for his valuable services to the American Society.
Dr. Craig made a short reply in which he thanked Mr. Shurly for his remarks and took the opportunity of
expressing his t r i b u t e to the vital assistance which Mr. Shurly had given him in preparing the material for the
'Mammillaria Handbook', particularly the historical data, which had meant untold hours of research on information
not available in the United States. Dr. Craig said that he had seen quite a few collections in this country and
voiced his compliments on the standard of cultivation, which was both good and 'natural' and contrary t o what
he had been led t o expect. Indeed, some of the plants which he had seen here were better specimens than he had
seen in California. He concluded his preliminary remarks by conveying the greetings of the American Society
to the Cactus and Succulent Society of Great Britain.
He said that he had brought some pictures w i t h him which he had hoped to show to a few friends in Mr. Shurly's
home, but he had not imagined showing them to an audience of the size which he faced this evening. Most of the
photographs were taken in the field and would be of particular interest as they showed plants growing in their natural
habitats and in natural g r o w t h , and he felt that his audience would be interested to compare them w i t h the plants
as they were grown in this country.
He proposed t o divide his talk into three parts.
The first consisted of a series of pictures taken by Mr. Harry Johnson on a t r i p into the high mountains of
the Andes in South America. The slides formed a priceless collection of photographic gems and included some
majestic sweeps of mountain scenery. Some were taken at an altitude of over 14,000 feet, and, Dr. Craig said,
were the result of considerable physical effort as Mr. Johnson experienced great difficulty in the rarefied atmosphere.
This was an area in which Backeberg had w o r k e d . Some parts of the Andes have had no rainfall for 400 years.
Despite this, however, sufficient moisture is provided by the moisture-laden atmosphere in the form of fogs, to
support vegetation.
The second part consisted of a talk titled ' W h a t is a Species V Here Dr. Craig engrossed his hearers w i t h
a description of some of the difficulties, pleasures, disappointments, hardships and hard w o r k involved in field
w o r k . This must have caused many t o leave the meeting w i t h a totally different idea of plant collecting under
natural conditions. He mentioned, for instance, the difficulty of variations in species. Lemaireocereus thurberi being
found branching from the base and w i t h large stems, but 250 miles away it would be branching higher up w i t h
smaller stems. Mammillaria dioica w o u l d , similarly, show definite variation in the colour of the spines. The actual
situation of the plant frequently affected their appearance; thorny bushes by providing protection also promoted
variation. One instance, quoted by Dr. Craig, was of a Mammillaria, which was shaped like a saxophone and t w o feet
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long, growing against a cliff. Another was found growing in salt water, but its roots probably ran back to fresh
water. He said that it was his experence that some plants like, and even need, a little salt. A Mammillaria johnstonii
had been found growing in sea shells. One of the biggest difficulties and heartaches was deciding which specimens
there was room for on the return journey. Many such trips are carried out w i t h horse or b u r r o transport and
each animal can only carry t w o panniers. In such cases a large specimen can be an embarrassment. On occasions,
the native assistance posed its own problems, and sign language was not always infallible. Dr Craig quoted the
example of when, after having found a particularly important plant and after giving instructions by detailed gesticulations of how he wanted the plant trenched and lifted cleanly, roots and all, the native promptly severed the plant
in t w o w i t h one blow of his machete. There was the difficulty of the plant that was just out of reach, and how
frequently that occurred. One journey involved travelling in a train up a gorge so narrow that the sides could
almost be touched from the train. Almost, but not quite, for many plants which he would have liked t o have collected
were there, just out of reach. He mentioned that the train speed was not much above a canter and there was a
sporting chance that it might be caught up again, but the risk of losing the train was too great. In any event, the
next one was not due until the following day. On the return journey, down the gorge, the speed was of such an
order that even Dr. Craig's steady camera could not forbear to wobble. Hardships were not absent either; he told
of travelling w i t h a train of fifteen animals when the only available spring turned out to be no more than a muddy
patch. Digging produced about a pint of water. Only after the animals had been watered were the humans allowed
to drink. You can imagine the condition of the waterhole after fifteen animals had milled around in it. The animals
came first for it is not much good being alive with a dead or ailing horse. Keep the horse going and you have a
good chance. Another trial, which occasioned considerable surprise, was Dr. Craig's reference t o a tribe of cannibals
in Mexico some 200 miles from the U.S. border. Such a bad name have they that the local Mexican police shoot
on sight. After such labours, at the end of the day comes sorting, photographing, labelling, note-making and general
organisation of the results. Dr. Craig's receipe for 'What is a Species V 'You decide and let the other guys argue'.
The t h i r d part consisted of a further set of equally magnificent photographs by Dr. Craig himself of a t r i p
through Cactusland, embracing plants in their natural habitats and in cultivation, and many of those awe-inspiring
views of t o r t u r e d rock formations and massive canyons, the colour of sunlight and w i t h a clarity which added miles
t o the depth of each picture. W o r d s alone are completely inadequate t o describe the excellence of these slides
and of those in the first part of the talk, or of the pleasure they occasioned. The beholder was left w i t h a sense
of aesthetic indigestion, so thoroughly was he soaked in beauty.
Dr. Craig said that rain was not the prerogative of England. In the Sonora desert the individual drops of rain,
in one of the periodic rainstorms, might easily fill a tea cup. A few paces were sufficient to be saturated. So fierce
are some of these storms that river beds frequently rise several feet in the matter of seconds, sweeping away
anything which lies in the way. T w o examples of the power of these flash floods were of three oil tankers and
trailers, no trace of which could be found, and of a freight locomotive being so buried in sand and silt that it was
only found w i t h the aid of a mine detector. Maybe we have something t o be thankful for.

ACCLIMATISATION GARDEN "PINYA DE ROSA"
Blanes (Costa Brava) Prov. G e r o n a , Catalonia, Spain
By J U A N PANELLA BONASTRE, botanist at the Barcelona Gardens
(Reprinted from our 25th Aniversary Number, October, 1956)
A meeting of a few friends, lovers of the vegetable kingdom and specialising in the study of succulent plants,
held at Zurich (Switzerland) in September, 1950, afforded a personal touch t o found the I.O.S. (International
Organisation for the study of Succulent Plants). Further, they duly arrived at certain agreements regarding the
task t o be undertaken concerning this significant group of plants.
One of the problems to be resolved was t o arrange certain groups of succulent plants in Europe, in the open
air, so that they might be able to retain as much of their natural characteristics as possible, which is not possible
w i t h plants cultivated in greenhouses. To succeed in the study of these characteristics it became necessary t o
have the use of a garden in a place w i t h a mild climate, on a ground large enough to embrace several hundreds of
species, chiefly large ones, belonging to this interesting vegetable group.
Thanks t o the magnanimous contribution of Mr. Fernando Rlvie>e de Caralt, member of the I.O.S., o w n e r of
grounds on the shores of the Mediterranean, at the touristically well known Costa Brava, Catalonia, Spain, this
lack, which was the preoccupancy of all specialised lovers of these plants, has been satisfied; the Acclimatisation
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Garden, called 'Pinya de Rosa', is maturing and developing its activity. The garden is still young, but already well
advanced throughout the field of activities regarding succulent plants.
'Pinya de Rosa' lies about 70 km. north of Barcelona at Blanes, Costa Brava, Catalonia, near the first cliffs,
between sea and mountains. Its position is the best for the realisation of our project. Plantations are in the open
air, protected against north winds, facing south, and meet w i t h the demanded requirements, so that t h e i r g r o w t h
emulates that of their native countries. Winters are normally near 0 ° O , but a few days of January and/or February
they reach sometimes t o 1° and/or 2° below 0°C. Notwithstanding, it has been noticed that most plants are still
growing perfectly. But last w i n t e r was extraordinarily abnormal and, at 'Pinya de Rosa', the thermometer recorded
8.5 below 0°C. during three t o four days. Though some plants have not withstood this temperature, many of them
are still standing and beginning new vegetation. The ground now arranged for garden has a surface of about eight
hectares (nearly twelve acres), and is still able to be considerably enlarged in proportion t o plantation needs.
Plants growing at 'Pinya de Rosa' embrace about 4,000 distinct species; a great part of them belong t o groups
of succulent plants. Although there are many kinds included within this group, the garden is specially adaptable
for those succulent plants which are not able t o be grown in a greenhouse. Special gardens have been built for this
purpose, so that systematically planted Opuntias, Agaves, Aloes and Mesembrianthemums may be actually observed
growing. All these grow, flourish and f r u i t perfectly, showing it was fortunate t o be able t o house them at such
a place. A f t e r these collections have been completed, the establishing of other types of succulent plants and t h e i r
acclimatisation w i l l be undertaken for study purposes.
Material that exists there now has been received, largely, from friends and amateurs in several countries who
specialise in the study of succulent plants. W e trust t o their help t o complete and develop our projects.
A t present, the systematic collections contain the following species; about 300Opuntias, 80 Agaves, 90 Aloes
and 500 Mesembrianthemums. W i t h a view t o increasing their number, we are now in touch w i t h people in the native
countries of these plants. W e are constantly receiving seeds and small plants, which are being planted in suitable
places, at the right time, according to their g r o w t h .
The management of 'Pinya de Rosa' would be very grateful t o all, whether professionals or amateurs, for
species of Opuntias, Agaves, Aloes and Mesembrianthemums. All species are w o r t h y of interest, as they will be examined
and compared, so as t o enlarge the collection, which, in the end, should be of the utmost assistance, internationally,
t o the study of succulent plants.

THE EDITOR
Since the last issue of this Journal I have been appointed t o the task of acting as your Editor.
I take, w i t h pleasure, this earliest of opportunities of expressing my thanks t o Mr. Stillwell and Mr. Boarder
for t h e i r articles which are so regularly forthcoming and t o Miss Martin for her equally regular supply of superlative
photographs. The regularity of such contributions is a firm foundation for any editor t o build his publication. In
addition connections are being built up abroad but these are inevitably slow growing but I have already received
valuable contributions f r o m Dr. Geyer of South Africa and Mr. Leach of Southern Rhodesia. In addition our botanist
members, Mr. Gordon Rowley, Mr. Leonard N e w t o n and Mr. David Hunt are always willing t o assist and not merely
t o offer assistance.
I have already been asked (or told) t o provide this, or that, type of article.
By definition an editor is 'one who edits' and 'to edit' 'to supervise the publication of (a newspaper, etc.)'.
He is limited by the contributions he receives and he cannot be expected t o fill the blanks f r o m his own t y p e w r i t e r .
A t least, not all the time o r he might be accused of using the second definition (according t o my dictionary) of 'to
edit' which is ' t o compile, garble or cook up materials into literary shape'. The same dictionary gives for 'garble'
' t o mutilate, corrupt or falsify'the w o r d being derived f r o m the Arabic 'a seive'.
The policy of the Society is, in brief, t o provide a Journal which will link all types of readers and provide a
reputable source f o r the publication of new material. It follows, therefore, that w i t h the worldwide distribution
of our Journal that items of a purely domestic character must be precluded.
W i t h i n the limits of this requirement is a vast field and I shall be happy t o receive contributions which will
be of interest t o our members o r any large part of them. W i t h Volume 27 it is intended t o include a special section
for beginners. For this idea and the forthcoming material our thanks are due t o Mr. W . I. Acton of Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Another suggestion which has been acted upon in this issue Is that certain articles should be reprinted. It is
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felt that w i t h the interest in Spain of recent years this article w i l l interest new members as the other reprint will
give an insight into the w o r k of the collectors.
W i t h regard t o photographs the criterion is that the picture should be of interest and its definition should be
of good quality. Colour photographs of good composition are equally suitable for reproduction.
All contributions should be addressed to me at the address shown on the Society page (following page 26)
and should state whether the article or photograph should be returned.

EDITORAL
W i t h the Annual General Meeting held on 18 February a name was removed from the list of Members of the
Council of the Society. Mr. A. J. Edwards, a member retiring by rotation, did not offer himself for re-election.
Mr. Edwards had served the Society for a very long time as Chairman and as a member of the Council. His
state of health had prevented him from giving the time to the Society which his inclination demanded for some time
past and has finally forced him not t o seek re-election.
The Society is deeply indebted to Mr. Edwards for his period of valuable service and places its sincere appreciat i o n on record. Although his experience and knowledge is still available t o the Society his presence at the Council's
deliberations will be much missed.
To aid our readers and the various officers of the Society we produce a Directory on this page which answers
many of the questions as t o who is the best person to w r i t e t o w i t h your queries.
W e are happy to record the wedding at Beddington Parish Church on 4 A p r i l of Mr. W . S. Maddams and Miss
Betty Souter. Both are members of our N o r t h Surrey Branch of which Mr. Maddams is also Secretary. A t the meeting
held on 7 A p r i l , the members present were unanimous in recording their good wishes.
It may be necessary to make some adjustment to our published programme of speakers during the summer
months as we anticipate having the pleasure of the company of Mr. Harry Hall sometime during that period. The
Council feels that this would be too good an opportunity to miss.
The Editor
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EDITORIAL
In this issue we are able t o present the first part of the script of Mr. Buining's talk given t o a joint-meeting held
on 25th June last year.
The report which Mr. Donald has prepared is a most comprehensive record and a w o r t h y addition t o o u r
literature.
Also in this issue is a photograph which we publish by permission of 'Garden News'. Mr Bloom, the Editor of
that publication, kindly sent us the photograph which he considered would be of interest. This opinion we share
and we are grateful t o Mr. Bloom for information on this plant. The Crassula arborescens belongs t o Mr. Michael
W e b b of Stratford-on-Avon. He had it as a cutting in 1952. It is potted in John Innes compost and once a month
it had J.I. liquid fertilizer. It so outgrew its accommodation that Mr. W e b b found a new home for it under glass at
the National Vegetable Research Station at Wellesbourne, Warwickshire, where Mr. W e b b works as an experimental officer. W e are told that it is a four-man job t o repot. This plant provides a confirmation of Jacobsen in so
far as its blooms are now pinkish whereas in its early flowering years they are white. A t Kew the specimens of this
plant are from t w o feet t o t w o feet six inches. In Cape Province they reach approximately twelve feet.
Dr. R. T. Craig's monograph on Mammillarias is well known t o our members and we are pleased t o pass on the
information that a photographic reproduction by Micro Methods Limited is now generally available. It was originally
described as being 'the most comprehensive account that has been attempted of a single group of cacti. The nomenclature and the identification of the myriad of published names in this vast genus have been verified, and the species
are illustrated w i t h excellent new photographs.' In out last issue reference was made ('The Visit of Dr. R. T. Craig')
t o the vital assistance which the late Mr. Shurly had given in the compilation of the original. The new reprint is
issued w i t h the co-operation of the Mammillaria Society. It is bound in a hard case binding as a standard library
edition and costs five guineas (four guineas t o members of the Mammillaria Society).
In listening t o the reports given by the Judges of our Summer Show we were glad t o hear that they were unanimous that this Show was the best since the W a r . W e were particularly pleased t o hear this opinion, as such comes
as a vindication, if such were needed, of the years of hard thought and effort which has been poured into our Shows
by our voluntary workers. From March, when the Council reconsiders the Schedules t o the staging of the Shows
by our Secretary and the judging of the exhibits leading t o the admission of the public, so much is put in that anyone
who has not shared in that w o r k cannot be expected t o begin t o appreciate it. Yet all that effort can be wasted if
the exhibitors do not respond. Please make this a milestone — on a road going f o r w a r d .
THE EDITOR
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CACTUS CULTURAL NOTES
By A. BOARDER
During my visits t o shows and when meeting members at meetings I have been struck by the number who have
told me how well t h e i r Lobivias have flowered this year. I too have found that mine have also done very well. I do
not know if it is anything t o do w i t h the season or whether it is the fact that our plants are gradually getting larger
and so t o flowering size. There is good reason why these plants are favourites w i t h many people as their flowers are
very showy and quite large for the size of the plants. It is a pity that the flowers only last a short time, usually about
one full day.
N o t that the Lobivias have been the only ones t o flower well this year, as many other genera have also done
very well. My Mammillarias have flowered well and a few have flowered for the first time. This is always a pleasure,
and it is often hard t o explain why a plant should suddenly flower perhaps after several years w i t h o u t a bloom and
yet be of a flowering size. I have a very fine specimen of Mammillaria canalensis which is about four inches across.
It flowered for the first time this year and had a complete ring of them. W h y this particular plant should have been
so long in producing flowers is rather a mystery, as small seedlings I have parted w i t h have flowered for t h e i r new
owners long before the plant in question.
I am often asked when cactus seedlings should be pricked out. This is a question which can only be answered
w i t h many ifs and buts. There is such a wide range in the times taken for the various genera seeds t o g r o w and even
among the same members of a genus; the species may also vary considerably in the time required t o get the seedlings
t o a suitable size. Although this may seem strange it is a fact that the larger the seeds the larger are the cotyledons
and the quicker w i l l the seedlings grow and be ready for a move. If we take the Mammillarias as an example, we find
that there is a considerable difference in the sizes of the seeds. The small seeds produce only very small cotyledons,
just like tiny green beads. The larger seeds give a fairly large cotyledon and these seem t o grow far more quickly
than the tiny ones. To quote the M. hngiflora, it will be noticed that the seed is fairly large for a Mam., and the
seedlings soon g r o w t o a size large enough t o be pricked out. In the genus Parodia the seeds are very tiny and the
resultant seedlings are so small that it is not possible t o t r y a safe move for perhaps twice as long as would have been
the case w i t h larger seeds. Bearing in mind these differences there are also other points t o be considered. The
condition of the soil in the seed pan can indicate whether the seeds need a move or not. Sometimes the surface
of the soil gets badly impacted, when the seedlings may cease t o grow o r there may be some algae o r moss growing
among the seedlings. Again it may be that the seedlings are t o o crowded. This is not likely to happen when a packet
of seeds has been bought, as the number may have been only about ten seeds, and some of these may not have g r o w n .
It is when the grower has sown seeds collected from his own collection, and the number may be considerable, that
the possibility of over-crowding may arise.
The t i m e for pricking out can also vary w i t h the methods adopted for seed raising. Some members find that
t h e i r seedlings are very slow, whereas others find that theirs grow very quickly. The individual members must be
guided by the conditions which arise. If seedlings are left t o o long in their seed pans they may stop growing altogether. Once this happens it may be rather difficult t o get them moving again. This state also arises when the seedlings have been exposed t o strong sunshine. This should not happen and it is safer t o exclude strong sunshine from
the seedlings for at least the first year of sowing. Seedlings of the larger growing types may need a move when
they are only three or four months old. The Opuntias, especially the larger growing ones, can soon be moved.
This year I came across a packet of Opuntia seeds which I must have had for many years. As an experiment I sowed
a panful and was surprised t o find that in a four inch seed-pan I had 136 seedlings t o move. W i t h i n four months
of sowing these seedlings were about five inches high and had pads about an inch and a half across. They had t o be
put out into the garden t o t r y t o restrain their g r o w t h . I also sowed some seeds of Froi/ia, and although these seeds
are fairly large the seedlings have hardly grown a quarter of an inch in height. Most of the Cereus seedlings w i l l
g r o w fairly quickly and should be moved as soon as they can be handled.
W i t h most of the genera it w i l l be found that the small plantlets have very little root system until the food
bag or cotyledon has been used up. Once the cotyledon appears t o have been absorbed it will be found that instead
of a single thin root, the seedling w i l l have developed quite a good root system. This is when it is safe t o transplant.
Care must be taken of course that this small r o o t is not broken as if this happens it is probable that the seedling
w i l l die.
It should also be remembered that if the seeds have been sown in the John Innesseed compost the seedlings must
not remain in it for t o o long. It is only intended that the seedlings should remain in this mixture for a short period.
This compost does not contain any added sulphate of potash or hoof and horn grist. These t w o fertilisers are only
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included in the potting composts. A good compost in which t o transplant the seedlings can be made up f r o m any
seed compost which has been leftover. To each bushel of this add an ounce and half of hoof and horn grist and three
quarters of an ounce of sulphate of potash.
The exhibiting of cacti appears t o be on the increase. The shows at which I have judged all had a very good
number of exhibits and the quality of the plants was better than every this year. I judged at t w o shows at Bristol,
one run by the Bristol Cactus Society and the other by the West of England Cactus and House Plant Society. The
former was a one day show and the latter a t w o day one. A t both events there were many exhibits and the specimens
were very clean and well grown. A t one show a member was allowed t o enter any number of exhibits in a class,
but was only allowed t o take one prize. This is an encouragement t o ensure that there are plenty of entries in the
classes, but it is very hard on the judge. There may be three fine entries by one owner in a class which should receive
first, second and t h i r d prizes. The judge can only award the first t o one plant and then must find others for the
second and t h i r d . These may be quite inferior specimens. W h e n the public examine the results the fact that some of
the better plants received no award may cause the people t o consider that the judge needs his eyes tested. There
is nothing t o indicate that the good plants not rewarded were owned by the same person and so were not entitled
t o a prize although excellent plants.
W h e n I judged the second show I found that members were allowed t o enter as many plants in a class as they
wished and that all plants were able t o w i n a prize. This meant that the plants could all be judged on t h e i r merits
and there would not arise the situation where better plants in the class were left unrewarded. This position is
difficult t o solve as all the shows like t o encourage people t o show as many plants as possible t o swell the numbers
and make the show really something w o r t h while.
W h e n I judged at llford this year I found a very excellent show and, whereas on previous occasions I had been
faced w i t h the problem as stated above where members could show as many plants as they liked but could only win
one award in a class, and on this occasion members were limited t o one entry per class. I found this system much more
satisfactory as it meant that I could judge and reward any good plant irrespective of who was the owner. It did
not appear t o have restricted the number of entries very much t o my notice, and it is possible that in some classes
more people entered than would have been the case under the old system. As is well k n o w n , in every Society there
are members who specialise in a certain genera. These people usually carry off all the main awards year after year
and the others become disheartened. By restricting each member t o one entry per class the organisers have at least
given the rabbits a chance t o take a second or t h i r d .
One show I had the pleasure of judging was at Berkhamstead, and this was in the form of an exhibition. Members
staged fine large groups of plants in an honorary non-competitive exhibition, but in addition there were several
competitive classes. A fine cup was awarded for one class which I thought was an excellent idea. It was for t w o plants,
one cactus and one other succulent. This t o my mind was an excellent way t o encourage the general grower as against
the specialist. There were some fine pairs of plants shown, and I would very much like t o see a similar class provided
at our own shows. I was very surprised and gratified when I judged the cacti classes at the summer show of the
Ruislip Central Horticultural Society. This Society was probably the first one of its kind t o form a cactus section
many years ago, and now the quality of the exhibits is as good as I find at many major shows.
The summer show of our own Society was one of the best, if not the best since the W a r . The plants were well
shown in most classes and I was struck by the general cleanliness all round. Some of the classes were larger than
I have had t o judge for a long time and it was often very difficult t o sort out the winners. There may not have been
quite as many plants as has been seen at some of our shows but what were there were very good specimens on the
whole. I have often, in the past, grumbled at the number who show at these exhibitions, but on this occasion I
was very pleased w i t h the results of all our exhibitors. I did notice that in some classes the presentation could have
been improved. W h e r e three plants are called for it is much better t o show three plants of a somewhat similar size
than t o show t w o very large plants and one dwarf. The question of rarity against general excellence always puzzles
some members. A rare plant is only likely t o beat a more common one if it is in excellent condition and is obviously
healthy, growing and free from all defects.
W h e n visiting these shows I usually find at least one plant which calls for special attention. I found one such
plant at Berkhamstead. It was in a non-competitive group and was one of the hybrids of Chamaecereus silvestris.
Instead of having a rather large flower of the usual reddish shade it was almost white w i t h some broad bands of mauve
running down each petal. It was one of the most unusual flowers I have seen on a cactus for a l o n g t i m e . I know that
there are many hybrids of this plant and various Lob/Was about and the possibility of a wonderful range of coloured
flowers seems probable.
W h e n judging the cactus classes at Windsor recently I had t o find the best cactus plant for an award. There
were several fine specimens on show but I did something which I do not t h i n k I have ever done before. I gave the
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award t o an Opuntia. I am not a lover of this genus although I have kept many in the past. The plant in question
was a very handsome specimen of 0. aciculata. It had large pads, in perfect condition, but the outstanding feature
was the wonderful glocids. They were very large for an Opuntia and golden in colour. I do not think I have ever
seen a more handsome Opuntia and I congratulate the owner on a plant in such perfect condition, apart from the fact
that it must have meant a problem t o transport such a plant.
I know that the transport problem is still very much w i t h us, but I think that some exhibitors have taken t o
heart the many suggestions I have made in the past as t o the possibility of getting together w i t h other exhibitors
in adjoining districts and so obtain transport for several members at the one expense. It is also probable that the fact
that many people have cars today assists in getting more plants at the shows.
W h i l s t on the subject of shows I cannot let the opportunity slide t o have a grouse about the times of opening
of our shows. I know that we are regulated by the Royal Horticultural Society's rules, but it is a great pity that our
shows have t o close at six o'clock on the Tuesday and five o'clock on the Wednesday. I have often advised cactus
lovers t o visit our shows but when I have told them the opening times they have always given me the same answer,
that they have t o w o r k for a living and so cannot possibly attend a show during the day time. If only these shows
opened at 2 p.m. and closed at 8 p.m., at least for the Tuesday. How much better would it be for those who are unable
t o attend during the working hours. The difficulty of obtaining a suitable hall in a central position is always a problem,
and our members are so scattered that a hall which might be fairly convenient for some members would be almost
out of the question for others.
However I have always said that if a member is keen enough t o show he should be able t o find a way out of
the problem.

CULTIVATION OF SUCCULENTS
By Mrs. M. STILLWELL
All our plants this year are responding t o the fairly generous amount of sunshine. My Lithops are all beautifully
coloured and growing t r u e t o type, that is not t o o large and a good firm t e x t u r e . Last year they were all repotted,
and many sulked for several months, by just standing still, in spite of being done at the correct time, which is about
May, just at the beginning of the growing season. It is not necessary t o repot them every year, I find they are much
better if left undisturbed for four years or more. I removed all the matching pebbles which surrounded t h e m , but
this year decided t o put them all back. They help t o keep the surface of the soil from drying out too quickly, and
also help t o reflect extra light on t o the plants, besides being very pleasing t o the eye if you t r y t o obtain pebbles
that exactly match the colourings of your Lithops, and they really do seem t o look and grow better in this way.
I get quite a lot of enjoyment searching for unusual pebbles on the seashore when we are staying in our caravan.
This summer I have been repotting some of the Conophytums that have not been done for several years. The best
t i m e t o do these is about July, just as they are ending their resting period, and then you can remove all the old dead
skins at the same t i m e . Show plants of the Mesemb. family always look better if a little extra care is taken t o clean
them up, and remove all dead leaves. The Summer Show was especially good this year at Westminster, and there
were some really fine plants in the succulent classes. It is always advisable when asked t o show six South African
succulents t o t r y t o select six completely different genera, giving a good example of the different types of plants
grown in that country. For example:—one of each of the following. A Lithops, Haworthia, Euphorbia, Conophytum,
Gibbaeum and Argyroderma, or any other different choice plants you may have. I like to see that a person can grow
other plants equally as well as he can grow Lithops for instance. He may show perhaps three beautiful pots of Lithops
in his six, but if it relies on a deciding factor in the judging, it is usually the one showing the greater variety that
wins, always assuming that they are equally well grown.
I like t o grow my Mesembs. in a very coarse open mixture, that has no fear of clogging or getting waterlogged.
It is w o r t h the little extra trouble t o sift your soil, and only use that which remains in the sieve, and discard all the
dust. You can then water safely on top of the pots, and the water will run straight through. I prefer not t o use
plastic pots for mimicry plants, as they tend t o make them grow t o o quickly, and therefore they do not remain t r u e
t o type, which after all is where their t r u e beauty lies. Try not t o show any plants during their resting period when
they are not looking at t h e i r best, particularly Conophytums, which t o the layman would appear t o be dead, and
this is exactly how they should look while resting, and not forced, in an effort t o keep them growing by continuing
w i t h the water out of season.
I have a still very small plant of Dracophyllum delaetianus which I grew from seed several years ago, it is one of
the slowest growers I have had, and this year has bloomed for the first t i m e , a small but very attractive magenta
flower. It appreciates a little extra limestone in the soil.
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Euphorbias dislike lime, and do best in a good John Innes compost, plus a little extra sand. Care should be taken
w i t h the watering at all times. It is always safer t o water from below, rather than overhead. I am very fond of some of
the smaller growing varieties, and here are a few w o r t h looking out for. E. bupleurifolia, E. meloformis, £. valida,
E. obesa, E. decepta and E. pugniformis. Some of the larger ones make very handsome plants if you have the space t o
accommodate t h e m , and although the flowers are small, they are usually produced in large numbers, and make
quite a show. Euphorbias are widely distributed throughout the w o r l d , but usually found in subtropical climates,
such as South and East Africa, Madagascar, Eritrea and the Canary Islands, and certain parts of America. The tall
candelabra types reach up t o 20 or 30 feet high. Many t o the layman appear t o be cacti, but can all be distinguished
by the milky latex which oozes from the stems if bruised. This is poisonous and hands should be washed immediately
if in contact w i t h it. Euphorbias prefer a w i n t e r temperature of not less than 45° t o get the best out of them.
Most of the Gibbaeums show signs of growth towards the end of the summer or early autumn. They should have
been kept fairly dry during the summer, w i t h just an occasional drink t o keep them plump. If they do not have
this rest, in all probability they will not flower the following season. Many take on a purplish t i n t , which is very
becoming, particularly G. velutinum and similar species, if grown in strong sunlight. G. dispar, G. cryptopodium and
G. pilosulum also look most attractive during the dry season. The latter t w o usually flower for me around Christmas.
Echeveria harmsii was flowering beautifully all through July. It is a plant everyone falls in love w i t h . After
flowering, cut off the long flowering stems, and t r i m the plant back t o a good shape. Use all the pieces as cuttings.
Place about three in a three and a half inch pot, these will branch out, and make fine plants for the following year,
when they can be potted on in the spring. A weak dose of liquid fertiliser when the buds start t o appear helps t o
produce some really large flowers.
My Sedum hintoni was a really handsome plant filling a five inch pot when suddenly every head decided t o bloom.
In spite of the attractive white flower clusters, the whole beauty of the plant, which is in the hairy leaves, had
temporally vanished. I carefully removed the old flower stems almost down t o soil level after flowering, and w i t h i n a
few days, many new heads had started t o f o r m , and now the plant is almost as beautiful as ever. The lower ends of
the flower stalks I rooted as cuttings, and these also have started t o t h r o w offsets. This is a t r u l y beautiful plant,
which I strongly advise everyone t o look out for. It responds well if grown in a plastic pot, and given a fair amount
of water.
I noticed in July my Crassula nemorosa was pushing up its new season's g r o w t h . It is better not t o remove the
old dead tops until you see signs of the new shoots poking through, as the plant consists of very tiny tubers just
below the surface of the soil, and it is so easy t o pull them up w i t h the old foliage. I do not repot it until the pot
gets too crowded, and then I just transpot it w i t h o u t disturbing into a larger pot.
If you wish t o take cuttings remove
them from the outside edges of the plant. It can sometimes be temperamental and refuse t o come up the following
seassn. The dainty bell flowers make it a w o r t h w h i l e plant t o grow.
My Sinocrassula yunnanensis is flowering for the first time this year. This is a small plant from S.W. China.
The t i n y whitish flowers are borne on a widely branched stem, looking far too large t o be coming from such a low
growing rosetted plant. The leaves are grey-green and covered w i t h soft hairs.
A l l through the summer I have made sure my greenhouse has had plenty of ventilation, by keeping all the windows
open day and night, and also removing several whole panes of glass, which have w i r e netting fitted in their places.
You may hear me speak of growing such things asStape/ias up on shelves, this can only be done if you are quite sure
you have got a good circulation of air as I have, t o prevent scorching. I have Huernia zebrina in bud, and am looking
forward t o some good colour transparencies. The body of the plant itself is beautifully f i r m and well coloured.
My Trichocaulon cactiforme has been a picture this year, w i t h a complete cap of flowers. By growing them in the sun,
and watering from the base, there is far less risk of overwatering. I also find that choice cuttings of these plants soon
root up and start to grow better up on a shelf in the sun, but do remember you must make sure you have got plenty
of air and not t o o close an atmosphere.
Have a good t u r n out in the greenhouse in the autumn, and dispose of all surplus plants that do not get much
attention in the winter. A l l of us are inclined t o hoard old plants that we really have no room for. If you can find
the t i m e , wash over all shelves and staging w i t h a solution of Jeyes fluid, or something similar, t o get rid of any pests,
do not forget the underside of all stagings and shelves, also walls and floors. Leave not a stone unturned as they say.
If I get t i m e I also like t o wipe over the bottoms of the pots at the same time.
Do not let the first frosts catch you out, make sure your heating is satisfactory. W h i l e some people prefer
polythene in the greenhouse t o help conserve the heat in the winter, I prefer t o do w i t h o u t it, as it not only reduces
the amount of light, but can cause a big danger by excessive condensation.
W h i l e our cacti enthusiasts have enjoyed all the wonderful flowers on t h e i r plants during the summer, we the
succulent lovers still have most of ours t o come, and what a show when all the stemless mesembs. bloom.
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MAMMILLARIAS I HAVE GROWN (continued)
By A. BOARDER
In the May journal I stated that I had lost sight of A t roseocentra, but I now find that I have this plant and that
it is a real problem plant. The lower tubercles always t u r n yellow and shrink. A t the same time the top grows and
the plant flowers well w i t h a large pink flower. As it stands among many other Mams., I overlooked it when making
my last notes.
A t saelig, was raised from seed given me by Mr. Shurly in 1950, and is not very common.
A t saetigera is a favourite of mine, closely spined and one I had many years ago from seed.
A t saetigera v. quadangularis, is somewhat similar and came from seed in 1956.
A t sanluisensis makes a fine clump and flowers well. My plant is from Mr. Shurly's seed in 1952.
A t saffordii, has been sold for A t surculosa, and is often stated t o be a synonym of that plant, but Craig gives it as
a synonym of A t carretii.
A t sartorii is f r o m seed sown in 1948 and is a fine plant. I also have t w o varieties of it, v. brevispina and v. longispina. W h e t h e r these are actual varieties or just plants w i t h slightly different length spines I am not sure. It is possible
t o get all kinds from one seed pod.
A t schafferii I raised from seed in 1930, f r o m that obtained from de Laet. This plant resembles a A t elegans type,
but Craig gives it as a synonym of A t celsiana.
A t schelhasei, is a well known plant w i t h strong red hooked spines and white hairs. I had my first plant from
Cooper in 1927.
At scheideana is a handsome plant which I raised f r o m seed from Haage in 1932. I have also a variety v. albispina
raised in 1960.
A t scheileana was raised from W i n t e r ' s seed in 1961, and is similar in general appearance t o the previous named
plant but w i t h much longer spines. My plant flowered at a year old.
A t shurliana is a seedling raised in 1954, from seed obtained from Mr. Shurly. It flowers as a small plant w i t h
large pink flowers.
A t schwarzii is very handsome, something like A t bocasana w i t h o u t the hooks. I raised my first plant in 1954,
f r o m seed.
A t scoparia was raised f r o m seed in 1959.
M. scrippsiana is an old favourite which I raised from Haage's seed in 1932. I have a variety of it v. rooksbyana
from seed in 1954.
A t seideliana is another type similar t o A t wildii, and one I raised from seed in 1936. It is very free flowering.
A t seitziana, is of the centricirrha type and was from seed in 1932 I obtained from Mr. Farden.
A t semperviv; is a compact plant something similar t o A t caput medusa. My first plant was bought at the London
Garden stores in 1928.
A t sheldonii was from Haage's seed in 1932. This plant is especially handsome in a collection as it grows rather
taller than many kinds. It flowers freely w i t h fairly large pinkish flowers which are followed by large red seed pods
often not until the following year.
A t simplex is another from de Laet's seed raised in 1931, and is said t o be the same as A t mammillaris.
A t sinistrohamata, is a fine plant which soon makes a good clump. The hooked spines are very showy. My first
plant was f r o m de Laet's seed in 1932.
A t solisii is a favourite plant w i t h many growers and has a general appearance of A t spinosissima. My plant was
from W i n t e r ' s seed in 1933.
A t sonorensis, is a good plant for flowering and one I raised from seed in 1948. I also have a variety v. hiltonii
which also grows into a handsome plant in a few years.
A t solisioides is a slow growing plant, keeping rather dwarf even when mature. My plant was from seed in 1957,
obtained f r o m Mr. Shurly.
A t subdurispina appears t o be similar t o the ordinary A t durispina. I raised plants from seed in 1944.
A t supertexta is a very fine plant which is sometimes given as a variety of A t elegans, but I t h i n k that it is a
distinct species. I lost a large specimen in the bad w i n t e r of 1962/63, but I have a nice smaller plant t o grow on.
A t subtilis is a name I have in my seed book but at the moment I cannot trace the plant. It is probably in one of
my many seedling boxes. The seed was sown in 1955 as far as I can remember.
At surculosa was raised from seed in 1948, and is a very green soft tubercled plant w i t h hooked spines and
scented yellow flowers.
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M. spacelata was first raised from seed by me from W i n t e r ' s seed in 1933. This plant never appears t o grow very
quickly although it seems quite healthy. I have never flowered this plant as yet, but I live in hope.
M. spinosissima is a great favourite w i t h most growers. It generally grows so uniform and rarely makes an off-set
until quite old. I grew my first in 1927, and since then must have grown hundreds. I have the varieties v. brunea
and v. sanguina. I remember raising plants from one seed pod given t o me by Mr. Codings and from it I had several
types including one w i t h hooked spines, brown spined plants and red ones.
M. standleyii, was from seed in 1947, and is a pretty white spined plant w i t h a few darker ones among them.
M. stellaris was a plant obtained from Hollis in 1929. It is of the M. multiceps type and makes a good group.
It flowers well and the seed pods last for a least a year.
M. swinglei is one of my favourite plants as the flowers are quite exceptional, being large, white w i t h a pink-red
stripe. Although I have raised many plants from seed, as it is prolific w i t h t h e m , I have found it very slow indeed
for the first year or t w o . I raised my first one in 1944.

REPORT OF MEETING, IOth March, 1964
Euphorbias by S. W . I. Young
The Lecturer began w i t h some general comments on the genus, which is very extensive and includes many
species usually disregarded by succulent plant collectors. It contains annual, biennial and perennial species. The
spurge is a good example of an annual Euphorbia and E. lathyris, the caper spurge is a biennial species. Various attempts
have been made t o subdivide the genus w i t h o u t a definite and widely acceptable system having been devised. W h a t
all these diverse species do have in common is the characteristic form of the inflorescence. The genus is world-wide
in its distribution and the species take on vastly differing forms, ranging from near-caudiciform t o the tree-like
£. triangularis, reaching sixty feet in height.
Some species have been known since 500 B.C., although under another generic name; Euphorbia dates f r o m
about 100 A . D . The species involved in the story, possibly apocryphal, of King Juba and his physician Euphorbus,
was probably £. resinifera. Euphorbia species have been put to a variety of uses down the centuries, ranging f r o m the
macabre t o the purely utilitarian. The juice of some species is poisonous, and there is good evidence that it has been
used t o t i p arrows. O t h e r species, £. coeru/escens, for example, are used for cattle feed and attempts have been
made t o prepare rubbers from the latex of some plants.
Mr. Young next turned t o a more detailed consideration of the species from Southern Africa and located them
on a large map of the area. Some species, such as E. virrosa, E. fasciculata and E. schoniandii are native t o the arid
coastal regions of S.W. Africa, and endure drought conditions comparable t o those suffered by many stemless
mesembryanthemums. Many species are indigenous t o the more fertile Cape area. There is E. caput medusae,
often confused w i t h E. flanaganii and E. woodii; it can be recognised from the tough peduncles on the stems and its
white glands. O t h e r Cape species include E. susonnoe, E. clandestina, E. horrida and E. symmetrica.
Moving around t o the south eastern area, many species are encountered in the vicinity of Jansenville which,
indeed, has been called 'The Capital of the Euphorbias'. Species mentioned by Mr. Young included E. coerulescens,
E. polygona and E. bothae. From the Port Elizabeth area one has E. meloformis, E. squarrosa and E. valida, recognisable
by the absence of a tap root. Moving further n o r t h , one encounters E. clavaroides and E. pulvinata, the latter f r o m
Natal. Many species are found in Madagascar, which has sub-tropical temperatures and a heavy rainfall. The best
known of these is E. milii, still commonly referred t o as E. splendens.
Mr. Young then showed a series of colour transparencies, many of them being very fine close-up shots of the
inflorescence in various species.
He used these slides t o demonstrate the cyathia and show how characteristic
the Euphorbia inflorescence proves t o be. He also discussed the inflorescence of dioecious species and refuted the
commonly accepted supposition that the tall form of E. obesa is the male plant.
In dealing w i t h a number of questions put t o him, the speaker considered the watering of Euphorbia species in
some detail. In general, reasonable care is needed; watering should not be started until new g r o w t h is clearly visible.
Varying species differ appreciably in their requirements; E. susonnoe should not be given a great deal of water, whereas
E. beupleurifolia needs much more.
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Lecture was originally given at the I.O.S. Congress in Barcelona in June 1961, and repeated before a combined
audience of the National Cactus and Succulent Society and the Cactus and Succulent Society of Great Britain members
in London in June 1963.
Echinocactus famatimensis was given a very detailed description including an excellent photograph by Spegazzini
in 1921. In 1923, Britton and Rose reclassified this plant as a Lobivia and only gave a very short description. W e r d e r man in August, 1936, published plate N o . 112 of his Bluhende Kakteen und andere Sukkulenten w i t h a complete
translation of the original Spannish description by Spegazzini. It would be useful, in the future, t o publish a full
English translation also, but it is too long t o give you now.
A t the end of his description, Spegazzini w r o t e that the plant grew on the mountain massif Famatina between
2000 m and 3000 m where he collected it in 1915. The species looked very similar t o Echinocactus pygmaeus Speg.
(now a Frailea).
As you are aware, after the first world-war, many plants were imported f r o m the Argentine under the name
'famatimensis', but Fric and Krenzinger always denied that these plants were the genuine 'famatimensis'. In 1937,
Dolz in Kakteen und andere Sukkulenten claimed that plants known as Echinocactus reichei from the collection of
Mr. Heese could be the t r u e famatimensis. The same conclusion was reached by Werderman w i t h Dolz in 1938 in
Beitrage zur Sukkulenten. N o w there are t w o plants w i t h the name reichei, namely Etus reichei K. Schumann and
Etus reichei hort. Heese. These t w o plants differ considerably. Backeberg classified Heese's plant in a new genus
Re/cheococtus as Re/cheocactus pseudoreicheanus and stated that this plant had a typical Neochilenia flower but lacked
bristles in the scale axils.
Fric in 1937 told me that he had searched for three weeks on the Famatina massif, but could not find the plants.
Harry Blossfeld w r i t i n g in Kakteenkunde in 1936 " d u r i n g an involuntary delay on the Famatina massif, we searched
in vain for Lobivia famatimensis, but only found three pieces". Remarkable this, searching in vain yet finding three
plants! In 1937 I visited the gardens at Berlin-Dahlem w i t h Mr. Hahn and he showed me the plants collected by
Blossfeld as 'famatimensis'. There were at least 20-30 large plants but I came t o the definite conclusion that Blossfeld
had not found Etus famatimensis Speg.
It would take t o o long t o give you all the details of the opinions expressed by the several authorities involved
in this controversy, but you will appreciate that I did not agree w i t h the conclusions reached by Mr. Backeberg, etc.
The controversy had grown out of proportion and discussions were only theoretical and only fieldwork could solve
the problem.
For many years I have been a friend of Friedrich Ritterand in November, 1954,1 asked him t o search the Famatina
massif again for Etus. famatimensis Speg. O n the 23rd March, 1955, he w r o t e t o me the following " A s far as it concerns
Etus. famatimensis, I found it half-way up the Famatina massif. This is not merely a single mountain but a mighty
range. It takes t w o days t o cross it on a horse. It is possible for several men t o search for these plants in vain because
they g r o w only on very special places and could easily be missed. Too bad I did not find any flowers o r seeds!"
O n the 25th March, 1955, I received a small packet from Ritter containing t w o plants w i t h a note "these plants
differed considerably from the so-called 'famatimensis'collected in Jujuy, and were found westwards from the small
village of Famatina, half-way up the mountain and much higher-up than the so-called 'famatimensis' of the trade.
Very peculiar are the 30-40 ribs and the tiny tubercles." Later on I received from his sister, Mrs. W i n t e r ,
a few more cuttings from plants she also had received, so I had then enough material for my study.
The next year, the plants flowered and I found that although there was quite a variation in the flowers from different
plants, they corresponded exactly t o Spegazzini's diagnosis of the plant body and flower. You may be aware that
up until now it was impossible t o get f r u i t and seed on Etus. reichei hort Heese w i t h o u t special treatment. I crosspollinated several of Ritter's plants and also w i t h Etus reichei Heese. All set f r u i t and seeds.
1. Etus. famatimensis Speg. x Etus. famatimensis Speg.
2. Etus. famatimensis Speg. x Etus. reichei hort. Heese.
3. Etus. reichei hort. Heese (by stimulation).
I sent Prof. Buxbaum in Austria samples of all these types of seed, t o check if he could find any significant differences.
He w r o t e back and said that the three samples were absolutely identical! " A l l e drei sind unstreitig desselbe".
W h e n Mr. Backeberg visited me last summer he stated that there was quite a difference between the Etus.
famatimensis collected by Ritter and the Etus. reichei hort. Heese. Indeed there are some differences, but we must
appreciate that all the plants known as Etus. reichei hort. Heese are derived from only one or t w o individuals collected
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some 70 years ago and since multiplied enormously by vegative sprouts. The form of plants cultivated in Europe
often very quickly alters from the original imported form particularly in spine armament and spine length. It should
not be expected that newly imported plants should resemble those cultivated in Europe over the last 70 years, even
though they have been collected from the original habitat. However, the buds and flowers do not change and these
are identical w i t h Spegazzini's diagnosis. Backeberg w r o t e t o me again saying that Ritter's plants are not 'famatimensis'
but a new species of his genus Reicheocactus close t o pseudoreicheanus\ I am certain that he is w r o n g .
All this means that the name for the plants known as Lobivia famatimensis in the trade has t o be changed as
clearly indicated by Prof. Werderman in 1938. These plants belong t o the so-called 'Hymenorebutia' group reclassified by Buxbaum under Lobivia and should take t h e i r name from the oldest described species. I am glad that
it is from a plant named by my departed friend Prof. E. W e r d e r m a n , Lobivia densispina ( W e r d ) Buin.
Syn. Echinopsis densispina Werd. in Kakteenkunde 1934 — Lobivia famatimensis Backeberg in Kaktus ABC 1935.
Translation by J. D. Donald from the original Spanish t e x t by Spegazzini and f r o m the comparable German
translation of the same t e x t by Fernando Riviere de Caralt.
H a b i t a t : In the summer of 1915, occurs rather rarely in cracks in the rocks on the Famatina Massif.
O b s e r v a t i o n s : This species resembles closely Echinocactus pygmaeus Speg. and another species not yet
described, in the neighbourhood of Cacheuta.
The individual plants generally grow solitary amongst stones and have ostensively a nearly cylindrical body
(30-55 mm high by 25-28 mm dia.) w i t h the upper part obtusely rounded, almost truncated and showing a fairly
deep depression in the centre, w i t h the lower part subterranean either cylindrical or elongated ovoid, nearly tubular
and equal in size, terminating conically: the body bears 24 longitudinal ribs, straight or slightly sinuous, soft green
t o almost grey in colour, obtuse barrel shaped and divided by very few deep furrows, but clearly separated by a
t h i n depressed strip: each rib is made up of a r o w of from 12-18 tubercles: the tubercles are obtuse, half-rounded,
somewhat depressed (3-4 mm dia. by 1.5 mm high), in the upper and lower parts somewhat pressed together, separated from each other by a transverse crease, alternately from one rib w i t h that of the neighbouring rib, always pressed
together between into a linear vertical depression, almost creviced, covered w i t h a white pubescence and armed
more or less w i t h a dozen spines: these spines are small (1.5-2 mm long), t h i n , white o r nearly transparent, outspread,
rigid, sharp, slightly thickened bulbous and brownish at their base, arranged in 2 lateral rows, 6 on each side, almost
pectinate and adpressed firmly against the tubercle, very frequently the lower 2 are rather anomalous and much
thinner and smaller and often abortive.
The rather large flowers arise laterally, singly, on the upper t h i r d of the plant body, each develops f r o m the
upper part of its tubercle: the bud is egg-shaped or nearly club-shaped, entirely covered w i t h fine long downy hairs,
light chocolate coloured, leans backwards: the opened flower is campanulate (30-32 mm long) covered w i t h long
thick down (5-10 mm long), very fine, woolly, chocolate grey coloured, bearing a large number of small scales, nearly
parallel aligned: the sepals are purple-red, completely lanceolate-lineal (15 mm long by 2.5 mm broad), ending in a
dangling (or wormlike), bristly, long soft point: the petals are orange coloured in t h e i r upper parts and egg-yellow
or golden in t h e i r lower, wholly lanceolate (14 mm long by 3 mm broad): the stamens are not sensitive and are
arranged in different, consequent and unequal series, composed of thin smooth yellow filaments (6-8 mm long)
and equal coloured o r somewhat paler small anthers: the style is yellowish white, upright, cylindrical (10-12 m m long
by 0.75 mm thick) w i t h 8 or 12 filamentous (4 mm long), cream coloured and nearly smooth stigma.

LISTS R E C E I V E D
J. Billing, The Quarry, Grove Road, Bladon, O x f o r d .
Collected cacti — List available on application. See advertisement.
Ernest H e p w o r t h , Mira Mar, 133 Ambleside Avenue, Telscombe Cliffs, Sussex.
Summer Supplementary List now available. Further list t o be published in the A u t u m n .
R. Coward, 1 Marsden Hall Road, Nelson, Lanes.
Cacti and other Succulents and seeds. See also ' W a n t e d ' advertisement.
The Anglo-Scottish Cactus Centre, Mill Nurseries (Sunderland) Ltd., Burdon Road, Silksworth, Co. Durham.
Cacti and other succulents, A p r i l and May Lists.

Photographic reprints of Britton & Rose T h e Cactaceae' and Dr. R. T. Craig, 'Mammillaria Handbook' are now
offered by Abbey Garden Press, 132 W . Union Street, Pasadena, California, at $21 and $15.90 (post paid) respectively.
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RESULTS AND REPORT: SHOW-7th and 8th JULY, 1964
Class I. Three Echinocactanae
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd R. H. I. Read 3rd Mrs. M. Halford
Highly Commended: Mrs. M. F. Caswell
Entries: 6
The First included a good, clean, well grown Echinofossulocactus. The Second was also good but one plant
was scarred.
Class 2 Three Coryphanthanae (Including Mammillaria)
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd P. V. Collings 3rd R. H. I. Read
Very Highly Commended: P. R. Sharp. Highly Commended: Mrs. M. Halford
Entries: 9
The First was a very fine entry, w i t h a very fine Mammillaria hahniana but rather let down by a M. bocasana.
The Third had a nice M. plumosa.
Class 3 Three Coryphanthanae (for Members w h o had not previously won a First in any Class)
1st Mrs. B. Baldry 2nd S. W . Young 3rd R. F. R. Clark
Very Highly Commended: P. R. Sharp
Entries: 6
A very good Class, the First being a nice clean team. In the Second a Coryphantha pallida was a weak member,
not being plumped-up. The Third was also quite good.
Class 4 Three Cereeanae
1st R. H. I. Read 2nd J. E. Taylor 3rd W . J. Newman
Entries: 4
The first t w o awards were for really fine exhibits. The Members deserve medals for getting t h e i r plants
t o the staging. The Third was a neat entry but smaller.
Class 5 Three Echinocereeanae (excluding Rebutias and Lobivias)
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd Mrs. M. F. Caswell 3rd R. H. I. Read
Entries: 3
The First included the difficult Echinocereus knippelianus. The Second was also a clean entry but the plants
were not so uncommon. In commenting on this Class Mr. Boarder suggested that entrants endeavour t o
get three plants of a size.
Class 5a Three Rebutias and/or Lobivias
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd S. C. King 3rd Mrs. M. F. Caswell
Very Highly Commended: Mrs. M. Halford Commended: R. J. Kinselley
Entries: 7
This was a very difficult Class t o judge w i t h Rebutias and Lobivias in comparison. The first three had distinguished plants but some entries were weakened by the odd plant.
Class 6 Three Cacti (any genera)
1st P. V. Collings 2nd Mrs. M. Halford 3rd Mrs. T. W a t t
Very Highly Commended: J. E. Taylor.

Highly Commended: W . J. Newman. Commended: Mrs. M. F.

Caswell.
Entries: 9
A very good Class altogether
Class 7 Three Cacti (for Members who had not previously won a First in any Class)
1st S. W . Young 2nd R. F. R. Clark 3rd P. R. Sharp
Highly Commended: K. Grantham. Commended: G. Leighton-Boyce
Entries: 7
Some good exhibits. The Second had a nice Epiphelantha while the Third was of uncommon plants which,
unfortunately, were not so bright.
Class 8 One Specimen Cactus
1st R. H. I. Read 2nd Mrs. J. A. Wells 3rd J. E. Taylor
Very Highly Commended: N. R. Clyne. Highly Commended: Mrs. M. Halford
Commended: G. Richardson
Entries: 7
These excellent entries were very difficult t o separate.
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Mammillaria hoffmanniana

R. H. I. Read

Mammillaria saetigera

R. H. I. Read

Pereskia grandiflora

Miss M. G. Martin

Opuntia vestita

Miss M. G. Martin
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Class 9 One Specimen Succulent (other than Cactus)
1st S. W . Young 2nd Mrs. T. W a t t 3rd G. Richardson
Very Highly Commended: R. H. I. Read. Highly Commended: Mrs. S. G. Sharman
Entries: 7
The First was a fine Monadenium, the Second Euphorbia suzannae and the Third Stapelia nobilis.
Class 10 Cacti raised from seed by Exhibitor sown on or after 1st January, 1962)
1st Mrs. T. W a t t 2nd R. J. Kinselley
Entries: 2
Mr. Boarder regretted that this Class was not better supported.
Class 10a Cacti raised from seed by Exhibitor (over t w o years old)
1st W . F. Maddams 2nd J. E. Taylor 3rd Mrs. T. W a t t
Entries: 3
These were three good entries, the First very clean and well grown, the Second more uncommon but not
so bright looking and the Third of beautiful but probably younger plants.
Class 11 Miniature Garden of Cacti or Succulent Plants (not mixed)
1st N. R. Clyne 2nd Mrs. T. W a t t 3rd Mrs. B. Baldry
Entries: 6
The First and Second were nice colourful entries but in the Third the Cotyledon was rather overgrown.
Class 12 Three Dwarf Opuntias
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd Mrs. M. F. Caswell 3rd G. Leighton-Boyce
Very Highly Commended: Mrs. T. W a t t
Entries: 7
In commenting on this Class Mr. Boarder reminded members that dwarf Opuntias were called for, not
specimens of plants which were normally big.
Class 13 Three Agaves, Aloes, Gasterias and/or Haworthias
1st R. H. I. Read 2nd Mrs. T. W a t t 3rd S. C. King
Very Highly Commended: W . J. Newman. Highly Commended: Mrs. M. Halford
Entries: 6
Here were some lovely plants. The First consisted of Haworthia truncata, H. maughanii and H. limifolia.
Mrs. Stillwell did not feel so happy about the Gasteria in the Second. The Third had nice big Aloes.
Class 14 Three Euphorbias
1st W . J. Newman 2nd P. V. Collings 3rd S. W . Young
Very Highly Commended: Mrs. T. W a t t . High Commended: S. C. King
Entries: 5
The first Three were magnificent entries.
Class 15 Three Succulents other than Cacti
1st Mrs. J. Wells 2nd R. H. I. Read 3rd Mrs. T. W a t t
Very Highly Commended: S. C. King. Highly Commended: W . J. Newman
Commended: Mrs. M. Halford
Entries: 9
The First was three very good, well shown, plants.
Class 16 Three Succulents other than Cacti (for Members who had not previously won a First in any Class)
1st S. W . Young 2nd K. Grantham 3rd R. F. R. Clark
Highly Commended: G. A. Page
Entries: 5
The First was three lovely, outstanding plants. The Second and Third were also quite good.
Class 17 Six South African Succulents in pots not larger than 3 | ins. inside diameter
1st Mrs. J. A. Wells 2nd S. C. King 3rd Mrs. S. G. Sharman
Very Highly Commended: S. W . Young Highly Commended: Mrs. T. W a t t
Entries: 7
There was little t o choose in this Class although one or t w o , perhaps, were rather small. The First was,
however, outstanding. The Second and Third required a good deal of deliberation but variety decided.
Class 18 Group of Cacti and/or Succulents t o cover table space not larger than 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 ins.
1st Mrs. T. W a t t
Entries: 1
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There was only one entry but it was a very fine group w i t h half of the plants in flower. It well merited
the Amateur Gardening silver-bronze medal.
Class 19 Three Cacti and/or other Succulents (for Juniors under 18 years)
1st G. A . Page 2nd J. G. Watkins
Entries: 2
Class 20 Branch Exhibit: Croup of Cacti andjor Succulents t o cover table space not larger than 4 ft. by 2 ft. 6 ins.
1st The Essex Branch 2nd N. Surrey Branch
Entries: 2
Both were good groups but the First was just that bit superior, there was a tendency in the Second t o show
t o o much pot.
Class 21 One Mammillaria rhodantha
1st Mrs. M. Halford 2nd G. Richardson 3rd P. V. Collings
Very Highly Commended: Mrs. M. F. Caswell
Entries: 7
The First was not the biggest but was the best spined plant, whereas the Second was bigger but not so well
spined. The Third should not have had so many heads.
Amateur Gardening Silver-Bronze Medal
Mrs. T. W a t t f o r Class 18
Amateur Gardening Award of Merit
R. H. I. Read for Class 8
Amateur Gardening Diploma
Mrs. J. A. Wells for Class 17
S. J. Pullen Cup for Miniature Garden
N. R. Clyne
Sarah Cutler Memorial Cup
Mrs. M. Halford for Class 21
In Classes 4, 5, 10, 10a and 19, as the number of entries was less than 5, the Prize money awards have been
reduced by one stage.
Mr. Boarder was pleased t o be able to describe the Show as one of the best since the war. The number of entries
showed a definite improvement and congratulations were due t o all who t o o k part. Mrs. Stillwell supported his
remarks and added that the standard of the other Succulents was very high and it was often difficult t o separate the
First award winner.
The sincere thanks of the Society is once again expressed t o Mrs. Stillwell and Mr. Boarder who again gave so
much time and knowledge in their well known impartial judging.
Thanks are again due t o Mr. Walden, who figures so little in the spotlight but whose touch has the indelible
mark of experience and dedication.
Finally, but by no means least, appreciation is expressed t o the exhibitors, of course, w i t h o u t whom there would
be no Show, and t o those many other helpers, often unheralded, who help t o make the Show interesting t o visitors.

REPORT OF MEETING, 7th April, 1964
M r . D. R. H u n t : The Classification of

Mammillaria

Mr. Hunt, w h o is a taxonomic botanist at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, began by explaining that it was his
intention in his talk t o trace the development of a system of classifying Mammillarias, t o show how various parts of
the plant had been emphasised as important for the purpose by different authors, and how the most advanced system
available today differs from its conservative counterparts.
W i t h a complex group like the genus Mammillaria, a good classification is desirable not only for its own sake
but t o enable one t o get a sufficient grasp of the features of the group as a whole before trying to decide which species
are 'good' and which are not, and before venturing on such a task as constructing an identification key.
W i t h the aid of slide-diagrams, Mr. Hunt outlined and compared the systems of classification proposed by the
early authors Pfeiffer and Salm-Dyck, which depended largely upon spine and tubercle characters. The next system,
that of Schumann, drew attention t o the fact that some species have watery and some milky sap. The Americans
B r i t t o n & Rose split off several genera in the Mammillaria alliance, and introduced seed-colour as a key character.
Britton & Rose did not adopt Schumann's classification, however, and it was left t o Taylor-Marshall and Borg t o
classify the species described in the twentieth century according to the now well-known Schumann system.
Up t o the last war, the characters used for classification were all of the kind that can be observed w i t h the
naked eye, but since 1945 studies have been made w i t h the aid of the microscope of the chromosomes, pollen, seed
structure, and development anatomy.
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Most conspicuous among this w o r k is that of Prof. Buxbaum, whose conclusions have been based primarily on
seed and seed-coat (testa) structure and on flower structure. From an Echinocactus-like ancestor w i t h smooth
black seeds Buxbaum derives three major lines of evolution, the first towards a warty testa (later in the process
secondarily smooth, but spotted) as seen in the Neolloydio group; the second t o a pitted testa, eventually thin and
brown, as in the Neobesseya type and its supposed derivatives; and the t h i r d remaining smooth, but becoming thin
and brown, as in the more-advanced Coryphonthos. According t o Buxbaum, the Mammillaria condition or 'stage',
in which the plants have small flowers and 'divided' areoles, has been reached by parallel evolution in each of these
lines. This being so, the genus Mammillaria in the old sense would be untenable, and Buxbaum has split off various
segregate genera as the position seemed t o him t o demand. Mr. Hunt explained the technical grounds for each of
these w i t h the help of colourtransparencies, and suggested that Mammilloydia might be more satisfactory or necessary
than Oehmea, Pseudomammillaria, Leptocladodia and Phellosperma. The least satisfactory group is the unnamed and
untypified group which Buxbaum derives from Coryphantha and, until the discovery that the type species M. mammillaris has pitted seeds, he considered t o be the only t r u e Mammillarias. Mr. Hunt asked why Prof. Buxbaum is now so
vague about the group, and expressed his firm opinion that no such group exists, as all the Mammillaria species
examined by him in the late Mr. Shurly's collection of seeds had pitted seeds, at least of the M. mammillaris type.
In conclusion, Mr. Hunt showed further slides t o illustrate the various series of species which make up the less
controversial part of the old genus Mammillaria.

DECIDUOUS SUCCULENTS
By MARGARET J. MARTIN
Many epochs ago, cacti had leaves like our native shrubs and herbs. As t h e i r environment gradually changed
many plants were killed by drought. Those that survived were the ones that adapted themselves t o the new climate
and evolved a system of water conservation to suit the new desert conditions. Although we are most familiar w i t h the
highly specialised cacti where the stems have taken over the process of photosynthesis, there are still a number of
leaf-bearing species surviving, some of which are no more succulents than the dog rose they resemble. In cultivation
these plants carry t h e i r leaves during the summer growing period and drop them in the autumn.
The t r i b e of Pereskieae contains the most primitive and the most leafy members of the Cactaceae. Pereskia
are found in tropical America and have spiny, barely succulent stems w i t h large oval leaves in the growing period.
The flowers have stalks and are either solitary or clustering. There are several species on the market; if possible
it is better t o buy y o u r Pereskia in a pot as plants sent through the post often do not survive.
The species most often seen in this country is P. aculeata and its variety P. aculeata var. rubescens (godseffiana).
This latter has red variegated leaves. P. aculeata is a climbing shrub which occurs in Florida, the W e s t Indies, Mexico
and Argentina. The whitish flowers are said t o be perfumed but Pereskia do not flower as young plants. If bedded
out and allowed t o climb up the wall of a lean-to P. aculeata w i l l rapidly make a large plant which will eventually
flower, even in our climate.
T w o other species seen in this country are the Brazilian P. grandiflora which is an erect shrub used in hedging
and the Mexican P. conzattii, another erect bush. According t o Borg the former has pink flowers.
In the t r i b e Opuntieae there are a number of deciduous plants. One genus, sometimes available, is the Pereskiopsis. These plants have erect stems and flat, fleshy, leaves. These are shed in the w i n t e r and the reddish o r yellow
flowers are borne on the preceding year's g r o w t h . Pereskiopsis are found along the Pacific coast f r o m Lower
California t o Guatemala.
The Opuntieae contains many lesser known genera, the members of which seem to be twiggy, straggling bushes,
seldom seen in cultivation. Many of these bear leaves in the growing period and for the sake of completeness deserve
a mention.
Quiabentia are straggly bushes w i t h slender twigs and red flowers. The oval leaves are fleshy. Maiheunia are
low caespitose bushes w i t h cylindrical leaves, these are found in Argentina and Chile. T w o genera w i t h abortive
leaves, which soon fall, are the Brazilian Tacinga and the Patagonian Pterocactus.
Coming t o the genus Opuntia itself, most of the species carry tiny, awl-shaped, leaves on the new g r o w t h . These
are soon dropped, but some of the cylindrical species have very prominent leaves which are borne for most of the
growing period. 0. cylindrica has small leaves which are soon shed. This red-flowered species is native t o Ecuador
and Peru. The Bolivian 0 . vest/to has leaves about half an inch long and w i t h its long w h i t e hairs makes a very handsome
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specimen. The flowers are also red. Another Bolivian plant, 0. verschaffeltii will flower as a pot plant, once again the
flowers are red. The persistent leaves may be as long as one and a half inches. A really leafy Opuntia is 0. subulata
which has persistent leaves up to four inches long. This stout, columnar, plant is found in Chile and Argentina
and, again, is red flowered.
Notable among the many African succulents are some members of the Euphorbia. Many are familiar w i t h E.
clandestina, like a miniature palm tree. E. bubalina, w i t h somewhat broader leaves and self-fertile flowers, is equally
well known. E. bupleurifolia is very much rarer and is usually obtainable as an imported plant. It has a thickened
brown stem covered w i t h the scars of past foliage and long slender leaves sprouting from the t o p . These three
plants carry their leaves during the summer months, this makes them fairly easy t o cultivate.
The winter-growing plants are a little more touchy and as it is very difficult t o give them sufficient light. Many
species of succulent Pelargoniums have their resting period in our summer. P. echinatum is a rather fast growing
plant w i t h spiny stems, the flowers are large enough t o be decorative. The petals are w h i t e w i t h purplish blotch.
P. carnosum is slower growing than the above species and does not branch so freely. The feathery leaves are borne
on the tips of thickened stems. I find that if this Pelargonium is exposed t o the full strength of the spring or autumn
sun, the leaves wither. So, I keep it in a shady part of the greenhouse except for the midwinter months. A t the
t i m e of w r i t i n g I have never flowered this species.
Much slower growing than the Pelargoniums are the deciduous Cotyledons which also have a summer resting
period. Cotyledon sinus-alexandri has recently been introduced t o cultivation by the international Succulent Insitute.
This plant consists of tiny, twiggy, stems which are bare during the summer when the Cotyledon is kept dry and have
tiny bell shaped flowers in the spring but I am still waiting for my specimen t o perform. C. wallichii is a more familiar
plant. Its warty, greyish, stem has long slender leaves from September until about March. Unfortunately, in
cultivation, the new g r o w t h is never as rugged-looking as that laid down in Africa and there tends t o be a line of
demarcation around the plant.
A second interesting plant obtained from the International Succulent Institute was Fockea crispa. This member
of the ^sc/ep/odoceoe has a roughened tuber f r o m which arise slender climbing stems w i t h t i n y , ivy-shaped, leaves.
It is a summer grower.
Finally, Testudinaria elephantipes: my specimen is smaller than a walnut but every autumn it sends up a t h i n
stem which eventually carries t w o , large, heart shaped leaves. I have had it several years now, a perfect miniature
of the adult plant and very slow growing.

The Society wishes t o build up a collection of 36 mm slides which could be made available t o Branches for showing
t o their members. W o u l d any members who have duplicates or spares kindly send them t o the Honorary Treasurer
w h o w i l l mount and collate them. If the names are known w i l l you please let Mr. Young know.
The idea behind this amenity is t o provide for competitions as well as instruction at Branch meetings.

J O U R N A L B I N D E R : A self-binder, capable of holding four years' Journals, finished in green cloth w i t h gilt
lettering on the spine, is available, price 12s., post free t o members.
L A B E L S : Triangular type, one which can be read w i t h o u t turning the head and stays in place when watering.
W h i t e ivorine, 4 / - per 100, post free.
B L A Z E R B A D G E S : Obtainable on black or navy ground, 10s.
L A P E L B R O O C H B A D G E S : N e w price 3s. 9d., post free.
All the above available from E. W . Young, 35 Castle Drive, llford, Essex.

Your Editor is frequently asked for advice by Branch Secretaries on Fund Raising. W h i l s t he has some knowledge
of this f r o m his own experience as a Branch Secretary, he would greatly appreciate hearing from the Branch Secretaries on the methods which they have found successful and also those which have not proved so. It is intended t o
pass the information t o all Branch Secretaries.
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EDITORIAL
W e are pleased t o announce that on 29th August 1964 o u r good friend Harry Hall was married t o Miss Lisabel
Booyson at the W y n b e r g Dutch Reformed Church. O n behalf of our Members we wish Harry and his wife every
happiness.
As a variation f r o m the organisational uncertainty of presenting Members' slides for the December 8th Meeting
w e have accepted the offer of Mr. Jennison (Secretary of our N o r t h e r n Counties Branch) t o show a selection of his
coloured slides of his plants and of nurseries in England and abroad. Mr. Jennison, by occupation, is a district fire
inspector w i t h British Railways in Newcastle and has been interested in the hobby since 1951. W e are happy t o
accept Mr. Jennison's offer as i t w i l l afford the Council and Members the opportunity of meeting him as well as
enjoying his slides.
Mr. Middleditch (Newcastle and District Branch of N.C. & S.S.) writes t o tell us that 'Following the successful
tours t o the Riviera in 1962, t o Holland in 1963 and t o Austria this year, it is proposed t o visit Holland again in 1965
probably A p r i l 23rd t o 31st. This w i l l enable a visit t o be paid t o the Keukenhof bulb gardens and the Aalsmeer
flower auctions. Visits w i l l be paid t o various cactus collections and nurseries together w i t h excursions t o Rotterdam
and Amsterdam. W e shall stay in Scheveningen, which w i l l combine a quiet location w i t h easy access t o shops and
the Hague. The cost per head w i l l be approximately £45, covering flying out and back, accommodation f o r seven
nights and meals between arrival and departure, all excursions and entrance fees, service charges, taxes and gratuities.
For f u r t h e r information apply t o Mr. H. Middleditch, 5 Lyons Avenue, Hetton le Hole, Co. Durham'.

Mrs. Noel Jarvis, of 10 Anzac Street, Te K u i t i , N e w Zealand, in a l e t t e r addressed t o Mr. Boarder gives us an
interesting insight into the succulent grower's life in New Zealand.
She has a glass house heated in winter, a shade house w i t h a kerosine heater and a glassed in veranda. The glass
house is made of corrugated perlight and the shade house is in a corrugated plastic.
Mrs. Jarvis grows Begonias and Calceolarias and Cyclamen from seed w i t h a few Bilbergias, and the usual house
plants in the shade house where she also keeps her Epiphyllums.
Six years ago she started a branch of the Cactus & Succulent Society of N e w Zealand in Te Kuite. Being in a
small country t o w n , she says, there is not much chance of the branch being anything but a small one. The members,
however, do a lot of visiting. The nearest large branch, at Hamilton, 48 miles away, is extremely co-operative and
invites them t o join in t h e i r trips t o other branches of t h e i r Society.

As this is the last issue which you will receive this year we wish all our readers a Happy Christmas and a good
growing N e w Year.
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CACTUS CULTURAL NOTES
By A. BOARDER
W h a t a wonderful summer we have had this year. I do not remember the sunny weather going on for so long.
It is well into October as I write but there is still plenty of sunshine. Our plants should have been at home with so
much warmth but what about us growers? I have found that it has been a hard work time, as the smaller pots have
dried out in less than a day and so fairly frequent watering has been necessary. When one has a large collection
to water it can take a considerable time. Fortunately 1 have a good method of watering with rain water. My hose
reaches from a large rainwater butt to my frame and greenhouse. Even with this method it takes well over the hour
to give all plants a drink.
W i t h so many plants to attend to it is certain that some get too much water whilst others may not get enough.
When watering a small collection it is possible to inspect each pot and estimate the condition of the soil, but when
about a thousand plants are involved this is quite impossible. The beginner with a few plants has a much better chance
of growing his plants well than the person with a large number to attend to. There is no doubt however, that it is
the watering problem which regulates the growth and general health of the plants. It does not appear to be very
important which type of potting compost is used as the growth of the plants depends mainly on the amount and
frequency of the watering.
W e are always hearing of the varied types of compost used for cacti, and it seems amazing that plants can grow
at all in some of the mixtures recommended. That most of them do so is a sure indication that these plants are very
hardy and accommodating. The amounts or lack of fertilisers does not matter very much if the watering is regulated
in accordance. For instance if a fairly rich compost is made up for the plants the fertiliser is only available to the
plant in a liquid form. The roots are only able to take in any nourishment or essential salts, etc., in a liquid form.
If the plant is in a very rich compost the plant cannot get too much unless it is watered frequently and heavily. It
is significant then that it is not so important as to the added fertilisers as to the amount and frequency of the watering.
Over the years we have been told of so many types of potting composts which have been used that the beginner
can be completely mystified. It is a fact that many cacti will grow in nothing but sand whilst they will also thrive in
a good rich loam. What they grow in in their native habitat is no sure guide, as the conditions under which we grow
them are so different. A plant grown in a comparitively small pot has little chance of sending its roots out further
t o search for more nourishment when that near it has been used up. The plant in its native land is able to send out
fresh roots to a considerable distance to obtain the necessary foods.
The one important fact about potting soils appears to be that they must be porous. Few plants will stand for
long a constantly wet soil. This also applies to most pot plants grown in greenhouses. More are killed by overwatering than by under-watering. It must also be realised that even with a badly drained soil in a pot the plant can
still survive for a long time if water is either withheld for a long time or only given in small quantities at rare intervals.
Also even with a very porous soil it is possible to over-water if the pot is standing on a flat surface which prevents
the surplus water from running from the pot. It is always a bad mistake to have pots standing on saucers or flat
surfaces and so in every case there should be some coarse sand or gravel to ensure than any water which runs from
the soil can escape easily from the drainage hole.
I am sure that many of my plants do not get enough water during the hot weather but others may get too much.
I know that many growers stand the pots in water and allow them to soak up plenty of moisture. This can be a
very good method but it has its faults. If a pot is so dry that a little water is not likely to penetrate all the soil in
the pot, then a good soaking is a good idea. The plant can then be left possibly for some days without another drink.
Under such conditions it is possible to grow plants very quickly. The only complaint with this method I have is that
if this practice is carried out for too long it is possible to wash out all the nourshmentfrom the soil and leave almost
all sand or stones. On the other hand if a pot can be stood in a container and only enough water is given for it to
be soaked up entirely then I have no objection to the method. I would like to use this method on some of my plants
occasionally but it is almost impossible for me to lift out any particular pot from among the massed ranks.
W i t h the very warm weather we have had it has made it imperative to ensure that there has been plenty of
fresh air available for most of the time. I have been able to leave the door of the greenhouse open day and night
for much of the year. This brings me to one of my old grouses about the makers of medium priced greenhouses.
There rarely seems to be enough roof ventilation provided. I have seen greenhouses up to twelve feet long with
only one very small window in the roof. W h y the makers fall down on this aspect is hard to understand. It is either
that they have little idea of the needs of plants or that they skimp the material or the extra work necessary to make
another window. If plenty of lights which open are available it will be possible to open at will whereas it is impossible
to open for more air if the lights are not provided.
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Mentioning the makers' faults w i t h greenhouses reminds me that some makers of watering cans are also guilty
of very poor workmanship. I do not suggest that good cans cannot be procured but my experience makes me a
pessimist on this matter. I bought a quart watering can w i t h a fine rose but when it was full it was impossible t o
pour the water out of the rose w i t h o u t a flood running over the top of the can. I t o o k this can back and complained
and after some argument I had it changed. I recently bought a gallon galvansied can for 18s. 6d. W h e n full the water
runs out of the spout when the can is on a level base and it is impossible t o carry a can of water w i t h o u t a large
amount flooding out of the spout. W h e n taking a can of water from the kitchen the remarks from one's wife would
be better directed t o the makers of the can. Such a can would be made t o a pattern and so many hundreds would
have been made. It seems incredible that any firm could keep in business if t h e i r methods of manufacture are no
better than this. Surely they could ask advice from a gardener even if they know nothing of the matter themselves.
The obvious fault w i t h this can is that the spout is t o o short and one would think that such a fault was perfectly
obvious t o the makers, but apparently not. One gets the impression that such things are only made t o sell and not
for use.
I do not think I have ever had so many seed pods form on my plants as has happened this year. The Mammillarias
are well covered w i t h coloured berries and even young plants have made a good show. I have a very small M. shieliana
which has flowered well this year and it has already sent out several seed pods. The flowers are something like
M. schiedeana, a plant resembling it, but the seed pods seem much different being shorter and plumper. W h e t h e r
these pods will be empty as is the case w i t h so many of the seed pods of M. schiedeana remains t o be seen.
There is still a number of queries about plastic pots. I have found that they are very good for small plants but
I must admit that I have not used them so far for large plants. I still think that their main advantage is that the soil
does not dry out in them as quickly as it does in clay pots.
I have even found that the thin plastic pots as used in
drinking machines are quite all right as long as they are painted black. If they are left white the roots do not grow
as well and also the light entering the pots does not appear to aid the root system and it encourages the formation
of green algae. I have heard the idea of some growers about these plastic pots that plants would grow as well in clay
pots if they were watered more often, it being said that the only advantage in using the plastic ones is that they retain
moisture longer. There is no doubt that black pots attract the warmth more than white ones and so there is an
advantage there.
I find that many of my Gymnocalyciums t u r n very dark in colour and have thought that it due t o the fact that the
plants need some shade. On enquiries of other growers I hear that in some cases the plants are given partial shade
whereas some are given full sun. It is only when one meets and converses w i t h other growers that one realises that
it is no use being pedantic about any method of growing cacti as what appears t o suit some plants w i t h one g r o w e r
has the opposite effect w i t h another. I have found that it is difficult t o grow on young seedlings of Mammillaria
gulzowiana, and although they germinate well they damp off later on. A friend told me that the same plants do well
in full sun w i t h little water. The trouble is that w i t h so many of these difficult ones from seed unless they get
sufficient water they will not grow. On the other hand if they get too much they damp off. It now becomes apparent
why so many continental growers do so much grafting. It is not nearly as difficult t o grow these kinds if they are
grafted, as the stock can give the plants their moisture for growing and yet not be as liable t o damp off. One of our
members used to graft many of the more difficult ones and then when they had made fair sized specimens he would
detach them from the stock and root them t o grow on more naturally.
I am often asked if there is any disadvantage in using a paraffin heater in a greenhouse of cacti. I have used this
method of heating for many years and have found that there is no apparent harm done t o any plant as long as the
lamp is kept in good order. There are one or t w o points I can makeabout paraffin oil for heating which I have noticed.
The first is that if paraffin has been kept all through the summer it will be inclined t o smell when it is burnt. The
remedy is t o t h r o w away any stale oil and get fresh. I have also noticed that there is no smell if a blue flame heater is
used, but there is often a smell when a white flame is used. One can notice it on entering a greenhouse in the morning; but it will not be noticed if a blue flame lamp is used. Never expect a small wick t o give out as much heat as
would a larger one. The amount of heat given out is comparable t o the amount of oil burnt and it is dangerous t o
t u r n a wick up high in an endeavour t o get more heat. If more heat is needed then get a lamp w i t h a larger wick
so that more oil can be used and so that the wick does not have t o be turned up t o o high. It is imperative t o visit
the lamp soon after it has been lit as it is sure t o draw up as the chimney heats and the reservoir of oil also gets
warmer. The former increases the draught and the latter increases the vapourisation of the oil. All of which means
that if the wick is not turned down after all warms up, there is a danger of the lamp drawing up and smoking.
I use electric cable heaters under my gravel on which the plants stand. A thermostat controls the w a r m t h
and is set at 40°F. If the oil lamp cannot maintain the required temperature then the heaters come on. This of
Continued on page 79
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CULTIVATION OF SUCCULENTS
By MRS. M. STILLWELL
H o w many times when speaking of succulent plants, have you heard the following reply from those ardent cacti
collectors, 'Succulent plants? They're only weeds'. I often think t o myself, perhaps they are, the way he grows t h e m ,
and there again there are many of the commoner ones that grow very rapidly and could almost be classed as weeds,
but there again, there are the many choice rarities that t o a lot of people are still only pretty pictures in a book,
and are therefore classed by them as unobtainable. These are the type of plants that always offer a challenge t o me.
If I set my mind on getting one of these so called unobtainable plants I know that sometime or other I shall achieve
my ambition. It may take months, it may take years, as usually these are the type of plants that cannot be bought
from a list, and therefore are always far more desirable. The reason for their rarity is often because they are very
difficult t o grow, and those that have found their way into this country have fallen into inexperienced hands and
have soon been killed off. From the very first time that I saw Sedum hintonii at a show, I fell in love w i t h it, but it was
almost t w o years before I actually got a very small piece from a Northants member, who put a fine plant in the table
show, where I happened t o be giving a talk. I was able t o send him something that he too had been looking for for
some t i m e . It is still one of my favourite plants, low growing cushion forming, and densely covered w i t h white hairs,
and is found in Mexico. Have a look through your succulent books during the w i n t e r and select one or t w o plants
that take your fancy, but cannot be purchased straight from the lists, and see what fun you have searching for t h e m ,
and the tremendous t h r i l l , when you finally track one down.
A t the t i m e of w r i t i n g , the stemless mesembs. are flowering well. The Opthalmophyllums are a picture, w i t h their
pink and white flowers, particularly 0. lydiae and 0. praesectum, which are many years old, and now have a number
of heads. These are slow growing plants which should never be forced. They are very fleshy windowed plants, that
must always be handled very carefully, especially when repotting. Their chief growing period is late summer and
autumn, and they require very careful watering, at all times, and must be kept quite dry all t h r o ugh the resting period,
until they show signs of g r o w t h . They have afibrous root, so do not require very deep pots that hold the moisture
for t o o long. Growing from seed is rather slow.
The Conophytums are particularly colourful, especially the mauve flowered ones. Some of the best of these being
C. pearsonii, C. minutum, C. ernianum and C. wettsteinii. The latter is so full of flowers that the whole of the plant body
is hidden. There are many of the Conophytums that only open in the evening, many of these are delicately perfumed.
If you have a few that appear t o have rather insipid straw coloured flowers, have a look at them after tea, when they
open wide in a mass of dainty stars. They do not need repotting for several years, unless they fill the pot. The bilobe
types are somewhat faster growing, and do increase their bodies very freely. They can usually be relied upon t o give
a fine show of flowers. The Argyrodermas are also flowering very freely this year. Last year I had very few in bloom.
They do not take kindly t o repotting. I had several planted together in a large pan, and decided t o put them into
separate pots, as they had not been moved for some years. In spite of causing the minimum root disturbance several
of them shrivelled badly, but they will no doubt regain their former beauty next year. Argyrodermas grow very well
from seed, and make a fair sized plant the following year. The common colour of the flower is yellow, but there
are some very attractive pink, mauve, and white ones. They are usually ready t o water about May, when the last
year's pair of leaves are almost gone. They like a little limestone grit added t o the soil, and the sunniest position
possible, but not absolutely touching the glass, as they do sometimes scorch.
The Faucarias have been a mass of bloom since I broke them all up and rerooted the heads, it gave them a new
lease of life, Stomatiums and Trichodiademas also need this treatment when they become old and woody at the base.
Many of the Gibbaeums start to grow in the late summer and autumn. They need careful watching during the winter,
when many of them flower. W i t h experience one gets t o know when they need water. It is difficult t o lay down any
hard and fast rules, as one is largely governed by the weather, if in doubt, leave without, and I have no doubt they
will survive. I look for buds on some of mine around Christmas time, when I expect t o have G. cryptopodium already
full out. Towards the autumn there is usually quite a bit of condensation in the greenhouse, you will notice it particularly in the early morning. O u r plants absorb this moisture, and therefore it is necessary t o cut down on the
watering, and in many cases do away w i t h it altogether. That is the safest way t o make sure that your plants will
come safely through the winter.
I hope t o start on my autumn inspection clean up, as soon as time permits, I aim t o examine each individual plant
t o ensure that no pests are left on to breed during the winter, the idea is a good one, but w i t h a lot of plants t o deal
w i t h , it seldom gets carried through as successfully as I would wish. I also like t o remove plants from the shelves,
and wash over where they have been standing w i t h either Jeyes fluid or D e t t o l , this is a deterrent t o pests that enter
the bottom of the pots.
I was rather pleased t o flower for the first time the rather unusual plant originating from China, Sedum chanetii,
now I believe known as Orostachys chanetii. It is a clustering rosetted plant w i t h tall pyramids of dense numerous
white flowers, very attractive, and something rather different, and pleasing t o the eye. My plant had t w o of these tall
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flower panicles, being a comparatively young plant, I can only imagine how handsome a large plant w i t h say a dozen
heads would be. I find it dies down somewhat in the winter, in fact I almost thought I had lost it, but in the spring
the small rosettes soon began t o grow again. This was another of those plants that I had t o search for for quite a time.
I was very thrilled this year t o flower for the first time Huernia zebrina, a remarkable flower w i t h a smooth
shining annulus. This was a three-year-old seedling. I managed t o get some good colour transparencies of it. It is a
native of S.W. Africa and needs a little extra warmth t o get it safely through the winter. I always keep it bone dry
until all danger of frost is past, even though it gets very shrivelled looking.
I was given an interesting little plant the other day of Aeonium tabulaeforme v. cristatum. The ordinary A. tabulaeforme dies after flowering, but I am told that if you have a cristate one, it occasionaly throws t r u e heads, which can
be removed and grow on into new plants. Mine has not yet obliged. It can be grown from a leaf if you have plenty
of patience. This is a plant that causes plenty of interest at the shows, especially if grown t o the size of a good sized
plate. It prefers a semi-shady position.
My Anacampseros alstonii did very well this year, w i t h 21 flowers, although I am afraid I did not see more than
four out together at any one time. The pure white flowers w i t h their long yellow stamens are very striking, at the
beginning of the growing season, I repotted it into a plastic pot, it went ahead almost at once, and soon made all its
flower buds. It stands in a saucer and is always watered from the base. I found that during the summer it can take
quite a fair amount of water. If you are lucky enough t o have the rare little A. rhodesica this can be treated in the
same way, but do keep them dry during the winter.
If you have a plant that has been at a standstill for several months often a plastic pot provides the answer. T r y it.
I have often found many a stubborn plant will grow ahead once it is put into a plastic pot. On the other hand there
are certain plants that resent them, one just has t o experiment for oneself.
I have found some plants, due t o the
moisture being contained longer in the pots, tend t o romp away too quickly and grow away from the type.
While
they may be good for young plants and for propagating purposes, I prefer t o see adult plants in the ordinary clay
pots, which t o me look far more natural.
If you use oil heaters in the greenhouse do make sure you have enough air t o keep them burning well all through
the night. I am always a little concerned for those houses I often see completely enclosed in polythene for the w i n t e r .
The oxygen can soon be used up, and your lamp will go out, leaving the plants t o the mercy of the frost. Even in
w i n t e r plants like us must breathe. I have never used polythene in the greenhouse for the winter, as I always have
been afraid it would cause t o o close an atmosphere w i t h possibly t o o much condensation. I am assured i t cuts pounds
off of the fuel bills, but in spite of this have no inclination t o t r y it.
W i n t e r is the time t o make use of the Society library, and t o read all you can, and t o really get t o know y o u r
plants. Find out also the meaning of those Latin names they are given, and you w i l l learn still more. Look up the
habitat of your plants, this also helps w i t h their cultivation. Make a little index card for each plant, that you can
refer t o , so that you really know all there is t o know about it, including where you obtained it, the cost, when it was
repotted, and when it last flowered. I used t o do all this regularly before my collection got so large, and it gave me
a tremendous amount of pleasure as well as getting me very familiar w i t h the culture of my plants. The first thing
I do even now when I receive a new plant, is t o get out my books and read up all I can about it. Let us hope for a
nice mild w i n t e r that will pass quickly, so that we can look forward t o the spring, and another good growing season,
w i t h o u t too many w i n t e r casualties.
LISTS, E T C . , R E C E I V E D
Ernest H e p w o r t h , Mira Mar, 133 Ambleside Avenue, Telscombe Cliffs, Sussex. A u t u m n List, Mimicry plants, other
mesembs. and cacti and other succulents.
Blandford Press Ltd., 167 High Holborn, London W . C . 1 . Complete catalogue of publications, 1964.
Cultivex Ltd., 2-3 Norfolk Street, London W.C.2. 'Green Fingers'. A complete guide t o the Company's heating,
propagating and watering systems.
Islington Public Libraries, 68 Holloway Road, London N.7. 'Gardening by the Book'. The latest of a series covering
popular subjects. This booklet covers all aspects of gardening and plant growing.
Holly Gate Nursery, Spear Hill, Ashington, Pulborough, Sussex, (Mr. C. F. Innes). Latest list of plants and seeds,
including over 250 Epiphyllums.
Mill Nurseries (Sunderland) Ltd., Thompson Road, Sunderland. August and September List of cacti and other
succulents.
Karlheinz Uhlig, 7053, Rommelshausen, Lilienstrasse 5, Germany. List of cacti available.
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W i t h this issue you will receive the Index for 1963. W e must apologise for the delay in the publication but
through a series of complications stemming from our enforced change in Editorship earlier publication was not
possible.
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(continued)

By A . BOARDER
I have now reached the letter T , in my list and find that there are not many plants under this letter which 1
have had.
M. tetracantha is a well known plant which keeps simple w i t h me and is well spined, but rather an open type.
Flowers well w i t h dark red or magenta coloured blooms.
M. tetracantha v. galliotti is a variety which is rather similar and quite pleasing in appearance. I raised my plant
from seed since the last war.
A t tetragona, is a plant I first had f r o m Hollis in 1929, and I think it resembles one of the stouter spined A t
magnimamma.
A t tetragona v. longispina, was raised from seed in 1946, and shows some much longer spines than the previous
plant.
A t tetrancistra, was f r o m seed I had from Mr. Shurly, and this is said by Craig t o be synonymous w i t h A t phellosperma.
A t tesocapencis, is a rather newer Mam. for me. I raised my first plant from seed in 1954. It is a pretty plant
and well w o r t h growing.
A t trichacantha, is a great favourite w i t h many growers as it rarely fails t o flower. It is one of the Mams, which
w i l l flower a year after the seed has been sown. My seed came from Mr. Haddon, in 1932.
A t tiegeliana, is a plant I first had from Mr. Rapp, in 1936, and I have since raised some from seed. This plant is
stated by Craig t o be A t cadereytensis, but I have this Mam., and it is quite different.
A t tolimensis is a plant I raised in 1950, and is one of the simple types and not difficult t o grow. I have also raised
varieties of it, v. longispina and v. brevispina. I find however that when raising this Mam. from seed it is possible t o
get plants of varying length of spine, and whether one should give these a varietal name is questionable. If one
wished to make dozens of fresh species and varieties among the Mams., it would not be difficult t o do so if one just
went by the length or colour of the spines.
A t trohartii, I had from de Laet in 1931, and have raised others from seed since. Craig gives it as a variety of
A t phymatothele.
THE TREASURER'S CORNER
N E W MEMBERS: Did you introduce a new Member t o our Society this year! For a Society t o continue t o flourish
it is necessary t o have a steady influx of new Members. Members are always failing t o rejoin for various reasons:—
Marriage (I really don't see why this should be the cause, is it that wives and husbands do not like taking second
place t o 'those things'?), moving house, departing and other motives. So you see that Membership is like the tide,
always on the move, but there must be more coming in and less going out. Please do what you can t o enrol a new
Member for 1965.
In about six weeks I will be looking forward t o receiving your subscription for 1965.
PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTIONS: Please make more use of the BANKER'S ORDER system of payment. Forms can
be supplied by return. They save a lot of w o r k , and money in postage, and Society's reminders, and the Treasurer
can spend more time w i t h his plants.
Thank you.
C A C T U S C U L T U R A L NOTES—Continued from page 76
course is if there are no power cuts, and we have been told already that this can happen. W h a t an admission of failure
of a nationalised industry after about sixty years of electricity having been in use. If you have a thermostat t r y
t o open it t o see what condition it is like inside. I examined and cleaned mine the other day and found a number
of dead ants and a nest of spider's eggs there.
Make sure that there are no leaks from the roof of the greenhouse as these can cause rot in a plant if one is
in a wet position. Once watering ceases go over all the plants and tidy them up for the winter. I scrape the t o p
surface from each pot and add a little fresh soil. See that all moss and weeds are removed and make sure that there
are no pests present. Clean out the drainage hole if it has become blocked up. Check all labels and replace any
which are indistinct. I still find that pencil on T * shaped celluloid labels are satisfactory. The labels last for many
years and they can be cleaned quite easily if required. Finally don't be afraid t o give plenty of fresh air on all suitable
occasions and remember that an oil lamp cannot function for long if there is no vent to allow some fresh air t o enter
the greenhouse.
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PURITAN OR PROGRESSIVE
By G O R D O N ROWLEY
A recent visit t o Belgium gave me some new ideas about our hobby, and made me wonder if we at home should
springclean our ideas on how and why we collect. The Belgian collections I saw were all arranged unashamedly as
objets d'art. This was apparent at first glance, where the display reveals itself as a delicate tapestry of colours and
patterns pricked out in spines and stems. Gone is the rigid grouping into genera, w i t h giants overshadowing dwarfs.
Gone are the obtrusive pots — where used at all, they are plunged in peat and shingle. The labels are unobtrusive
and the cacti so shapely and free flowering that it is not until one looks close t o soil level that one realises that many
owe this t o borrowed roots.
English growers, however, seem wedded t o the idea that a collection is respectable only if it can boast scientific
merit, and feel impelled t o apologise for the presence of any hybrids, cristates, variegations or grafted specimens
The literature supports this curious belief and show judges follow suit. N o w I would be the very last t o decry the
value of a scientific collection — I have been campaigning for years for more research on succulents and I sincerely
believe that by experimenting one can get the best out of a wonderful hobby. Taxonomy today is increasingly dependent on live collections of authentically named plants grown side by side and as near to type as possible. Botanical
gardens and the I.O.S. strive t o meet this need, and serious amateurs can do much t o ensure the preservation of
type and near-extinct species. But for every botanically-minded collector there must be a hundred who make no
pretence to being scientific, who collect for the love of it and have no aspirations t o add a seventh volume to Backeberg's six or t o t h r o w their windowsills open t o a deputation from Kew or Wisley. Yet it is these people who read
the textbooks and journals, not the botanists. They read that it is morally better t o nurse an ailing Neoporteria
napina for ten years on its own roots than t o flower it in t w o on a Trichocereus stock; that they must never be heard
praising a variegated Aeonium over its dull green ancestor, and that a special corner in hell awaits them if they raise
seedlings from open-pollinated seed. The point is that such strictures are meaningless unless it is clearly defined
at the outset why you are making the collection at all.
It is my contention that the majority of collectors in this country have never stopped t o ask themselves why
they collect, or how best t o achieve their aims. If they did, they would come down more clearly on one side of the
fence or the other, and their glasshouses would look the nicer for it. Better, have t w o glasshouses, as I do: a small
one t o please the botanists, and a larger one for aesthetic delight. You cannot combine the t w o in one collection;
nor should you feel impelled to justify an artistic collection on grounds of scientific value. Let us be perfectly open
and frank about i t : most collections exist purely as ornaments, and t o t r y t o excuse them as tools of research is
pretentious nonsense. If you feel inspired t o benefit science, by all means have your type specimens, number tags
and index files and tell the world about it. If not, then t h r o w out those antiquated books that reiterate muddled
ideas and traditions and create a display that will satisfy the eye as much as the mind.
REVIEWS
'Crassulas in Cultivation' by Mrs. Vera Higgins, Blandford Press, 18s. 6d.
This book, of similar size t o her T h e Study of Cacti', is the latest in the line of valuable contributions from this
well-known author. It has eight coloured plates and 72 line drawings also by the author.
The book lists the species most likely to be found in cultivation, alphabetically, w i t h a short description and,
invariably, an illustration.
One avowed purpose of the book is t o help amateurs t o name their plants correctly. There is also an interesting
chapter on names used and misused. In addition there are chapters on cultivation and classification.
In all this book is one which most of our members w i l l want t o add t o their shelves as the genus is one which
has representatives in nearly every collection.
'The Tropical Gardens of Burle Marx' by P. M. Bardi, The Architectural Press Ltd., (9-13 Queen Anne's Gate, London
S.W.1), 5 gns. 160 pages, 9 in. x 11 in.
Roberto Burle Marx, Brazilian landscape artist, offers the contribution of scenery expressly designed t o complement buildings and give them an atmosphere of their o w n . In this book the author, Professor Bardi, director of the
Sao Paulo Museum of A r t , includes a 'perceptive portrait of the man himself and describes in detail the numerous
parks and gardens, culminating in the recent landscaping at Caracas for which he has been responsible.
There are 70 colour photographs and 157 black and white illustrations, including photographs of every garden
designed by Burle Marx.
This colourful and interesting publication, excellently produced is rather outside our scope but of interest t o
gardeners w i t h broad vision and plenty of room.
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REPORTS OF MEETINGS
5th M a y 1964. Questions t o Ladies' Panel
The Panel consisted of Mesdames Sharman, Stillwell and W a t t w i t h Mr. A. W . Heathcote in the Chair.
A group of questions on Stapeliads prompted some informative answers. W i t h regard t o the watering of these
plants, there was general agreement that it should begin in A p r i l , and be reasonably generous. They certainly
need adequate water if they are grown in sunlight, otherwise they will t u r n brown. This watering should be done
f r o m the base. The related question of how much sunshine also drew near-identical comments. Mrs. Stillwell advocated full sun coupled w i t h plenty of moisture and ample ventilation during the growing season. Mrs. Sharman
recalled seeing various Stapelia species in their native habitat in 1959, sheltered from the burning sun of the Karoo
desert only by sparse t h o r n bushes. Mr. Walden asked why his Stapelias had developed mildew in the late spring
and what ought t o be done about it. Inadequate ventilation was suggested as the probable cause, the remedy being
self evident.
One questioner asked how best t o root Epiphyllum cuttings in the late summer. The advice given was that they
should be placed in dry sand and sprayed occasionally until the onset of winter. Mrs. Sharman favoured the arrangement used for Geranium and Chrysanthemum cuttings, the Epiphyllum stems being set around the inside edge of a
large pot filled w i t h sandy compost. The team moved on t o the matter of growing epiphytes w i t h desert cacti under
conditions suitable for the latter; they opined that this presented no particular problems. A contrary opinion was
evident among some members of the audience who maintained that while it was possible t o grow and flower epiphytes
under these conditions, they would certainly not give of their best.
A mild taxonomic flavour was imparted t o the proceedings by a question asking how the panel would set about
growing an un-named succulent. The advice was t o deduce the genus t o which the plant belonged, or if this was not
possible, t o place it within a group of what would certainly be related genera. It would then be possible t o decide
upon the conditions of cultivation either from experience or by consulting a w o r k of reference. Another unusual
query related t o the budding of succulents on the side away from the sun. Mrs. W a t t remarked that this was not
a particularly unusual occurrence; she had noticed it w i t h species of Echinocereus and Lobivia.
The propagation of Echeverias by beheading and re-rooting was recommended as a means for dealing w i t h tall
plants which had lost their bottom leaves. Mrs. W a t t suggested that this might be done as early as A p r i l , given a
warm sunny spell. The members of the Panel were unable t o explain why that choice, and sought after species,
E. carrunculata was loath t o make offsets after beheading. On the related question of rooting Mammillaria offsets,
there was agreement that it was not possible t o lay down a firm rule as to how long these should be left t o dry off
before rooting. It would depend on the temperature, humidity and the species involved. A week might represent
a fair average.
A final group of questions on growing from seed produced some confident and well-informed comments. In
reply t o a query as t o why several Rebut/a plants, which had previously set fertile seed, failed t o do so in 1963, the
opinion was that the plants had not recovered their vigour after the unusually long and hard w i n t e r which preceded
that growing season. The advice given for dealing w i t h a packet of mixed seeds was to pick out the large ones, which
would amost certainly be Opuntia species, and sow them separately. Of the remainder, if any produced very forward
seedlings, these could be pricked out before they stifled the smaller ones.
9th June 1964. M r . L. E. N e w t o n — Opuntias.
The talk began w i t h an historical introduction. Mr. N e w t o n pointed out that when Christopher Columbus
returned f r o m his famous t r i p he brought back several cacti including at least one Opuntia, but it was not until
1570 that anything appeared in w r i t i n g about the genus. The first reference in English books was a little later;
in 1596, John Gerrard, cataloguing the plants in his garden, referred t o Ficus Indica, and one year later his Herbal
contained an illustration of an Opuntia.
W h e n Richard Bradley, about 1730, mentioned eight or nine distinct species, he made an important advance
in that he was the first t o use the t e r m leaves in its correct connotation. H i t h e r t o , what we now know as the pads,
and the stems in the case of the cylindrical species, had been called leaves. Bradley correctly used the t e r m for the
small evanescent appendages that appear particularly clearly on the new g r o w t h of species such as 0. cylindrica.
W i t h regard t o the generic name Opuntia, it derives from Opuntiani, a t r i b e whose capital was the ancient city of
Opus, near Phocis, in Greece, where 0. vulgans had early become naturalised. Pliny is said t o have used the name,
but it was established botanically by Philip Miller.
Mr. N e w t o n then considered the economic uses of Opuntia species, remarking that, in general, they were of
considerably more value than most succulents. Towards the end of last century, some species of Opuntia, particularly
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the related Nopalea coccinellifera, had been used t o breed the cochineal insect, the source of the dye cochineal.
Soon after the t u r n of the century there was considerable interest in Opuntias as cattle food and the name Luther
Burbank is remembered in this direction. He was a prolific plant breeder in general and once his interest in this
topic had been aroused he bred numerous cultivars, mostly spineless varieties. Opuntia 'Burbank's Special', still
found in cultivation, is a good example. Another notable w o r k e r in the field was Griffiths, the U.S.
Government botanist. Interest in this topic was not long-lived; quite apart from the fact that cattle would need t o
eat about half a ton a day each t o satisfy their nutritional needs, in practice animals had little liking for these plants.
The fruits of many Opuntia species are edible and are sold quite extensively in some parts of the U.S.A., some
species are also used as hedges. The cultivation of Opuntia species for any of these purposes must be done w i t h
circumspection because of their tendency to become rampant. This is well illustrated by what happened in Australia.
By about the year 1925 various species, particularly 0 . inermis and 0. stricta, had spread and overrun sixty million
acres, rendering them useless. To counter this, a careful study was made of insects which would feed on these plants
and Cactblastis cactorum was selected. This approach was so successful that the problem had been reduced t o minor
proportions by 1940.
The speaker then turned t o the taxonomy of the Opuntioideae. The complexity of the problem is in no small way
due t o the large number of species involved. Gerrard had mentioned but one in 1597, Linnaeus six in 1753 and
Miller, in the 8th edition of his Gardening Dictionary, published in 1768, named only nine. Less than one hundred
years later, Engelmann, in his 'Synopsis of the Cactaceae of the T e r r i t o r y of the United States and Adjacent Regions'
listed one hundred and fifty. By 1903, when Schumann recognised one hundred and t h i r t y seven species, three
genera, Opuntia, Pterocactus and Nopalea had been established. Backeberg, in Volume 1 of 'Die Cactaceae', published
a few years ago, put forward more than three hundred species among sixteen genera in the Opuntioideae.
In attempting t o systematise this large group, t w o problems arise: what constitutes the limits of a species and
how should the large number of species be segregated into genera and sub-genera. The problem is complicated
by the fact that the family is of widespread occurrence, from Canada t o Patagonia in S. America, and some species,
spread over a wide area, show definite variations. Adopting a substantially conservative approach, one can recognise
three groups w i t h i n the genus Opuntia. There are the Platyopuntias, w i t h the familiar flat pads, the Cylindopuntias,
w i t h cylindrical stems, and the Sphaeropuntias, whose stems consist of short, rounded segments. Most of the species
in the latter group are usually put into the genus Tephrocactus. W i t h a few exceptions, the flowers of the Opuntioideae
are remarkably uniform; those of the genus Nopalea are erect and the genus Tacinga, night flowering, f r o m South
Brazil, has blooms w i t h the petals reflexed. O t h e r related genera are Pterocactus, distinguished by its seed w i t h
winged edges, Grusonia, a ribbed species rather like a Cereus, but having the characteristic glochids of the Opuntioideae,
and Quiabentia, which resembles Pereskia except, again, for the presence of glochids.
Mr. N e w t o n then passed t o the cultivation of Opuntias and said that, in general, this presented no difficulties.
The genus was sadly neglected by cactophiles, rather understandably in view of the many large growing species
which are available. However, it was possible t o build up a collection of interesting and w o r t h w h i l e miniature species
which would not outgrow t h e i r welcome. It was useful t o experiment w i t h the outdoor cultivation of some species,
as 0. cantabrigiensis, engelmannii and vulgaris w i l l stand 15°F, of frost; the Tephrocacti are also quite hardy.
Mr. N e w t o n concluded his talk w i t h a series of fine colour slides, mostly taken at the home of Senor Riviere,
at Pinya de Rosa, f o r t y miles north of Barcelona, at Blanes, Costa Brava. Here in a favourable sheltered position,
protected against north winds, an extensive collection of Opuntias is grown in the open. This collection is notable
for the range of species and for the size of many of the plants, which flower and f r u i t profusely. Among the many
fascinating species photographed by Mr. N e w t o n , 0. riviereiana, w i t h scarlet leaves, and Tephrocactus minusculus,
a very charming small species deserve especial mention.

J O U R N A L BINDER: A self-binder, capable of holding four years' Journals, finished in green cloth w i t h gilt lettering
on the spine, is available, price 12s., post free t o members.
LABELS: Triangular type, one which can be read w i t h o u t turning the head and stays in place when watering.
W h i t e ivorine, 4s. per 100, post free.
BLAZER BADGES: Obtainable on black o r navy ground, 10s.
LAPEL BROOCH BADGES: N e w price 3s. 9d., post free.
All the above available from E. W . Young, 35 Castle Drive, llford, Essex.

By the t i m e you read this Journal the Annual Dinner w i l l be almost upon us. Do please t r y t o be w i t h us on
28th November.
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ARIOCARPUS
By MARGARET J. MARTIN
Of all the cacti imported from America, the Ariocarpus are probably considered the most desirable. These plants,
w i t h one exception, are natives of Mexico. A. fissuratus also occurs in Texas. Although never plentiful a number of
specialist nurseries carry Ariocarpus and, in time, it is possible t o build up a comprehensive collection of these plants.
The greatest difficulty in the cultivation of Ariocarpus is getting the plants t o send out new roots. So far I have never
been fortunate enough to buy a rooted specimen. Some plants have been in such bad shape that I can only assume
that the nurseryman sent them out immediately on receipt from the importer, before they had time t o r o t on his
hands.
Once the plant is established on its own roots cultivation presents little difficulty. The greatest mistake most
people make is t o under-water these plants. Many collectors have mummified-looking specimens which their owners
are obviously afraid to water. Perhaps they suspect that the plant is dead and feel that a fossilized Ariocarpus is better
than a squashy, rotten, one.
Personally I pot my plants up in a very g r i t t y compost so that there is no danger of stagnant water lingering around
the neck of the plant and then place them on the top shelf. During the hot weather they are watered daily. In the
w i n t e r I keep the Ariocarpus completely dry.
My Ariocarpus are always repotted annually. There is very little nourishment in the very sandy compost and
I have had specimens swell at the neck. On at least t w o occasions I have had to break the pot to release the plant.
There are six species of Ariocarpus listed in Borg, if we consider A. Iloydii as a variety of A. fissuratus. In addition
there is the rather controversial A. macdowellii which some botanists consider an immature form of A. kotschubeyanus
and some of the rare cacti recently discovered have lost their generic status and have been grouped under Ariocarpus.
If we consider the species included in Borg, they may be divided into t w o types — the plants w i t h long pointed
tubercles and those w i t h flattened tubercles.
A. tn'gonus was the first Ariocarpus that I bought and I have had it now for about five years. So far I have not
flowered it, but the flowers are said to be yellowish. Since it came into my hands it has plumped considerably and
sent out a few new tubercles. The triangular tubercles are upright in habit and fawnish in colour. There is considerable pale fawn wool in the centre of the plant.
Ariocarpus retusus is another variety w i t h triangular tubercles and I have read of a natural hybrid between it and
the above species. The tubercles are shorter and more spreading than those of A. trigonus. The flowers are pale pink.
A. furfuraceous was a mere seedling of four tubercles when it arrived in my greenhouse. N o w , some years later,
it occupies a four inch pot and has twenty-four tubercles. Each summer one can watch the new tubercles emerging
through the creamy wool. The tubercles are broadly triangular and lay almost flat to the soil. The flowers, according
t o Borg, are white t o pale pink.
A. scarpharostrus always looks the least alive of the Ariocarpus that I have seen. The triangular tubercles are
upright and the flowers are said t o be purple.
Coming t o the flat-topped varieties, A. kotschubeyanus is probably the most frequently seen in catalogues and
is the most easily flowered. The flowers are a purplish-red and are found in the wool at the centre of the plant.
The tubercles are small and packed close together. This species will cluster.
A. fissuratus has large, fissured, tubercles more widely spaced than those in the previous plant. In outline,
A. fissuratus is rather dome-shaped. The fawnish coloured tubercles have much wool between them at the crown
of the plant. This is the plant often known as 'the living rock'. The flowers are pink. A. fissuratus v. Iloydii has
larger less f u r r o w e d tubercles.
Ariocarpus seed is advertised by most of the specialist seed merchants and although I have never had any luck
w i t h it I have seen seedling Ariocarpus at shows. This is one way of obtaining perfect plants cheaply but obviously
it requires patience. Although, judging from my experience w i t h A. furfuraceous, these plants are not impossibly
slow. Their g r o w t h might well be speeded up by grafting the seedlings as they do on the Continent.

On page 79 we have given our Honorary Treasurer the opportunity of speaking for his department and we urge
our Members t o do everything they can t o swell our membership and enable us t o maintain the high standard of
service t o the hobby which has been built up by your present officers and their predecessors.
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Ariocarbus kotschubeganus

Miss Margaret J. Martin

Anocaipus pssuraius

Miss Margaret J. Martin
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Echidnopsis montana (R. A. Dyer et E. A. Bruce) Bally
Photograph from a drawing of the type-plant (a
section of which Major MacLaughton left in
Nairobi while sending the remainder to Pretoria,
where it was described t w o years later as
Carralluma montana)

Left—Echidnopsis urceolata Bally P. R. O. Bally
Photograph of the type plant in cultivation

Echidnopsis watsonii bally

Coloured drawing of the type-plant in cultivation in Nairobi (7-2-195S)

P. R. O. Bally
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Echidnopsis urceolata Bally
P. R. O. Bally
Photograph of the type-plant collected by J. G. Williams cultivated in Nairobi (22-2-1952)

Echidnopsis urceolata Bally

Coloured drawing of a mature plant (14-3-1952)

P. R. O. Bally
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THE GENUS ECHIDNOPSIS IN TROPICAL EAST AFRICA
PART HI
By PETER R. O. BALLY
In Part I of this series which was published in Vol. 18, part 9, 18th October 1956, a key of the Tropical East
African species was given; it included nine new species; one of these, E. planiflora, was described in the t e x t of part I,
the descriptions of E. archeri, E. bihendulenis, and £. ciliata appeared in Part II, (Vol. 19, 3rd July 1957). This left
five more species undescribed. It was the author's intention t o continue the series f o r t h w i t h , but circumstances
prevented this plan.
It was only recently, after a lapse of six years, that he had the opportunity t o resume the study of this genus,
w i t h the result that E. urceolata (for 'E. urceolaris' in the key) and E. watsonii were described in 'Candollea' 18, 342,
342, 1963.
Yet another E. T r o p . Afr. species in the section w i t h urceolate corolla was added through E. ballyi (J. MarnierLapostolle) Bally, comb. nov. (Stapeliopsis ballyi J. Marnier-Lapostolle in 'Cactus', Paris, 65,186,1956).
Outside East Africa, the Tropical Arabian species E. squamulata (Decne) Bally, comb. nov. (Ceropegia squamulata
Decne in Bull. Sc. Nat. Paris IX, II, 263,1838) brings the number of known species in this section up t o four. As our
article deals w i t h the East African species, only a short reference t o its history, but no full description is given in this
paper. In 'Journ. South African Bot., 18,4, 108, 1963, J. J. Lavranos, who recently re-discovered the species in the
A m i r i Highlands north of Aden in Southern Arabia, gives an excellent historical and descriptive account of it, w i t h
several illustrations.
Echidnopsis urceolata Bally in 'Candollea' 18, 342,1963.
W i t h its squat, erect 18-20-angled stems it has a definite if superficial resemblance w i t h Trichocaulon, while the
corolla is reminiscent of that of the rare South African Stapeliopsis neronis Pillans.
The structure of the corona is typical of the East African species of Echidnopsis.
It was discovered near the Kenya-Ethiopian border at Malka M u r r i in June 1951, by J. G. Williams, the well
known ornithologist of the Coryndon Museum in Nairobi. The plant occurs in dry desert country, rich in gypsum
deposits. No other locality has been recorded for this interesting little plant.
Description:—
A dwarf, fleshy, erect plant, glabrous in all parts. Roots fibrous, weak. Stems erect, solitary or up t o 6 f r o m
the same base, up t o 8 cm high, 2.5 cm diam., cylindrical, 18-20-angled, densely tuberculate; tubercles 1 mm wide
and high, crowned w i t h the presistent dessicated, filiform, channelled, 3-3.5 mm long leaves. Flowers subsessile
erect, arising f r o m the apex of the stems, apparently solitary in the axils of the tubercles. Calyx 5-lobed, lobes
lanceolate ± 3 mm long, 1-1.5 mm wide at the base, acute, w i t h recurved tips. Corolla up t o 10.5 mm long, 6-7 mm
diam.; tube urceolate, 9 mm long, 6-7 mm diam. at the middle, constricted at the apex t o 4 mm diam., glabrous and
pale green, shaded into purple outside, transversely rugose and uniformly dark purplish red inside; lobes 5, broadly
triangular, 3 mm long and wide, t h e i r margins and apex slightly recurved, pale green on their inner and outer
surface. Corona shortly stipitate, 3 mm wide, 2 mm high; stipe 0.25-0.5 mm long, fleshy; outer corona widely cupular,
obtusely 5-lobed, lobes denticulate, each enclosing a circular pouch; inner lobes narrowly triangular, obtusely
linear towards the tips, incumbent on and connivent over the staminal column. Mature follicles and seeds not seen.
Distr. Kenya, N o r t h e r n Frontier Prov.: near Ethiopian border at Malka M u r r i , 4°15'N, 40°42'E, 600-700 m,
June 1951, Williams in Bally 6 8008 (holotype K).
Echidnopsis watsonii Bally, in 'Candollea'18,343,1963, was discovered in 1954 by J. M.Watson who was then Director
of Agricultural and Veterinary Services of the Protectorate (now Somali Republic, N o r t h ) on a stony hillside in the
Borama District during a collecting t r i p which he undertook w i t h the w r i t e r ; its 4-5-angled, long rampant stems
were almost completely hidden beneath stones and small rocks, sheltered f r o m the direct sunlight and from browsing
goats.
The urceolate, smooth, purplish red tube is crowned by long linear, reflexed, lemon-yellow lobes; the
attractive little plant is not known from any but the type-locality.
Description:—
A dwarf, glabrous succulent plant. Stews fleshy, prostrate, suberect towards the apex, sparsely branched, t o
20 cm long; branches shorter and somewhat thinner, cylindrical, obscurely 8-12 angled, tuberculate; tubercles
tessellate, 4-5 angled, 3-4 mm long and wide, 1-2 mm high, crowned by the leaf-scar. Leaves narrowly lanceolate
reflexed, setose when dry, 1.5 mm long, soon deciduous. Flowers arising f r o m the tips of the branches, one or few,
solitary in the axils of the tubercles, shortly pedicellate. Calyx shallowly cup-shaped, lobes 5, lanceolate, 3 mm long
1 mm wide at the base, erect-spreading. Coro//o-tube inverted pear-shaped, 6.75-7 mm long, 4-5 mm diam. at the
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base, 3 mm diam. at the orifice, glabrous and dark purplish red inside and outside; corolla lobes spreading-reflexed,
broadly linear, apiculate, 5-7.5 mm long, 1.5 mm wide, outside dark purplish red, inside (upper surface) yellow,
rugulose, margins recurved. Corona included, sessile, 2.25-2.5 mm wide, 2 mm long, obtusely 5-angled, dark purplish
red in all parts, the outer lobes forming a cup, 1.5 mm high, shortly and broadly 5-lobed, minutely crenulate, each
lobe forming a pouch w i t h a small incision in its fleshy base; inner lobes linear, 2 mm long, 0.15-0.2 mm wide, erect,
incumbent over the staminal column, erect-connivent at the apex.
D/'str. Somali Republic N o r t h : Borama District, 8 miles S.E. of Borama, 9°51 'N-43°16'E, 1600 m, 6 Oct. 1954,
Bally & Watson B 9997 (holotype K).
Echidnopsis ballyi (J. Marnier-Lapostolle), Bally in Kaktein u.a. Sukk, 14.10.190-192, 1963.
The similarity of the drupe-like corolla w i t h that of Stapeliopsis nerom's Pillans is even closer in this plant than
in the t w o foregoing species. On account of this similarity it was originally described as Stapeliopsis. Its corona,
however.distinguishes it f r o m that genus and ranges it, together w i t h its other characteristics, such as the manyangled, tessellate-tuberculate stem, (plainly) in Echidnopsis.
The w r i t e r discovered it in the Somali Republic, N o r t h , in Behindulla below the Sheik Pass, but although it is
locally common, only sterile growths were found. They never flowered later in cultivation in Nairobi and eventually
died; neither did plants sent by the w r i t e r t o Kew survive. Subsequent gatherings collected in 1954 and in 1956
had the same fate, though besides Kew they were distributed t o other botanical gardens as well. O n the w r i t e r ' s
last t r i p t o Somaliland in 1957 he collected it again for distribution t o various gardens, among them to Mr. MarnierLapostolle for his Jardin Botanique 'Les Cedres'; he at last succeeded in bringing it into bloom in 1958 and he described it in 'Cactus' Rev.Trim. Paris, 65,14,186,1959 as Stapeliopsis ballyi. The type specimen, preserved in liquid, is
deposited in the Laboratoire de Phanerogamie at the Musee d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris. The species is known only
from Behindulla and Manja Asseh t o about 10 km further north in rocky, arid very broken country at altitudes
from 500 t o 600 m.
Description:—
A small, glabrous, succulent plant, w i t h a creeping habit, forming low clumps. Stems decumbent, 5-7 cm long,
1.5-2 cm diam, 6-7-angled, angles tuberculate, the tubercles tapering into fleshy, somewhat reflexed tips; colour of
stems uniformly pale glaucous green. Flowers apparently solitary, produced in the terminal portion of the stems,
pedicellate, pedicel terete, reflexed; sepals lanceolate, 2 mm long, w i t h reflexed, acute tips. Corolla—tube urceolateobpiriform, t o 15 mm long 8-10 mm diam., dark purple on both sides, glabrous, shiny outside, inner surface corrugated w i t h longitudinal, branched ridges; throat 2 mm diam.; lobes 5, broadly triangular, acute, coalescing w i t h each
other at their base, erect-spreading, 3 mm long, 2 mm wide at their base, dark purple outside, paler on their inner
surface. Corona outer deeply cupular, 2 mm high, 2.25 mm diam., glabrous outside, inside beset w i t h 5 groups of 3-4
setulose hairs); upper margin slightly constricted, serrulate, the 5 lobes showing as small, erect, triangular t e e t h ;
inner lobes 5, spreading horizontally from halfway up the outer corona-wall, incumbent over the staminal column,
spathulate, rounded at the tips 1 mm long, 0.4 mm wide.
Distr. Somali Republic N o r t h : 1 mile north of Bihendulah, 10°07'N-45°07'E, 700 m alt., in Buxus hildebrandtii
scrub among rocks, Bally S 127,18-1-1944, Manja Asseh near Bihendulah, on rocky slopes, Bally B 10398,10-11-1954,
between Dagan Dayer and Busta, on hilltops, Bally B 11854, 11-10-1957.
Echidnopsis squamulata (Decaisne) Bally in 'Kakt. u.a. Sukk.' 14,9,173,1963 was discovered by the French Naturalist
Paul Emile Botta in the Yemen, in S. W . Arabia. W h e n Decaisne described the plant in Ann.Sc.Nat.267, 1838, the
genus Echnidnopsis was not yet created and as Botta's specimen showed no fully developed flower but only an almost
mature bud w i t h the corolla lobes still coherent w i t h their tips, crowning an elongated, basically inflated tube as in
Ceropegia, he named it Ceropegia squamulata.
H. Huber, in his 'Revision der Gattung Ceropegia' Bull.Soc.Brot.177., 1958 excluded it from that genus and
suggested its affinity w i t h Echidnopsis; this suggestion was confirmed by the present w r i t e r when he had the opportunity t o examine the type in the Lab. de Phanerogamie of the Musee d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris on January 7th,
1963.
Echidnopsis montana (R. A. Dyer et E. A. Bruce) Bally, comb. nov.
(Caralluma montana R. A. Dyer et E. A. Bruce in FI.PI.Afr.26,t.1034,1942).
Dyer and Bruce described and named this Southern Ethiopian plant at a time when the few known species of
Echidnopsis had a comparatively wide, rotate or cupular corolla w i t h short, broadly triangular lobes. They were
impressed by the similarity of the long, linear, deeply divided corolla lobes w i t h those of Caralluma framesii and of the
East African Caralluma baldratii W h i t e and Sloane; although they commented on the distinctive corolla they felt
justified in describing it as a Caralluma. W i t h our present widened knowledge of Echidnopsis it is evident that the
plant belongs t o that genus.
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Description:—
A succulent plant branched f r o m the base or just above, forming dense clumps. Stems and branches erect t o
suberect, spreading or prostrate, rooting when in contact w i t h the ground, t o 15 cm long or longer, 7-12 mm diam.
excluding the teeth, 6-angled, angles tuberculate; tubercles more or less prominent, 1-2 mm long tapering into a
slender point, formed by the withered scale-like leaves. Flowers few, produced near the apex of the stems and
branches, t w o in each flowering eye, developing successively. Pedicels about 2 mm long, glabrous. Aepaols ovate t o
triangular, acute, 1-2 mm long. Corolla w i t h linear, spreading replicate lobes, divided nearly to the base yellow-green,
suffused w i t h pale purplish brown in their lower half, acute, 9-11 mm long. 10 mm wide at the base. Corona cupshaped, 1.1/3 mm high, 2 mm diam., rounded outer lobes, spotted w i t h purple, w i t h few hairs on the inner surface
margin entire or slightly notched. Inner lobes converging horizontally over the staminal column from below the
rim of the outer corona. Corona outer portion deeply cup-shaped, 1.1/3 mm high, 2 mm diameter, w i t h 5 rounded,
entire or slightly notched lobes, spotted w i t h purple outside, and w i t h few stiff hairs pointing inwards on the inner
surface, inner lobes spreading horizontally over the staminal column from just below the outer r i m , spathulate, w i t h
a Iigulate, horizontal ridge above it, J mm long.
Distr. Ethiopia, Hadama, 60 miles SSE. of Addis Abeba, 8°35'N-39°12'E, 1640 m A. G. MacLaughlin 835,10-6-1942
(type P, syntype G); North-Eastern shore of Lake Shala, 8°35'N-39°12'E, 1570 m. E. A. Schelpe (cult. Oxford Bot.
Gdns., entry No. 404/53).
To be continued
C u r t Backeberg's 'Die Cactaceae', published originally in German between 1958 and 1962, will soon, if all goes
well, be available in an English translation.
Micro Methods of East Ardsley Wakefield, in collaboration w i t h Mr. Parr of the Mammillaria Society (the same
team which recently was responsible for the reproduction of Dr. Craig's 'Mammillaria Handbook') will go ahead
w i t h the English translation if sufficient support is received for it.
It is hoped that there will be because, as cactophiles will appreciate, Herr Backeberg has crystallised the experience of a lifetime's study, and t w o hundred and t w e n t y genera of the Cactaceae are discussed in the authoritative
and detailed fashion usually reserved for specialist monographs dealing w i t h individual genera. This approach,
together w i t h the plethora of fine illustrations (many in colour) ensure than this will long remain the reference w o r k
in this field.
If published in English, 'Die Cactaceae' will make a w o r t h y companion w o r k t o Hermann Jacobson's ' A Handbook
of Succulent Plants' which appeared in an English edition in 1964.
A n Advisory Board comprising Mr. Gordon D. Rowley, B.Sc, Botanical Lecturer at Reading University, Member
of the I.O.S. (International Organisation for Succulent Reasearch) and Editor of their 'Repertorium Plantarum
Succulentarum', and Honorary Member of the Editorial Advisory Staff of the National Cactus and Succulent Society;
Mr. L. E. N e w t o n , B.Sc, Lecturer on Biology at Erith Technical College, Member of the I.O.S. and Assistant Editor
of their organ; Mr. W . F. Maddams, M.Sc, A.lnst.P., Chairman the Mammillaria Society and Editor of its Journal and
a Member of the Council of the Cactus and Succulent Society of Great Britain; and Mr. C. A. E. Parr, w i l l ensure that
a w o r t h y and scientifically correct translation of Backeberg's monumental w o r k is made available, Mr. G. D. Rowley
w i l l also contribute a biographical foreword on C u r t Backeberg.
The book is in six volumes w i t h a total of approximately 4,500 pages, 4,000 of which are t e x t . The balance are
full colour plates and half tone illustrations. The details of individual volumes are:—
Volume 1 . pp. X V I , 638 (1): col. frontis: 35 plates at end: figs. (10 col.): maps: portraits.
Volume 2. Pagination contd. from vol. 1., pp. (XVII)-XXIII including col. frontis. ( + 1 ) , 639-1360 ( + 1 leaf): pi. 36-107:
figs. (21 col).
Volume 3. Page contd. from vol. 2. pp. (3 leaves, including col. frontis), 1361-1926 ( + 4 ) : figs. (15 col.): pi. 108-160
(26 coloured) at end.
Volume 4. Page contd. from vol. 3. pp. (5 including col. frontis.) X X X V I ( + 3 ) + 1927-2629: figs, (some col.) + 51 pi.
(Nos. 161-211, the last colour).
Volume 5. Page contd. from vol. 4. pp. (6 including col. frontis.). 2631-3543: figs, (some col.) + 4 4 pi. (14 col).
Volume 6. Page contd. f r o m vol. 5. pp. (5 including col. frontis). 3545-4041: figs, (some col.): tables.
The complete set of six volumes w i l l be available after publication at £50 per set; or individual volumes can be
ordered as they appear at the rate of t w o per year, the price varying from £7 t o £10 per volume dependent on length.
Special pre-publication facilities are available. A 1 0 % pre-publication discount w i l l be given on all orders received
before 1st December. The complete subscription payment need not be made immediately. Orders w i l l be accepted
for the complete series on payment of £15 only w i t h order, w i t h t w o further payments of £15 t o be made at yearly
intervals. This means that the complete series can be purchase over a financial spread of three years.
Orders should be sent direct t o Mr. C. A. E. Parr, 30 W r a y Crescent, London N.4, and as members of this
Society w i l l be allowed a further 1 0 % discount y o u r society membership number should be quoted.
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SHOW RESULTS-lst and 2nd September, 1964
Class I Three Echinocactanae
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd R. H. I. Read 3rd Mrs. J. A. Wells
Highly Commended Mrs. M. Halford
6 Entries
Class 2 Three Coryphanthanae
1st J. E.Taylor 2nd P. V. Collings 3rd Mrs. J. A. Wells
Very Highly Commended: R. H. I. Read Highly Commended: Mrs. M. Halford
Commended: Mrs. S. G. Sharman
8 Entries
Class 3 Three Cereeanae
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd R. H. I. Read
2 Entries
Class 4 Three Echinocereeanae (excluding Rebutias and Lobivias)
1st P. V. Collings 2nd J. E. Taylor
2 Entries
Class 4a Three Rebutias and/or Lobivias
1st J. E. Taylor 2nd R. H. I. Read 3rd Mrs. M. Halford
4 Entries
Class 5 One Specimen Succulent (excluding Cactus)
1st Mrs. T. W a t t 2nd S. W . I. Young 3rd Mrs. J. A. Wells
Commended: P. V. Collings
5 Entries
Class 6 Three Faucarias and/or Stomatiums
1st Mrs. J. A. Wells 3rd Mrs. U. M. Bull
2 Entries
Class 7 Three Euphorbias
1st S. W . I. Young 2nd Mrs. S. G. Sharman 3rd C. Parker
Highly Commended: S. C. King Commended: Mrs. T. W a t t
5 Entries
Class 8 Three Agaves, Aloes and/or Gasterias
1st Mrs. J. A. Wells 2nd Mrs. U. M. Bull
2 Entries
Class 9 Three Haworthias
1st Mrs. J. A. Wells 2nd Mrs. S. G. Sharman 3rd Mrs. T. W a t t
Very Highly Commended: R. H. I. Read
6 Entries
Class 10 Three Echeverias and/or Cotyledons
1st S. W . I. Young 2nd Mrs. T. W a t t 3rd Mrs. J. A. Wells
4 Entries
Class 11 Six Stemless Mesembryanthemums
1st Mrs. J. A. Wells 2nd P. V. Collings 3rd Mrs. T. W a t t
Highly Commended: C. Parker Commended: S. C. King
5 Entries
Class 12 Three Stemless Mesembryanthemums (for members who have not previously won a First in any Class)
1st R. F. R. Clark 2nd K. Grantham
2 Entries
Class 13 Three Succulents other than Cacti
1st Mrs. J. A. Wells 2nd S. W . I. Young 3rd R. H. I. Read
Highly Commended: Mrs. T. W a t t Commended: C. Parker
7 Entries
Class 14 Three Succulents other than Cacti (for members who have not previously won a First in any Class)
1st R. F. R. Clark 2nd G. A. Page 3rd K. Grantham
4 Entries
Class IS Three Stapeliads
1st Mrs. T. W a t t 2nd C. Parker 3rd S. C. King
4 Entries
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Class 16 Succulents other than Cacti raised from seed by the Exhibitor, on or after 1st January 1962
1st Mrs. T. W a t t 2nd Mrs. U. M. Bull
2 Entries
Class 17 Six South African Succulents in pots not larger than 3 | i n . inside diameter
1st Mrs. S. G. Sharman 2nd Mrs. J. A. Wells 3rd S. C. King
Highly Commended: K. Grantham
4 Entries
Class 18 Croup of Cacti and/or Succulents t o cover space not larger than 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in.
1st Mrs. T. W a t t 2nd Mrs. M. F. Caswell 3rd R. H. I. Read
3 Entries
Class 19 Three Cacti and/or Succulents (for Juniors under 18 years)
1st G. A. Page 2nd W . Rogers
2 Entries
Class 20 Container of Succulents (excluding Cacti) (not larger than 12 in. by 12 in.)
1st Mrs. T. W a t t 2nd N. R. Clyne
Highly Commended: G. A. Page
3 Entries
In Classes 3, 4, 4a, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 19, as the number of entries was less than S in each case the
Prize Money awards have been reduced by one stage.
Amateur Gardening Bronze Medal: Mrs. J. A. Wells for Class 13.
Amateur Gardening Award of Merit: Mrs. J. A. Wells for Class 9.
Amateur Gardening Diploma: J. E. Taylor for Class 1.
A W A R D S FOR THE YEAR
Sir William Lawrence Cup for Cacti
J. E. Taylor
Evelyn Theobald Cup for Succulents
Mrs. J. A. Wells
P. V. Collings Cup for Euphorbias
S. W . I. Young
R. S. Farden Memorial Bowl for Groups
Mrs. T. W a t t
Mrs. Pryke Howard Cup for Succulents
Mrs. J. A. Wells
Mrs. J. A. Luty Wells Cup for 3 Cacti
P. V. Collings
Challenge Shield for Juniors
G. A. Page
S. J. Pullen Cup for Miniature Garden
N. R. Clyne
Mrs. A. Hedges Cup for Succulents
raised from seed
Mrs. T. W a t t
W . Denton Memorial Medal for
Six Stemless Mesembryanthemums
Mrs. J. A. Wells
Sarah Butler Memorial Cup for
Mammillaria rhodantha
Mrs. M. Halford
Banksian Medal presented by the Royal Horticultural Society for the winner of the largest total amount of
money in prizes in the individual class at the t w o Shows Mrs. T. W a t t .
Mr. Boarder said that the Show was better than 1963, but inferior t o the June Show, an opinion which Mrs.
Stillwell shared. He was disappointed that so many Classes had only t w o entries each, although Class 18 actually
had three on this occasion. The First was well set out and well coloured, the Second was of beautiful, well-grown
plants but was not so well shown. The latter observation also applied t o the T h i r d .
The plants shown were generally fine, Mammillarias being particularly strong w i t h other cacti not quite up t o
the usual standard.
Seedlings were disappointing.
Mr. Boarder said that he had ideas on adjustments to the Schedules to encourage smaller, but choice, plants
against older plants.
Mrs. Stillwell was pleased w i t h the quality of t h e ' o t h e r succulents'. There was not one among them which could
be termed 'inferior'. She said that she would like to see more beginners' plants, for instance, Faucarias. The Classes
for stemless mesembs, were particularly good. Some of the Euphorbias were excellent, the Second was rather let down
by the t h i r d member. The First Echeveria was much admired — a really lovely plant.
Mrs. Stillwell advised the members not t o enter plants in resting state — or t r y t o force them out of it.
The sincere thanks of the Society is once again extended t o Mrs. Stillwell and Mr. Boarder for another example
of their admirable loyalty and efficiency. Mr. Walden, the Show Secretary has, too, added another notch t o the many
he has already recorded. Thanks, too, t o those Members who helped t o make the Show a success and particularly
t o those who supplied the bed rock — the exhibits.
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THE C A C T A C E A E : Descriptions and Illustrations of
Plants of the Cactus Family,
by N.L. Britton and J.N. Rose

TWO-VOLUME SET,
CLOTHBOUND

£8

Complete and unabridged! Over 7 5 0 photographs. . . .over 1,000 pages of text!
The only thorough study of its kind!

THE C A C T A C E A E : Descriptions and Illustrations of
Plants of the Cactus Family,
by N.L. Britton and J.N. Rose
Originally published in four volumes under the auspices of the
Carnegie Institute, this work singlehandedly brought order out of
chaos in the vast field of cactus study, establishing rules of priority
for generic nomenclature, creating new species and genera, and
clearing up previous errors and confusions. Its wide-ranging conclusions were reached through such painstakingly precise methods
and observations that the work will long continue to be the basic
foundation for all investigation in this area of botany—surely one
of the most important monographs ever written on one family of
plantsl
T h e authors cover 3 tribes of cactaceae: Pereskieae, Opuntieae, and
Cereeae, with 124 genera and 1,253 different species—including some
120 species about which almost nothing had been known prior to
their researches.
For each species, every bit of information
that could be found is
included .-.complete physical descriptions of the plants and all aspects
of growth and structure; corrections of misattributions in the earlier
literature, etc.; exact geographical locations of type specimens; alternate names—up to 30 or 50 per plant; superseded names, variant
spellings, etc.; area of distribution, habitat; and much other information. In many cases, the authors supply details on form and habits
of natural hybrids; special growth patterns; the location of living
specimens in collections, museums, etc.; origin of names; edibility;
economic uses; and folklore, etc. associated with the plant.
Complementing
the text is the largest collection of cactus illustrations ever compiled—more than 1,200 photographs, line drawings, and
sketches. This illustrative material is particularly helpful in identifying finds and cataloguing collections, especially since it shows you
scores of plants in different phases of the growth cycle.
More than 125 identification keys—to genera, subgenera, and speciesare carefully placed throughout the book, to help you locate and
identify any cactus easily and accurately. These keys are, in an important respect, the heart of the book; their equivalent does not exist
anywhere else.
Thus, you get a complete library of material that cannot be duplicated, even if you were able to piece together the partial studies and
investigations in hundreds of specialized journals and general botany
texts. There is no substitute for this book and its resources for
botanists, whether student, teacher, or researcher, or for serious
cactus enthusiasts. And despite its scientific stature, it is easily used
by laymen with a modicum of botanical or horticultural knowledge.

£8

It can serve as a fine entry to the flora of the American southwest—
or other areas where cactaceae abound.
Never printed in any great quantity (there has been only one previous reprinting, in 1937), this work has always been scarce. In recent
years, sets have brought astronomical prices on the o.p. market. Now
the entire work, complete and unabridged, is available in two handsome cloth volumes—at the lowest prices ever! This is the first chance
you've had in years to purchase a set.
Much of this material, which served as a guide and direction-giver to
all subsequent research, had never before been published—and is
available nowhere else but in this monumental study. T h e r e is no
more complete or thorough coverage in existence. Definitive and unsupcrsedable, this is an indispensable study tool and reference source
for botanists, conservationists, naturalists, amateur collectors, and anyone else interested in these fascinating plants.
Unabridged, unaltered republication of 2nd (1937) edition. Originally
published under the auspices of the Carnegie Institute, Washington,
D. C. 1,279 illustrations, including 137 plates. 126 identification keys.
Four volumes bound as two. Appendices. Indices. Total of xxvii +
l,C39pp. of text. 3 x 10-1/4.
Two-volume set, Clothbound
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